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Welcome to the College
Congratulations on joining Imperial College London, the only
university in the UK to focus exclusively on science, medicine,
engineering and business.
From Fleming’s discovery of Penicillin to Gabor’s invention of
holography, Imperial has been changing the world for well over
100 years. You’re now part of this prestigious community of
discovery and we hope you will take this opportunity to make
your own unique contribution.
We’re committed to providing you with the very best academic
resources to enrich your experience. We also provide a
dedicated support network and a range of specialist support
services to make sure you have access to the appropriate help,
whether that’s further training in an academic skill like note
taking or simply having someone to talk to.
You’ll have access to an innovative range of professional
development courses within our Graduate School throughout
your time here, as well as opportunities to meet students from
across the College at academic and social events – see page 6
for more information.
We actively encourage you to seek out help when you need it
and try to maintain a healthy work-life balance. Our choice of
over 375 clubs, societies and projects is one of the largest of
any UK university, making it easy to do something different
with your downtime. You will also have access to gym and
swimming facilities (following an annual fee of £30 in 2018-19) across our campuses.
As one of the best universities in the world, we are committed to inspiring the next generation of
scientists, engineers, clinicians and business leaders by continuing to share the wonder of what we
do through public engagement events. Postgraduate students, alongside our academics and
undergraduate students, make a significant contribution to events such as our annual Imperial
Festival and our term-time Imperial Fringe events – if you’re interested in getting involved then there
will be opportunities for you to do so.
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Our Principles
In 2012 the College and Imperial College Union agreed ‘Our Principles’ a series of commitments
made between students and the College. The Principles are reviewed annually by the Quality
Assurance and Enhancement Committee and changes recommended for Senate approval.
Imperial will provide through its staff:
• A world class education embedded in a research environment
• Advice, guidance and support
• The opportunity for students to contribute to the evaluation and development of programmes
and services
Imperial will provide students with:
• Clear programme information and assessment criteria
• Clear and fair academic regulations, policies and procedures
• Details of full programme costs and financial support
• An appropriate and inclusive framework for study, learning and research
Imperial students should:
• Take responsibility for managing their own learning
• Engage with the College to review and enhance provision
• Respect, and contribute to, the Imperial community
The Imperial College Students' Union will:
• Support all students through the provision of independent academic and welfare assistance
• Encourage student participation in all aspects of the College
• Provide a range of clubs, societies, student-led projects and social activities throughout the year
• Represent the interests of students at local, national and international level
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Welcome from the Graduate School
Professor Sue Gibson,
Director of the
Graduate School
The Graduate School
has several roles but
our main functions are
to provide a broad,
effective and innovative
range of professional
development workshops and to facilitate
interdisciplinary interactions by providing
opportunity for students to meet at academic and
social events. Whether you wish to pursue a career
in academia, industry or something else,
professional skills development training will improve
your personal impact and will help you to become a
productive and successful researcher.
Professional development courses for Master’s
students are called “Masterclasses” and they cover
a range of themes, for example, presentation skills,
academic writing and leadership skills
(http://www.imperial.ac.uk/study/pg/graduateschool/professional-skills/masters/). All
Masterclasses are free of charge to Imperial
Master’s students and I would encourage you to
take as many as you can to supplement your
academic training. The Graduate School works
closely with the Graduate Students’ Union (GSU)
and is keen to respond to student needs so if there
is an area of development training, or an activity
that you would like us to offer, but which is not
currently provided, please do get in touch
(graduate.school@imperial.ac.uk).
The Graduate School also runs a number of
exciting social events throughout the year which are
an opportunity to broaden your knowledge as well
as to meet other students and have fun. You should
regularly check the Graduate School’s website and
e-Newsletters to keep up to date with all the events
and development opportunities available to you.

Dr Janet De Wilde,
Head of Postgraduate
Professional
Development
I would like to welcome
you to the Graduate
School’s programme of
professional
development for
research students.
Our team of tutors have a wide variety of research
and other career experiences. We understand just
how important it is to develop professional skills
whilst undertaking postgraduate research studies.
Not only does our programme help you to
progress in your academic studies, it can also be
part of your preparation for your future career. We
provide the opportunity for you to practice your
presentation skills, academic writing skills and
other key skills. It will also give you the chance to
meet students from a variety of subject disciplines
building your network.
We offer a range of interactive courses including
face-to- face workshops, interactive webinars and
online self-paced courses. We also offer a choice
of residential opportunities. We have three
residential retreats including thesis writing, team
work and research impact. We also have our
Global Fellows Programme which provides the
fantastic opportunity to spend a week with
researchers from across the world. I encourage
you to explore and engage with the diverse range
of opportunities on offer from the Graduate School
and I wish you well in your studies.

Finally, I hope that you enjoy your studies here at
Imperial, and I wish you well.
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The Graduate School
You automatically become a member of the Graduate School when
you register as a postgraduate student at Imperial.
The Graduate School has been set up to support all postgraduate
students at the College through:
•
•
•

Training and development courses
Networking activities, social and academic events to
encourage cross-disciplinary interactions
Forums to represent the views of postgraduate students
throughout the College

‘Masterclass’ professional skills courses
You can see the full range of free professional skills courses for
postgraduate students on the Graduate School website:
www.imperial.ac.uk/study/pg/graduate-school/professional-skills/masters
All courses can be booked online.

Contact us
Level 3, Sherfield Building, South Kensington Campus
020 7594 1383
graduate.school@imperial.ac.uk
www.imperial.ac.uk/graduate-school

Imperial Success Guide
The Imperial Success Guide is an online resource with advice and tips on the transition to
Master’s level study. More than just a study guide, it is packed with advice created especially
for Imperial Master’s students, including information on support, health and well-being and
ideas to help you make the most of London.
www.imperial.ac.uk/success-guide
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Welcome from the Graduate Students’ Union (GSU)
I am delighted to welcome you to Imperial College! Let me
introduce you to the Graduate Students’ Union (GSU). We are
the representative body defending your interests as a
postgraduate student in major decisions taken by the College.
Beyond that, we work towards building a thriving postgraduate
community that spans faculties and where students effectively
communicate in an interdisciplinary way. Our committee is
comprised of motivated postgraduate students like yourself,
who have been appointed in university-wide elections and
volunteer to make your experience at Imperial as fulfilling and
enjoyable as possible.
So, what are we up to for this coming year 2018/19? We are
going to focus on three major areas of action:
•
•
•

Continue improving postgraduate well-being by increasing the quality of supervision
and by creating strategies to tackle common mental health challenges in higher
education.
Develop the GSU to become central to the post-graduate community by improving the
two-way flow of information, between the GSU and you.
Organise exciting events around the topics of well-being, interdisciplinary research,
and entrepreneurship.

As the GSU president, I would like to emphasise that Imperial College London is relying on its
postgraduate students to maintain its position as a front-runner in world-class research and
teaching. For us, the GSU, to be successful we need to receive as much of your input as
possible. We want to work with you, for you!
Finally, I hope that you have a fantastic time here at Imperial and take advantage of the
richness of opportunities that awaits you. If ever you have questions or ideas to share with us,
please do not hesitate to get in touch with us and we are looking forward to seeing you at our
events!
Ute Thiermann, GSU President 2018/19
gsu.president@imperial.ac.uk
www.imperialgsu.com
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1.

Introduction to the Department

Welcome from the Head of Department
I trust you have had a great summer, whether you were gaining work experience or taking a
well-earned rest, and I hope that you are now ready to study again with renewed vigour!
You will be working alongside some of the brightest and most motivated students from
around the world, taught by an exceptional group of internationally-leading experts. A
strength of our Department, and the College as a whole, is its national and cultural diversity
(well over 50 nationalities are represented in our Department alone) and we don’t intend to
allow Brexit, or any other outside influence, to change that.
London is a wonderful place to be a student. Please take full advantage of your once-in-alifetime opportunity and find a good balance between studying hard to fulfil your potential,
and enjoying the company of your fellow students and life in London.
Good luck for the coming year!
Professor Nick Buenfeld

Welcome from the Programme Director
On behalf of all staff involved in the delivery of the MSc courses in Advanced Structural
Engineering I am pleased to welcome you all to Imperial College. I hope that the 2018-2019
academic year is one that you will look back upon with a great sense of pride and
achievement.
We are proud of the history that our Section can boast of and the contributions that we have
made, and continue to make, to our industry over the past decades. You are a part of that
legacy now and I look forward to seeing the role you play in this ongoing narrative.
The sense of achievement you will feel upon completion will reflect the fact that the coming
months will be demanding. Some of you will find the course more demanding than others,
but all of you will be tested. You are fortunate to have access to world class resources, both
in terms of the library and computational facilities as well as the calibre of the academic and
support staff within the Section. I sincerely hope that you make the most of these resources
while you are with us.
London is an incredible, vibrant city, and a wonderful place to live and study. I encourage
you to experience life in London and to allow the energy of the city to invigorate your studies.
I look forward to interacting with you all in due course, and look forward to seeing what you
all achieve this year.
Dr Peter J Stafford
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Academic and administrative staff
Ruth Bello
Structures Section Group Administrator

Room 439
020 7594 6040
r.bello@imperial.ac.uk

Professor Nick Buenfeld
Professor of Concrete Structures and Head
of Department

Room 442
020 7594 5955
n.buenfeld@imperial.ac.uk

Professor Ahmed Elghazouli
Professor of Structural Engineering and
Head of Section

Room 440
020 7594 6021
a.elghazouli@imperial.ac.uk

Professor Leroy Gardner
Professor of Structural Engineering

Room 435
020 7594 6058
leroy.gardner@imperial.ac.uk

Professor Bassam Izzuddin
Professor of Computational Structural
Mechanics

Room 330
020 7594 5985
b.izzuddin@imperial.ac.uk

Dr Luke Louca
Reader in Engineering Structures

Room 438
020 7594 6039
l.a.louca@imperial.ac.uk

Dr Lorenzo Macorini
Lecturer in Structural Engineering

Room 325
020 7594 6078
l.macorini@imperial.ac.uk
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Dr Christian Malaga-Chuquitaype
Lecturer in Structures

Room 322
020 7594 5007
c.malaga@imperial.ac.uk

Professor David Nethercot
Senior Research Investigator, Emeritus
Professor of Civil Engineering

Room 306
020 7594 6097
d.nethercot@imperial.ac.uk

Dr Andrew Phillips
Senior Lecturer in Structural Biomechanics

Room 433
020 7594 6081
andrew.phillips@imperial.ac.uk

Dr Sunday Popo-Ola
Senior Research Fellow and Senior
Teaching Fellow

Room 320
020 7594 5979
s.popoola@imperial.ac.uk

Andy Pullen
Senior Research Fellow

Room 320
020 7594 5978
a.pullen@imperial.ac.uk

Dr Ana Ruiz-Teran
Senior Lecturer in Bridge Engineering

Room 324
020 7594 6005
a.ruiz-teran@imperial.ac.uk
Room 318

Dr Adam Jan Sadowski
020 7594 3065
Senior Lecturer in Structural Engineering
a.sadowski@imperial.ac.uk
Room 321
Dr Peter Stafford
020 7594 7916
Advanced Structural Engineering MSc
Cluster Director; Senior Lecturer in
Engineering Risk

p.stafford@imperial.ac.uk
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Room 415
Dr Margaret Szabo
020 7594 5961
Senior Teaching Fellow in Structures
m.szabo@imperial.ac.uk

Dr Robert Vollum
Reader in Concrete Structures

Room 323
020 7594 5992
r.vollum@imperial.ac.uk

Professor M. Ahmer Wadee
Professor of Nonlinear Mechanics

Room 421
020 7594 6050
a.wadee@imperial.ac.uk

Dr Hong Wong
Reader in Structures and Materials

Room 228D
020 7594 5956
hong.wong@imperial.ac.uk

English language requirement
See the Admissions website for details:
www.imperial.ac.uk/study/pg/apply/requirements/english
For information on English language support available while you’re here, see the Wellbeing
and Advice section.

Attendance and absence
You must inform your Cluster Administrator if you are absent from the College for more than
three days during term. If the absence is due to illness you must produce a medical
certificate after seven days. If you miss an examination through illness you must produce a
medical certificate immediately on your return to College. In such circumstances, a Mitigating
Circumstances Form must also be completed.
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/about/governance/academic-governance/academic-policy/examsand-assessment/
The Registry will be informed of all student non-attendances, as the College is obliged to
report the non-attendance of students on Tier 4 to the Home Office.
Read through Appendix A – Monitoring Attendance of Students, for information on the
procedures in the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering.
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Summer Term: Formal teaching may have finished for the year, but while you are working
on your project and writing your dissertation, you are still subject to the attendance
conditions of your degree, up to the expiry of your student registration at the end of
September 2019. The exceptions to this are:
•
•
•

Short breaks (approved by your supervisor and notified to your Cluster Administrator
by email).
Completion of all the academic requirements of your degree.
Approved External Study Leave (e.g. Fieldwork) (specific form to be completed – see
Appendix A).

Recording of External Study Leave
For those of you spending periods of time abroad which form part of your research project
(e.g. Fieldwork), such absences must be covered by the Postgraduate Taught (MSc):
Recording of External Study Leave Form (see Appendix A). This form must be completed
and submitted, via your Cluster Administrator, in advance of the requested absence. A
record will be held in Starfish and you must register your return from Study Leave in person
to your Cluster Administrator in order that your record may be updated for audit purposes.
The Registry will be informed of all student non-attendances, as the College is obliged to
report the non-attendance of students on Tier 4 visas to the Home Office.
Read through Appendix A – Monitoring Attendance of Students, for information on the
procedures in the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering.
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Key dates 2018-19
Term dates
Autumn term:

29 September – 14 December 2018

Spring term:

05 January – 22 March 2019

Summer term:

25 April – end of course

Closure dates
Christmas/New year:

22 December 2018 – 01 January 2019

Easter holiday:

18 April – 23 April 2019

Early May bank holiday:

06 May 2019

Spring bank holiday:

27 May 2019

Summer bank holiday:

26 August 2019

Programme dates
Written examinations:

14 December 2018
07 January 2019 (for 2 weeks)
29 April 2019 (for 3 weeks)

Project hand-in:

Late August 2019

Board of Examiners meeting

September 2019

End of course:

30 September 2019

Key events
Postgraduate Awards Ceremonies:

06 May 2020

Imperial Festival and Alumni Festival:

29-30 June 2019
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2.

Programme information

Imperial Mobile app
Don’t forget to download the free Imperial Mobile app for access to College information and
services, College emails and a library catalogue search tool.
www.imperial.ac.uk/imperialmobile

Programme overview
The courses consist of a number of core subjects and elective modules which are taken in
the first two terms. All core courses must be taken, in addition to electives in both taught
terms, to a total of 12 modules in completion of the programmes. For certain spring term
modules, a related module in autumn term may be a prerequisite. The electives enable
students to develop a primary study theme (e.g. advanced structural analysis, concrete
materials and structural assessment or seismic design of concrete structures). The courses
attach considerable importance to both advanced structural analysis and theoretical
concepts in structural engineering as well as fundamental and applied concepts related to
structural design.
In the final months of the programme, all students undertake one two-week conceptual
design project in a group environment before completing a major investigative research
dissertation, or a major detailed design oriented project (both of which are individual
submissions).
The aims of our extensive suite of MSc courses are to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To provide students with a solid technical basis in the key areas of the engineering
profession through delivery of a coherent, coordinated and balanced degree
programme, integrating core engineering science with practical application.
To enable students to acquire a mature appreciation of the context in which
engineering projects are developed within the industry.
To develop our students’ excellence in oral and written, and poster presentations.
To provide students with sufficient material to explore and study the subject, in
preparation for professional practice.
To provide the basis for the recognition and understanding of the major features of
structural engineering.
To develop an understanding of how this knowledge may be applied in practice in an
economic and environmentally sustainable manner.
To foster the acquisition and implementation of broad research and analytical skills
related to structural engineering.
To attract highly motivated students irrespective of race, gender, background and
disability, from the UK and overseas.
To develop new areas of teaching in response to the advance of scholarship and the
needs of the community including vocational training.
To provide an introduction to the subject for students from other relevant and
numerate disciplines.
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Programme structure
The full time programme is taken over 12 months, with a single entry point per year at the
beginning of October.
Part time options typically involve:
•
•

One day per week over three years.
Term release (taken part time on a term-by-term basis, over three years).
o Year 1: Autumn term
o Year 2: Fallow (or just project)
o Year 3: Spring term and project
o http://www.imperial.ac.uk/civil-engineering/prospectivestudents/postgraduate-taught-admissions/advanced-structural-engineeringcluster/term-release/

Competency statements
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/media/imperial-college/faculty-ofengineering/civil/public/msc/Competency-Standards.pdf

Accreditation and professional membership
We would like to encourage you to become a Student or Graduate Member of the
Professional Institutions in the field that you are studying in. The following professional
bodies are relevant for the Master’s programmes that we are running at the Department of
Civil and Environmental Engineering. For each of them, we define the most appropriate
route for you to become a member:
The Institution of Civil Engineers (ICE)
Apply for graduate membership if you already have a degree in Civil Engineering:
https://www.ice.org.uk/membership/grades-of-ice-membership/graduate-membership

The Institution of Structural Engineers (IStructE)
https://skempton.wufoo.com/forms/q7x2x3/

Further details of our accreditation are to be found at:
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/civil-engineering/prospective-students/postgraduate-taughtadmissions/

Programme delivery
Modules will be delivered through a series of lectures, although teaching methods will vary
between individual modules. Other teaching methods employed may include tutorials, group
discussions, group work, progress tests, computer laboratory sessions, practical work, and
14

others depending on the member of academic staff responsible. Some lectures will be
delivered by visiting academics or industry professionals, where appropriate.
Submission of Coursework
Coursework submissions may be online or in paper copy, depending on the preference of
the setter.
Coursework Cover Sheets
Coursework coversheets for group and individual work can be found in the General Office.
Each one contains a plagiarism declaration on the front which must be signed. An example of
the coursework cover sheets used for individual and group work can be found in Appendix E.
Submitting Coursework
MSc coursework will be set with a due date and time, and specific submission information
will be made available to students.
Receiving Marked Coursework
Lecturers should return coursework within three weeks of it being handed in (four, if this
period includes a College vacation). If there is a delay you should consult your MSc Cluster
Administrator.
Returned Marked Coursework
You are required to submit all your marked coursework to your MSc Cluster Administrator,
unless instructed otherwise, by the end of the academic session for inspection by the
External Examiners.
Penalties for late submission
Submissions made within 24 hours after the deadline has passed will have the mark capped
at 50%. Submissions made more than 24 hours after the deadline has passed will receive of
mark of zero.

Development of professional skills
Professional skills development will be delivered throughout the curriculum in various forms,
including teamwork, problem-solving, applying concepts to real-world situations, and formal
presentations. http://www.imperial.ac.uk/study/pg/graduate-school/professionalskills/masters/

Module descriptors
A full list of all MSc Advanced Structural Engineering module descriptors can be found on
the following link: http://www.imperial.ac.uk/civil-engineering/prospectivestudents/postgraduate-taught-admissions/advanced-structural-engineering-cluster/syllabus/
15

Deadlines for confirmation of elective module choices
The deadline for choosing your autumn term elective modules is Wednesday, week 3.
The deadline for choosing your spring term elective modules is Wednesday, week 18.

Employability statement
Planning for your future is an important aspect of postgraduate study. At Imperial you’ll be
well-supported by our Careers Service, who are on hand to help in a variety of ways.
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/careers
Imperial is one of the UK universities most targeted by graduate recruiters who also play an
active role in our career development programme.
This provides access to hundreds of potential employers in a range of settings including
industry sector forums, employer presentations, careers fairs, mock interviews and our one
to one 'recruiter-in-residence' sessions.
A large number of employers also advertise their opportunities each year through JobsLive
— our online careers platform, which Imperial students can access from the first day of term.
Work opportunities
The Department encourages you to take early advantage of the careers education,
information and guidance available from the following sources:
•

College Careers Advisory Service (Level 5, Sherfield Building), with which you can
book careers appointments, quick interview sessions, skills workshops, mock
interviews, and much more.
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/careers/

•

The transferable skills training programme run by the Graduate School.
http://www3.imperial.ac.uk/graduateschools/

•

Careers presentations and careers fairs, which occur throughout the autumn and
spring terms. Details are circulated to all students closer to the dates.

•

Details of jobs will be posted on the careers sections of the website. New posts are
notified to us throughout the year, so check online regularly:
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/careers

•

Additionally you can contact the Departmental Careers Advisor for further guidance
and information:

Dr Peter Stafford
Room 321
p.stafford@imperial.ac.uk
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Timetable
Your timetable will be delivered direct to your Imperial College Outlook calendar.

Research dissertations and design projects
Undertaken over the final months of the course, you will aim to complete either:
•
•

One group-based conceptual design project and a detailed individual design project
or
One group-based conceptual design project and a research-orientated dissertation.

The principle aim of the Design Project/Research Dissertation is to assess the capability of
students to undertake independent research-based work.
Total Marks Allocated
Conceptual Project
Detailed Project or Dissertation

300
30
270

Topics
Dissertations: a list of dissertation topics will be released towards the end of the spring term
with information on the selection process. Students are also encouraged to propose their
own topics, in consultation with members of the teaching staff.
Design Project: as with dissertations, selection of the detailed design projects is towards
the end of the spring term. The projects are:
•
•
•

Tall Building Project
Bridge Project
Concrete Building Project

Further information on Dissertations and Design Projects (Conceptual and Detailed)
including pre-requisite modules, are available from the
following: http://www.imperial.ac.uk/civil-engineering/prospective-students/postgraduatetaught-admissions/advanced-structural-engineering-cluster/syllabus/ci9-str-18/
Supervision arrangements
The nature of supervision that you will receive over the summer term varies depending upon
whether you undertake a detailed design project or a research dissertation.
In the case of detailed design projects, a lead academic, often with support from industry,
runs group tutorial sessions over the first six weeks of the projects. At these sessions, all
students undertaking a particular design project receive information and feedback on their
progress.
In the case of undertaking a research dissertation, you will receive one-to-one support from
a member of academic staff. The particular arrangement in this case depend upon the
nature of the dissertation topic and the preferences of the academic. During the initial weeks
of the dissertation, most students will have weekly contact with their supervisors. The
frequency of this contact typically reduces as the research progresses and students take
greater ownership of their work.
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It is important to understand that there is an expectation, and reward of marks, where there
is evidence of critical thought, independent work and maturity of approach, in relation to both
the detailed design project and the dissertation as show in the following
Criteria for the Marking of Projects, Dissertations and Coursework Exercises
In the case of major projects/dissertations, assessment should first be made under four
general categories:
1.
Evidence of enquiry, creative ability, critical thought
2.
Level of understanding
3.
Level of effort, competence and quality
4.
Clarity and style of presentation (including Viva-Voce)
Particular value should be attached to work that is regarded as intellectually challenging. The
project/dissertation should then be considered as a whole and its features matched against
the written criteria as a benchmark.
Mark
85-100

Grade
A*

70-84

A

60-69

B

Criteria
Distinction Standard: Outstanding achievement and
presentation beyond the expectation of the supervisor, and
making little demand for supervisory support.
Distinction Standard: Excellent work and presentation;
substantial level of independent enquiry, of critical thought
or creative ability.
Good: Well organised, clearly presented and adequately
detailed; thorough grasp of relevant principles; some
evidence of independent enquiry, of critical thought or
creative ability; assessment of alternative solutions, designs
or approaches.

Mark scheme for Design Projects/Dissertations
Item
Project report
– Evidence of enquiry, creative ability, critical thought
– Level of understanding
– Level of effort, competence and quality of work
– Clarity and style of presentation of report and drawings
Final presentation and defence
Overall mark

Maximum Mark
Dissertation
Design Project*
25
25 (10)
25
20 (10)
20
20 (5)
15
20
15
15 (5)
100
100

Note: The projects also include a research component that accounts for 30% of the final grade.
Marks in brackets ( ) denote the breakdown in mark allocations to be awarded for work of an
investigative nature
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Personal tutors and term reports (MSc students)
You are assigned a Personal Tutor from the academic staff in the first week of term. Your
personal Tutors will:
•
•
•

Be a source of support, both pastoral and academic, with whom you can discuss any
issues and turn to them for advice and help.
Take an interest in your academic and professional development.
Likely act as a future referee on your behalf.

You are required to meet with your Personal Tutor once during each term, and together
complete a report from known as a Term Report, the completed report to be submitted to
your Cluster Administrator, Ruth Bello.
•
•
•
•

To keep a record of your academic progress.
To keep a record of any health or other problems that you may encounter.
To follow your professional development.
To be informed of your outside interests and activities, which we consider part of your
life at College.

Your term reports, which are included in Blackboard, will additionally be used:
•
•

As a check-point on attendance (UKVI).
To inform the Board of Examiners of any circumstances to be considered in
mitigation in individual cases.

Further information on term reports including where to find them and submission dates will
be provided by your Cluster Administrator.

Reading Lists
The College has introduced a new interactive system, Reading Lists, for students to view
their reading lists, and create their own virtual library collections. Each of your modules on
Blackboard Learn will include a direct link to the core and supplementary recommended
texts on Reading Lists. You can also view where in the Central Library your recommended
texts are available, and how many copies are available, as well as commenting and
collaborating with other students.
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/admin-services/library/learning-support/reading-lists/

Programme specification
Programme specifications will be located here:
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/staff/tools-and-reference/quality-assuranceenhancement/programme-information/programme-specifications/
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Transferring between courses
Students wishing to transfer between courses should first contact the member of staff below,
who will advise you as to whether or not this may be possible. Please note that for MSc
students, transfers must be requested by the end of the first cycle of lectures, and may be
restricted, in particular for those students under Tier 4 Visa restrictions.
Ruth Bello
Room 439
r.bello@imperial.ac.uk
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3.

Assessment

The Advanced Structural Engineering cluster assessments are made up of two elements:
examinations-coursework combined and projects (projects comprise Conceptual Design,
Detailed Design and/or the Research Dissertation).
The cluster assessments comprise individual and group coursework
submissions; projects and presentations; written and oral examinations and a research
dissertation or detailed design project. To complete the requirements of the degree, all
assessments must be undertaken to the appropriate level.

Criteria for the award of the degree
The MSc degree is awarded to any student who achieves all of the following:
(1) An aggregate mark of 50% minimum in all examinations and associated coursework,
AND
(2) A mark of 50% minimum in the major project or dissertation, including the Conceptual
Design Project.
(3) In line with the policy on assessment of advanced postgraduate courses provided by
Imperial College London, no compensation will be given in assessments in which a
candidate has achieved less than 40% in one or more of the examination papers.
Provided that all three of the above criteria are satisfied, the MSc degree will be awarded in
one of the following classifications:
(a) Pass (see above), or
(b) Pass with Merit would normally be awarded if the aggregate mark of all
examinations and associated coursework is not less than 60% AND the mark
for the dissertation is not less than 60% AND the MSc is completed in 12
months, or
(c) Pass with Distinction would normally be awarded if the aggregate mark for the
examinations and associated coursework is not less than 70% AND the mark
for the dissertation is not less than 70% AND the MSc is completed in 12
months.
Mark

Grade

Comment

85+

A*

Outstanding - distinction standard

70-84

A

Distinction standard

60-69

B

Good

50-59

C

Adequate

The following are subject to discussion by the Board of Examiners
40-49

D

Unsatisfactory/borderline

30-39

E

Not satisfactory – may need to be retaken

0-29

F

Not satisfactory – may need to be retaken
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Mitigating circumstances
If you have a serious problem affecting your study, coursework, or examinations, you
must ensure that you inform a member of staff immediately, this might be your
Personal Tutor, a member of the administrative staff, or the Senior Tutor
(Postgraduate) as soon as possible.
A wide variety of things can be considered in mitigation, from health issues (physical or
mental, acute or chronic) to bereavement or financial hardship.
If something out of your control affects your ability to study or to take assessments then it
may be considered as a mitigating circumstance.
Process:
•

•
•

If these circumstances affect examinations or other assessments, you should submit
a mitigating circumstances form to your Department within 5 working days of the
assessment or coursework submission deadline.
The form must be supported by appropriate documentation. A medical certificate is
essential where illness affects an exam – telling someone afterwards is not sufficient.
Please contact the Undergraduate Education Manager or Senior Tutor if a problem
arises on the day of an exam.

Forms are available from the following:
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/about/governance/academic-governance/academic-policy/examsand-assessment/

Please note:
•
•
•

The College Health Centre cannot certify an illness if you have not been seen at the
Health Centre during the illness.
The College Student Counselling Service can only provide a letter on request if you
already attend counselling.
The College Disability Advisory Service can only help students to obtain appropriate
evidence of disability prior to examinations taking place and are not able to certify for
absences due to disability.

Mitigating circumstances policy and procedure (pdf)
For independent support and advice, please contact the Imperial College Union
Advice Centre.
Unsatisfactory progress in year
For those students not attending or progressing to the satisfaction of the Cluster Director during
the term, a note of warning may be issued to him/her. This is called a “six-week warning” and is
the equivalent to notice of withdrawal. If there is not satisfactory improvement then withdrawal
will be required. The regulations may be found at the
following: https://www.imperial.ac.uk/media/imperial-college/administration-and-supportservices/registry/academic-governance/public/regulations/2016-17/general/StudentWithdrawals-and-Appeals-Procedure_-Oct16.pdf
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This may result in:
•
•
•

(For Visa-dependent students) a report being sent to the UK-VI, and curtailment of the
student Visa, and potentially revoking the right to remain in the UK.
(For sponsored students) a report being made to your sponsors.
Withdrawal from the programme.

Progression from year to year
In order to progress to the next year of the programme, students are required to:
(1) Have an average performance mark for the year of 50% or better in the relevant
element(s);
(2) To have passed all individual components at a minimum of 50%*
*where the mark achieved in (an) individual component(s) is below the 50% pass mark, the
Board of Examiners may, in certain cases, allow compensation. No compensation is allowed
where the mark achieved is below 40%**
**Where a mark below 40% in an individual component is presented, the student is then
permitted to re-take that component (normally by written examination paper) at the next
opportunity, which is typically in the following year. Where the overall performance is below
50%, the student is permitted to re-enter for the elements of assessment in question, but not to
attend or to progress to a subsequent year.

Past examination papers
Most academics will make available past examination papers and model answers to the
Blackboard Learn VLE, or will work through example examination questions during tutorial
sessions.

The College’s Academic and Examination Regulations:
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/about/governance/academic-governance/academicpolicy/exams-and-assessment/

Mitigating Circumstances Policy and Procedures:
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/student-records-and-data/for-current-students/undergraduateand-taught-postgraduate/exams-assessments-and-regulations/mitigating-circumstances/

College Policy on Exams and Religious Obligations:
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/student-records-and-data/for-current-students/undergraduateand-taught-postgraduate/exams-assessments-and-regulations/exams-and-religiousobligations/
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4.

Examinations

Examination guidance and regulations
Materials Permitted in Examinations
•
•
•

Pencil cases which must be clear plastic.
College identity cards (i.e. swipe card) which must be displayed on your desk.
Pens, erasers and other drawing instruments as required.

Unless specified or designated “Open Book”, no additional materials may be introduced into
examinations by candidates. If, in the opinion of the Board of Examiners, such materials are
required, they will be provided or notified to all candidates and the standard examination
rubric amended to state that they will be provided or allowed. Calculators will be provided by
the Department. We are currently using Casio FX85GTplus. Dictionaries are not permitted.
No food is permitted in an examination room unless prior permission has been given due to
medical need. No drinks are permitted except for water in clear plastic bottles.
Conduct of Examinations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

Be prepared.
Take with you only the items listed above.
Arrive 15 minutes before the exam is scheduled to begin.
When you enter the examination room, do so in SILENCE.
Switch off your phones (and other electronic devices) and place them in your bag.
Apple Watches are not permitted.
Leave your bags in the area indicated by the Invigilator or Supervising Academic.
Find the desk with the examination card which has your candidate number (or name)
on it, then sit down at this desk.
DO NOT turn over or open your examination paper until you are instructed to
do so by the Invigilator. However you may start to fill in the front of your answer
book giving:
1. Candidate number (CID).
2. Degree (Subject).
3. Title of Paper.
4. Date.
You MAY NOT SPEAK to anyone other than the Invigilator. If you do need to speak
to the Invigilator, raise your hand. Speak in a quiet voice so as not to disturb the
other candidates.
Write in black or blue ink. Candidates are not permitted to use red or green ink, or
to use any writing implement that is capable of producing red or green marks on the
script. You should not write in pencil.
If unsure of the meaning of a word or question in the examination, write down your
interpretation of that word or question, and continue.
The use of correction fluids (e.g. Snopake® and Tippex®) is explicitly not permitted.
Candidates should indicate incorrect work by drawing a single diagonal line through
the work concerned.
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•
•

•
•

At the end of the examination, stop writing when instructed to do so by the Invigilator
or Supervising Academic.
Ensure that your answer book and all supplementary papers carry your College
Identifier Number (which is also your candidate number), and that all graph paper
and supplementary answer books are securely tied together inside the back cover of
the main answer book.
Remain seated and silent.
When all examination materials have been collected by the examination team and
you have been told you may leave, please do so in silence, collecting your
belongings on the way out. You may not remove any examination material from the
room.

Exam Technique
•
•
•

•

Read the rubric carefully BEFORE answering any questions.
Take some time to read through the questions and make a sensible decision as to
which questions to tackle.
Ask yourself:
o Which questions can I answer fully?
o Out of the questions I cannot answer fully, which ones can I answer the
majority of?
o Am I fulfilling the exam rubric? You must make sure you have understood the
rubric; ask your invigilators if you need clarification.
o Example: How much time should you spend answering each question? If
there are five questions to complete in three hours, that is approximately 36
minutes per question.
If you make a mistake just put a line through your work.
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5.

Plagiarism

1. Introduction to Plagiarism
You are reminded that all work submitted as part of the requirements for any examination
(including coursework) of Imperial College must be expressed in your own words and
incorporate your own ideas and judgements.
Plagiarism, that is the presentation of another person's work, thoughts or words as though
they were your own, must be avoided, with particular care in coursework, essays and reports
written in your own time. Note that you are encouraged to read and criticise the work of
others as much as possible. You are expected to incorporate this in your thinking and in your
coursework and assessments, but you must acknowledge and label your sources.
Direct quotations from the published or unpublished work of others, from the internet, or from
any other source must always be clearly identified as such. A full reference to their source
must be provided in the proper form and quotation marks used. Remember that a series of
short quotations from several different sources, if not clearly identified as such, constitutes
plagiarism just as much as a single unacknowledged long quotation from a single source.
Equally, if you summarise another person's ideas or judgements, figures, diagrams or
software, you must refer to that person in your text, and include the work referred to in your
reference list or bibliography. Staff are able to give advice about the appropriate use and
correct acknowledgement of other sources in your own work.
The direct and unacknowledged repetition of your own work which has already been
submitted for assessment can constitute self-plagiarism. Where group work is submitted, this
should be presented in a way approved by your Department. You should therefore consult
your tutor or course director if you are in any doubt about what is permissible. You should
be aware that you have a collective responsibility for the integrity of group work
submitted for assessment.
The use of the work of another student, past or present, constitutes plagiarism. Where work
is used without the consent of that student, this will normally be regarded as a major offence
of plagiarism.
Failure to observe these rules may result in an allegation of cheating. Cases of suspected
plagiarism will be dealt with under the College’s Exams, Assessments and Regulations, &
Plagiarism, Academic Integrity & Exam Offences, a full copy of which can be found at the
following: http://www.imperial.ac.uk/student-records-and-data/for-currentstudents/undergraduate-and-taught-postgraduate/exams-assessments-and-regulations/ and
is likely to result in a penalty being taken against any student found guilty of plagiarism.
There have been in the past a few cases of plagiarism in this Department, where we operate
a zero-tolerance policy, leading to penalties that range from voiding a coursework mark to
expulsion from the course. In the majority of these cases, plagiarism was the result of
poor practice and lack of awareness, so you are strongly advised to familiarise
yourself with what constitutes plagiarism and to seek clarification if and when in
doubt.
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2. Ethics and Academic Integrity
There are at least two very good reasons why plagiarism should be allowed no place in the
academic business of Imperial College, and why it must therefore be met by severe
punishment whenever it is encountered.
At its most fundamental, plagiarism is seeking to deceive somebody – one’s teachers or
examiners, for example – by presenting the ideas of another person as though the ideas
were one’s own – whether with that person’s assistance, or by theft. Deception and
intellectual theft are morally unacceptable in any well-ordered society. In a society of
professionally licensed engineers, such conduct is even more reprehensible in that it
undermines the ethical foundation on which professional practice is based.
There is also a question of academic integrity. Students who knowingly use plagiarism as a
painless way of compiling the work needed for assessments, and teachers who knowingly
allow students to do it, are both contributing to a blight that undermines the quality and
integrity of the degree qualification.
Students under intense pressure to produce a design, a technical report, or a dissertation
may feel tempted to resort to plagiarism. They must resist. The Imperial College degree is
highly prized because it is respected far and wide as a true mark of achievement. To
safeguard the integrity of its degrees, Imperial College staff must take action whenever
plagiarism is suspected. As for students, they must expect that the penalty for a student who
is guilty of this offence will normally be severe.

3. Definition of Plagiarism
Plagiarism is the presentation of another person’s thoughts, words, images or diagrams as
though they were your own – for example when you copy someone else’s work or use their
ideas in your coursework, thesis, report etc, and then do not acknowledge that you have
done this.

Definition:
‘The wrongful appropriation or purloining, and publication
as one’s own, of the ideas, or the expression of the idea (literary, artistic,
musical, mechanical, etc.) of another.’
Oxford English Dictionary. 2nd ed. (1989) Clarendon Press, Oxford.
Other forms of plagiarism include self-plagiarism, which involves using your own prior work
without acknowledging its reuse; and collusion, which involves sharing or copying
(individual) coursework.
Plagiarism, whether intentional or unintentional, is considered a cheating offence and must
be avoided, with particular care on coursework, essays, reports and projects written in your
own time, and also in open and closed book written examinations.
Plagiarism is classified as either Minor or Major in nature, this is normally determined by the
weight, or marks value, attached to the work submitted. However, the following would also
be classified as major:
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•
•
•
•

Two cases of Minor plagiarism by the same individual
Copying the work of another student without their knowledge
Dissertation/Major Project
Where the student does not admit that plagiarism has occurred, and that the
plagiarism offence is upheld on appeal.

You are not permitted to act in collusion with another student or person, nor are you
permitted to request or arrange for another individual to submit your coursework for you.
You must NEVER:
•

•

Share your coursework, either electronically or in paper copy. If copying of material
occurs as a result of such sharing, both parties are considered to have actively taken
part in plagiarism.
Give your coursework, whether electronically or in paper copy, to someone else to
submit. If copying of material occurs as a result of such activity, both parties are
considered to have actively taken part in plagiarism.

4. Collaboration (joint & group work) and Collusion
Students can struggle to understand the difference between collaboration and collusion.
Collaboration: Unlike collusion (where the work of another student is intentionally used with
that student’s consent) which equates to deception, collaboration is encouraged as a
professional skill much needed in engineering work. Collaboration involves mutual effort and
joint work, to the benefit of all the parties involved, and where appropriate it should always
be acknowledged, via footnotes for example. Students required to submit individual pieces
must be clear on the distinction between the two.
Discussing coursework exercise submission with colleagues is fine: – what does the teacher
expect from the work, what different approaches might there be, how much detail would be
needed, how structured should the report be? In exploring with a colleague a range of
approaches, or how to obtain specific solutions, one finds a positive help in learning
something new. However, if the work is required to be an individual submission, then a line
must be drawn where joint work is left behind and the individual work which is submitted for
assessment should take over.
The results or calculations that form the basis of the report should be obtained by the
individual student who is submitting the report as his/her own work, unless there is a clear
expectation that others would be involved – as in the results of a survey – but then the
contribution of the others should be made clear (for example, as footnotes in the report). The
student is expected to write the report in his/her own words, to think of his/her own
interpretations of the results and to make his/her own conclusions and recommendations.

Group work, for example group design projects, is work which is set by the teacher for joint
working between two or more students and in which it is clearly understood that the teacher
will give the assessment for the joint work undertaken. This provides valuable working
experiences and learning opportunities, but these high-minded intentions can be severely
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undermined if any member of the group should not contribute in equal measure with his/her
colleagues.
A student should always assume that coursework is individual work, unless it is clear that
group assessment is planned by the teacher. If in doubt, seek the teacher’s advice about
what working practices are acceptable. Do not hand over your work, under any
circumstances, to another student

Collusion: Where the work of another student is used with that student’s consent.
5. Exam Offences and Dishonest Practice
Exam offences include behaviour such as bringing authorised material into an exam,
attempting to communicate with others apart from the invigilator, trying to remove
examination material without permission, taking an exam for someone else or getting
someone else to take an exam for you.
Examples of dishonest practice include bribery, contact cheating (buying work from an essay
mill or other individual to submit as your own), attempting to access exam papers before the
exam, making a false claim for mitigating circumstances or providing fraudulent evidence,
falsifying documentation or signatures in relation to assessment.

6. Referencing
The recommended method of referencing is the Harvard style (author-date). All students
have free access to RefWorks, an online reference management software package. More
information is at the library website:
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/admin-services/library/learning-support/reference-management/
and library staff will provide training (contact details in section 6).

7. Advisory Services
Academic Staff
Your main source of information, and the College’s main source for the recognition of
plagiarism, is the academic staff. Please be aware that you can approach them for advice
and information if you are unsure or require clarification.
The Library
You can contact your librarian for advice, either in person or by emailing:
Liaison Librarian: Nicole Urquhart, n.urquhart@imperial.ac.uk
Department Librarian: Callum Munro c.munro@imperial.ac.uk
If you do have a query about a reference layout, include as much information as you have
about the item you need help with.
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The Central Library provides several sources of further information relating to referencing
and plagiarism awareness:

•

A guide to referencing and citing correctly, including how to use the Harvard style is
available at http://www.imperial.ac.uk/admin-services/library/learningsupport/reference-management/

•

Further information about plagiarism awareness within College, please see the library
website at http://www.imperial.ac.uk/admin-services/library/learningsupport/plagiarism-awareness/

•

In addition you can access the Library’s online Blackboard course, “Ensuring Integrity
1: Plagiarism Awareness” for Master’s students, using your College username and
password. The course is available at http://bb.imperial.ac.uk and contains a section
on plagiarism and how to avoid it.

Turnitin-UK
TurnitinUK is an online service hosted at www.submit.ac.uk that enables institutions and
staff to carry out electronic comparison of students' work against electronic sources including
other students' work. Once papers have been submitted to the system they become part of
the database, and will be used for future checking.
IP / Data Protection
Some people have asked whether departments need to seek permission from students
before submitting their work to a plagiarism detection system. The answer is no as the
registration form, which is signed by students, states the following:
The College may submit your coursework to an external plagiarism detection service. By
registering with the College, you are giving your consent for any of your work to be submitted
to such a service'.
JISC Plagiarism Advice.org
www.plagiarismadvice.org/
Emphasis is on academic good practice from the lecturer's perspective, but the service can
also provide help to students.

8. Submission of Individual Items of Coursework
Copying the work of others without acknowledgement of the source of the information is
academic fraud, known as plagiarism. Wilfully copying is outright cheating, forgetting to list
references and reference material is ineptitude. Neither form of plagiarism is acceptable and
may well result in one or more parties, deemed to be involved, being awarded a mark of
zero.
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All coursework, project work and research submissions, including dissertation must contain
the following statement, signed by the student.

Declaration: I confirm that this submission is my own work. In it, I give references and
citations whenever I refer to, describe or quote from the published, or unpublished,
work of others.
Signature:___________________

Failure to submit the signed declaration with all written works will result in their being
unmarked, or returned with a mark of zero.
An example of a Coursework Cover Sheet is given in Appendix E.
More information on the actions taken by the Department following cases of suspected
plagiarism will be provided to you at the time that you are given your first coursework
assignments.
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6.

Board of examiners

The Board of Examiners for the Advanced Structural Engineering MSc cluster includes:
CHAIR
Professor Ahmer Wadee

EXAMINATIONS OFFICER
Dr Peter Stafford

SECRETARY
Ruth Bello
MEMBERS: All staff involved in the delivery, setting, and marking of assessment for the
programmes.

External Examiners
Professor Rita Bento, Instituto Superior Tecnico, Lisbon
Professor Miguel Angel Astiz, Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, Madrid

It may happen that Master’s level students to have some form of academic or social
interaction with their external examiners at some point during or after their studies as well as
during the assessment process itself.
It is inappropriate for you to submit complaints or representations direct to external
examiners or to seek to influence your external examiners. Inappropriate communication
towards an examiner would make you liable for disciplinary action.
External examiners reports digests can be found here:
www.imperial.ac.uk/staff/tools-and-reference/quality-assurance-enhancement/externalexamining/information-for-staff
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7.

Location and facilities

Imperial has a number of campuses in London and the South East. All have excellent travel
links and are easily accessible via public transport.
Your main location of study will be:
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering
Skempton Building
South Kensington Campus
Imperial College London
London SW7 2AZ
The Skempton building can be accessed from 07.00-00.00 daily. The main entrance requires
the use of your college ID card between the hours of 07.00-08.00 and 18.00-00.00. During
weekends and vacation periods you will be required to use your college ID card each time
you enter and exit the building.
Smoke-Free Policy
All Imperial campuses and properties are smoke-free. This means that smoking by staff and
students is not permitted on or within 20 metres of College land. The policy covers all
College properties, including student accommodation and sports grounds.
www.imperial.ac.uk/smoke-free

Facilities
PC laboratories
The Skempton Building houses three PC laboratories located in rooms 208, 314, and 317.
These facilities are shared with the Department of Aeronautics and the Department of
Mechanical Engineering. They are open to all registered students of the aforementioned
Departments from 08.00-22.30 daily, except when timetabled for classes. Further PC
facilities are available in, and shared with, the City and Guilds Building, and the College’s
Central Library.
A full list of the College rules regarding computer use are available at:
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/admin-services/ict/

Shared teaching space
The Faculty of Engineering is committed to utilising its facilities and teaching space, hence
there are a number of shared teaching spaces between Departments/Buildings. Teaching
space in the Skempton Building is often timetabled to accommodate lectures between the
Civil and Environmental, Mechanical, and Aeronautical Engineering Departments.
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Room

Level

Capacity

Purpose

Meeting Room 002

0

20

Teaching Room 060A (P)

0

30

Teaching Room 060B (P)

0

30 96 Lectures – tutorials – examinations – presentations

Teaching Room 060C (P)

0

36

Learning Centre 062

0

Teaching Room 064A (P)

0

Seminars – presentations
Lectures – tutorials – examinations – presentations

Lectures – tutorials – examinations – presentations

24

Exams – tutorials – study groups

30

Lectures – tutorials – exams – presentations
57

Teaching Room 064B (P)

0

27

Lectures – tutorials – exams – presentations

Laboratory Room 043

0

N/A

Hydrodynamics Laboratory

Teaching Room 163 (P)

1

40

Lectures – tutorials – exams – presentations

Lecture Theatre 164 (P)

1

160

Lectures – presentations – seminars

Teaching Room 165

1

22

Lectures – tutorials – exams – presentations

Laboratory Room 158

1

N/A

Structures Laboratory

Lecture Theatre 201 (P)

2

122

Lectures – presentations – seminars

Lecture Theatre 207 (P)

2

50

Lectures – presentations – seminars

Munro Computing Lab 208 (P)

2

70

Computing – lectures – tutorials

Reprographics Room 218

2

N/A

Printing facilities

Laboratory Room 221

2

N/A

Intelligent Infrastructure Transport Systems Laboratory

Teaching Room 224 (P)

2

60

Lectures – tutorials – presentations – seminars –
practicals

Mezzanine Lab 240

2

N/A

Workshops – lab practicals – design classes

Teaching Room 301 (P)

3

92

Lectures – tutorials – exams – presentations – seminars

Teaching Room 307 (P)

3

76

Lectures – tutorials – exams – presentations – seminars

Computing Lab 314

3

10

Computing – lectures – tutorials

Teaching Room 315 (P)

3

56

Lectures – tutorials – presentations

Computing Lab 317 (P)

3

36

Computing – lectures – tutorials

Library 402

4

N/A

Study area

Meeting Room 444

4

10

Meetings – PhD Exams – presentations

Teaching Room 427

4

20

Lectures – tutorials – presentations – seminars

Laboratory Room 509

5

N/A

Environmental Laboratory (Roger Perry)

Laboratory Room 528

5

N/A

Geotechnics Laboratory

Teaching Room 601

6

40

Lectures – tutorials – meetings – exams – presentations

(P) denotes rooms which are Panopto-enabled.
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While the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering is housed in the Skempton
Building, teaching may also be delivered outside of Skempton, primarily in the City and
Guilds Building.
Within the Skempton Building, the teaching areas are to be found on levels 0, 1, 2, 3, and 6,
with the exception of the teaching laboratories which are located on levels 0, 1, 2, and 5.
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/engineering/students/current/teaching-spaces/

College ID cards
For MSc students who have uploaded their photos and registered online, ID cards can be
collected from the General Office, Skempton Building following confirmed attendance at the
day 2 Health and Safety induction. For those who have their photos taken on arrival, the ID
card is normally available from the General Office in the Skempton Building within two days.
ICT resources
Find information on activating your College account, connecting to Wifi, using the Virtual
Learning Environment (Blackboard Learn), and more ICT resources available for new
students, visit: http://www.imperial.ac.uk/admin-services/ict/new-to-imperial/students/

Printing and binding
There are five multi-function printers in the Skempton Building. The first is in room 317, two
are located in the BOSS Space on level 2, and a further two in room 218 adjacent the BOSS
Space.
Additionally the Service Point Print Shop is located in room 024 of the Sherfield Building.
Service Point can be contacted by email at: imperial.college@servicepointuk.com
There are networked printers across the South Kensington Campus, which you can access
with your College ID card. When you print a document it is sent to a common print queue,
meaning that you can collect it from any touch card printer that your College ID card gives
you access to, including the Central Library and Departments across the Campus.
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/admin-services/ict/self-service/computers-printing/printing/

Lockers
There are 312 lockers located on Level 3, Skempton, of which 156 have been allocated to
MSc students. If you would like to be allocated a locker you need to complete the relevant
form below. Lockers can only be allocated to full time students. Numbers are limited and
allocated on receipt of the form:
https://skempton.wufoo.eu/forms/lockermscapplicationform201819/
The Department’s Postgraduate/General Office is located in room 118 in the ground floor of
the Skempton Building, open Monday-Friday 08.00-17.30.
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Lost property
If you think you have lost something within the Department your first port of call is the
Reception. If it is not there you should check with the Security Office in Sherfield as it may
have been handed in there. (If an item is handed in with ID, an email will be sent to the
owner immediately to inform them).
All items found within the Department (e.g. keys/phones/bags) should be handed into the
Reception. All items found outside the Department should be handed into the Security Office
in the Sherfield Building in the South Kensington campus. http://www.imperial.ac.uk/estatesfacilities/security/lost-and-found-property/
Facilities management
Showering facilities are available within the Department, and are located in the toilets on
levels 0 and 3.
Bicycles are not permitted within the Department. This is College policy. The following link
provides information on suitable bicycle storage within the South Kensington Campus:
http://www3.imperial.ac.uk/estatesfacilities
Room bookings
Room bookings on weekdays during term-time may be requested via an online form, or in
person at the Postgraduate/General Office. This form is to be used only for room booking
requests in the Skempton Building. https://skempton.wufoo.eu/forms/room-bookings20182019/
Please note: We do not make room bookings for Imperial College Union Societies.
These need to be made via the Student Union.
Room booking requests outside of normal College hours should be made via the Conference
Office: conferenceandevents@imperial.ac.uk
Shuttle bus
A free shuttle bus runs between our South Kensington, White City and Hammersmith
Campuses on weekdays. Seats are available on a first-come, first-served basis. You need to
show your College ID card to board. Download the timetable at: www.imperial.ac.uk/estatesfacilities/travel/shuttle-bus
Maps
Campus maps and travel directions are available at: www.imperial.ac.uk/visit/campuses
Accessibility
Information about the accessibility of our South Kensington Campus is available online
through the DisabledGo access guides: www.disabledgo.com/organisations/imperial-collegelondon-2
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8.

Working while studying

If you are studying full time, the College recommends that you do not work part-time during
term time. If this is unavoidable we advise you to work no more than 10–15 hours per week,
which must be principally at weekends and not within normal College working hours.
Working in excess of these hours could impact adversely on your studies or health.
If you are here on a Tier 4 visa you are not permitted to work more than 20 hours a week
during term time. Some sponsors may not permit you to take up work outside your studies
and others may specify a limit.
If you are considering part-time work during term time you are strongly advised to discuss
this issue with your supervisor/cluster administrator/course director. If you are on a Tier 4
visa you should also seek advice from the International Student Support team regarding visa
limitations on employment.
Please refer to our policy on working while studying:
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/study/international-students/visas-and-immigration/workrules-during-your-studies/
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9.

Health and safety

You are responsible for looking after your own health and safety and that of others affected
by your College-related work and leisure activities. You must:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comply with all local and College policies, procedures and codes of practice and with
the arrangements which the College has in place to control health and safety risks.
Ensure that your activities do not present unnecessary or uncontrolled risks to
yourself or to others.
Attend appropriate induction and training.
Report any accidents, unsafe circumstances or work-related ill health of which you
become aware to the appropriate person.
Not interfere with any equipment provided for Health and Safety.
Inform your supervisor or the person in charge of the activity in cases where you are
not confident that you are competent to carry out a work or leisure activity safely,
rather than compromise your own safety or the safety of others.

The College’s Health and Safety Policy can be found at:
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/safety/safety-by-topic/safety-management/health-and-safetypolicy-statement/

Your Departmental safety officer is:
Dr Geoff Fowler
Room 413, Skempton Building
020 7594 5973
g.fowler@imperial.ac.uk
You are required to complete inductions and attend training sessions to safely complete this
course. These include:
•

Health and Safety induction, at which a checklist must be completed, signed by the
student, and a relevant member of staff (Note: ID cards, available from the
Postgraduate/General Office will only be given to those presenting the completed
and signed Health and Safety checklist).

A copy of the Department Health and Safety Booklet can be found in Appendix F.

The College Safety Department
The Safety Department offers a range of specialist advice on all aspects of safety. This
includes anything which you feel might affect you directly, or which may be associated with
teaching, research or support service activities.
The College’s activities range from the use of hazardous materials (biological, chemical and
radiological substances) to field work, heavy or awkward lifting, driving, and working alone or
late.
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All College activities are covered by general health and safety regulations, but higher risk
activities will have additional requirements.
The Safety Department helps departments and individuals ensure effective safety
management systems are in place throughout the College to comply with specific legal
requirements.
Sometimes the management systems fail, and an accident or a near-miss incident arises; it
is important that we learn lessons from such situations to prevent recurrence and the Safety
Department can support such investigations. All accidents and incidents should be reported
online via the “SALUS” online tool. This can be accessed via:
www.imperial.ac.uk/safety
To report concerns or to ask for advice you should contact your programme director,
academic supervisor or departmental safety officer in the first instance. You may also
contact the Safety Department directly.

Occupational Health requirements
The College Occupational Health Service provides services to:
•
•
•

Protect health at work.
Assess and advise on fitness for work.
Ensure that health issues are effectively managed.

The Service promotes and supports a culture where the physical and psychological health of
staff, students and others involved in the College is respected, protected and improved
whilst at work.
www.imperial.ac.uk/occupational-health

Communications
It is not possible to provide a service for incoming telephone messages except in the case of
emergency. Please ensure that your family/next of kin are aware of the following contacts:
Civil Engineering General (Postgraduate) Office
00 44 (0) 207 594 5929 (Fionnuala Donovan)
00 44 (0) 207 594 5932 (Yamini Chikhlia)
00 44 (0) 207 594 5931 (Melanie Hargreaves)
00 44 (0) 207 594 6123 (Angela Frederick)

Structural Engineering
00 44 (0) 207 594 6040 (Ruth Bello)
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Please ensure that your student-e-service contact details are up-to-date at all times,
including your next-of-kin-contact information.
The Department is not able to provide a postal or fax service.

Working alone and emergency contact numbers
It is prohibited under College safety regulations for any person to work alone in a laboratory
or workshop at any time. At least one other person must be within calling distance. All
members of the College must know how to contact the College’s emergency response
services.
Please save the following number in your mobile/cell phone for use in all emergencies
anywhere on the College’s South Kensington campus – including where an ambulance is felt
to be needed, the call will go direct to the College Security Control Desk: 020-7589-1000.
The Security team are on duty 24/7 and will assess the emergency and implement the
necessary response for the situation (including calling the London Emergency services).
If using an internal College phone, the number to call is 4444.
Any activity involving tools or machinery is deemed to be "working in a laboratory or
workshop"; purely office or computing activities are excluded.
(Full details are given at the front of the orange Safety Booklet – see Appendix F.
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10. College policies and procedures
Regulations for students
All registered students of the College are subject to the Regulations for Students, the
College Academic and Examination Regulations and such other regulations that the College
may approve from time to time.
www.imperial.ac.uk/about/governance/academicgovernance/regulationswww.imperial.ac.uk/students/terms-and-conditions

Appeal and complaints procedures
We have rigorous regulations in place to ensure assessments are conducted with fairness
and consistency. In the event that you believe that you have grounds for complaint about
academic or administrative services, or wish to appeal the outcome of an assessment or
final degree, we have laid out clear and consistent procedures through which complaints and
appeals can be investigated and considered:
www.imperial.ac.uk/about/governance/academic-governance/academicpolicy/complaints-appeals-and-discipline

Academic integrity
You are expected to conduct all aspects of your academic life in a professional manner. A
full explanation of academic integrity, including information on the College’s approach to
plagiarism is available on the Student Records and Data website:
www.imperial.ac.uk/student-records-and-data/for-current-students/undergraduate-andtaught-postgraduate/exams-assessments-and-regulations/plagiarism-academic-integrity-exam-offences

Intellectual property rights policy
For further guidance on the College’s Intellectual Property Rights Policy, please contact the
Research Office:
www.imperial.ac.uk/research-and-innovation/research-office/ip

Use of IT facilities
View the Conditions of Use of IT Facilities:
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/admin-services/ict/self-service/computers-printing/staffcomputers/conditions-of-use-for-it-facilities/
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11. Well-being and advice
Student Space
The Student Space website is the central point for information on health and well-being.
www.imperial.ac.uk/student-space

Director of Student Support
The Director of Student Services has overall responsibility for all matters relating to student
support and well-being.
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/student-space/here-for-you/director-of-student-services/

Departmental support and College tutors
Your Department has a system of academic and pastoral care in place to make sure you
have access to the appropriate support throughout your time here. We have a collective
responsibility to ensure that during your time with us, you feel that you are working in a safe
and supportive environment. You should feel free to approach any member of staff at any
time. If they cannot provide immediate assistance, they will be able to signpost you.
The greatest source of support you will have is your own fellow students. If you are
concerned about a fellow student, then you should feel comfortable in approaching a
member of staff for guidance. Any such approaches will be treated with sensitivity.
Details of trained First Aiders and Mental Health First Aiders are located in the lifts and on
notice boards around the Skempton Building – and included in the Health and Safety
(orange) section of this handbook.

Senior Tutor (Postgraduate)
In the event of an issue arising, within the Department there are a number of avenues for
you to seek support. This will include your departmental Senior Tutor (Postgraduate), Dr Ana
Ruiz-Teran, and other designated staff such as programme directors and administrative
staff.

Faculty Senior Tutor
There are a number of avenues within the College to seek help with academic or pastoral
matters: http://www.imperial.ac.uk/student-space/. In the event that you would like to seek
additional support or guidance, or that you wish to air your issues in confidence, the Faculty
Senior Tutor, Dr Lorraine Craig, can be contacted by email l.craig@imperial.ac.uk in the first
instance. Depending on the nature of your query, it may be passed onto other more relevant
staff.
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Advice services
The tutor system is complemented by a College-wide network of advice and support. This
includes a number of specialist services.
Careers Service
The Careers Service has strong links to your Department and you will have a named
Careers Consultant and Placement and Internship Adviser who will run both group sessions
and individual meetings within your Department. You can arrange to meet with your linked
Careers Consultant or Placement and Internship Adviser either in your Department or
centrally on Level 5 Sherfield where the Careers Service is based.

Visit the Career Service’s website to:
•
•

Book a careers appointment
Find resources and advice on successful career planning
www.imperial.ac.uk/careers

Counselling and Mental Health
The Student Counselling and Mental Health Advice Service offers short-term counselling to
all registered students. The service is free and confidential. Counsellors are available at the
South Kensington, Hammersmith and Silwood Park Campuses.
www.imperial.ac.uk/counselling

Financial support and tuition fees
If you’ve got any questions about student financial support (loans, scholarships and research
council studentships, US and Canadian loans) then contact the Student Financial Support
team:
020 7594 9014
student.funding@imperial.ac.uk

If you suddenly find yourself in financial difficulties or experience an unexpected change in
circumstances, you may be eligible to apply for emergency financial help through the
Student Support Fund. The Fund offers a one-off payment of up to £2,000 to cover such
emergencies as last minute accommodation and travel necessities, equipment and
childcare. It does not have to be repaid.
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/students/fees-and-funding/financial-assistance/studentsupport-fund/
For tuition fees queries, contact the Tuition Fees team:
020 7594 8011
tuition.fees@imperial.ac.uk
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Imperial College Union (ICU) Advice Centre
Imperial College Union runs the Advice Centre independently of the College with advisers on
hand to provide free, confidential, independent advice on a wide range of welfare issues
including housing, money and debt, employment and consumer rights, and personal safety.
www.imperialcollegeunion.org/advice
Student Hub
The Student Hub represents a single point of contact for all key administrative information
and support. The Student Hub team can help you with enquiries about:








Accommodation (including checking contracts for private accommodation)
Admissions
International student enquiries
Research degrees
Student financial support
Student records
Tuition fees

Level 3, Sherfield Building, South Kensington Campus
020 7594 9444
student.hub@imperial.ac.uk
www.imperial.ac.uk/student-hub

Health services
NHS Health Centre and finding a doctor
Even if you’re fit and healthy we recommend that you register with a local doctor (GP) as
soon as you arrive in London. For help finding your nearest GP see the Student Space
website:
www.imperial.ac.uk/student-space/here-for-you/find-a-doctor

There is an NHS Health Centre on our South Kensington Campus which you may visit
during clinic hours if you’re feeling unwell. Students living within the practice catchment area
are encouraged to register with the Centre.
www.imperialcollegehealthcentre.co.uk

NHS Dentist (based in the Health Centre)
Imperial College Dental Centre offers a full range of NHS and private treatment options.
www.imperial.ac.uk/student-space/here-for-you/dentist
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Disability support
Disability Advisory Service
The Disability Advisory Service provides confidential advice and support for all disabled
students and students with specific learning difficulties.
If you think you may have dyslexia or another specific learning difficulty but have never been
formally assessed, the Disability Advisory Service offers initial screening appointments.
Room 566, Level 5, Sherfield Building, South Kensington Campus
020 7594 9755
disabilities@imperial.ac.uk
www.imperial.ac.uk/disability-advisory-service

Departmental Disability Officers
Departmental Disability Officers are the first point of contact within your department. They
can apply for additional exam arrangements on your behalf, and will facilitate support within
your Department.
Your Departmental Disability Officer is
Mrs Louise Green
Undergraduate Office, Room 401
020 7594 6045
l.green@imperial.ac.uk

More information on Departmental Disability Officers is available at:
www.imperial.ac.uk/disability-advisory-service/support/ddos
More information on procedures for the consideration of additional exam arrangements in
respect of disability is available at:
www.imperial.ac.uk/media/imperial-college/administration-and-supportservices/registry/academic-governance/public/academic-policy/exam-arrangements-and-resits/Exam-arrangements-in-respect-of-disability.pdf
If you have any issues regarding a disability that you would like to discuss with your
Department, or if you believe you will require special examination arrangements due to a
disability, please feel free to speak to Mrs Louise Green in Room 401, or email for an
appointment.
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Library and IT
Information and Communications Technologies (ICT)
If you’re having problems with technology (including computers, laptops and mobile
devices), you can get help from ICT’s Service Desk.
020 7594 9000
www.imperial.ac.uk/ict/service-desk
Software store
The Software store offers a variety of general and subject specific software programs and
packages for free or at a discounted price for Imperial students.
www.imperial.ac.uk/admin-services/ict/shop/software
Central library
The Central Library at South Kensington is open around the clock pretty much all year. Make
sure you find out who your departmental librarian is as they’ll be able to help you find
resources for your subject area. Also, don’t forget to check out the Library’s range of training
workshops and our other campus libraries for access to specialist medicine and life sciences
resources. Alongside these physical spaces and resources, the Library provides over
170,000 electronic books, journals and databases available both on and off campus and a
free document delivery service to help you source books and articles from around the UK
and the rest of the world:
www.imperial.ac.uk/library
Departmental library
The Civil Engineering Library provides a space for the exclusive use of students and staff of
the Department. Funded by the Department, the Library hosts a collection of around 15,000
books, 400 online and print journal titles, a large collection of reports from industry, and
historical collections. During term time it is open from 09.00 to 19.00, Monday-Thursday, and
09.00-17.00 on Fridays.
Our dedicated Librarian offers support with coursework and information skills in one-to-one
or group formats. The Library engages with students via Twitter @CivEngLib.
Further information about the library and its services is available from the library staff and from
the Departmental Library webpage:
Callum Munro
Departmental Library, Room 402
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/civil-engineering/about-us/library/
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Institution of Civil Engineers Library (ICE)
The library located at the Institution of Civil Engineers (ICE) is home to the world’s largest
dedicated collection of civil engineering materials. In addition to printed books and journals,
the ICE library also offers access to a number of digital services, including e-books and
advanced search tools, and a quiet place to work. All ICE members can borrow up to three
items in person, or by post.

Institution of Civil Engineers Library
1 Great George Street, London, SW1P 3AA
020 7665 2251
library@ice.org.uk
https://www.ice.org.uk/disciplines-and-resources/ice-library-and-digital-resources

Religious support
The Chaplaincy Multi-Faith Centre has chaplains from many different religions, as well as
prayer rooms and information on places of worship. In addition, it runs meditation classes
and mindfulness workshops for stress management. There is a student-run Islamic prayer
room on campus and separate areas available for male and female Muslims.
www.imperial.ac.uk/chaplaincy

Support for international students
English language support
The Centre for Academic English provides free in-sessional English courses for international
students while they are studying. These include classes and workshops on academic
language, social language, the four skills of reading, writing, listening and speaking, 1-1
consultations with a tutor to work on a piece of academic writing or an oral presentation, selfstudy resources in the VLE Blackboard, and the Conversation Project, which partners
students with a native-speaker volunteer to practise social and conversational English.
www.imperial.ac.uk/academic-english

International Student Support team
Students from outside the UK make up around half of our student population, so our
International student Support team offers year-round support to help our international
students settle into Imperial life. This includes UK visa and immigration advice and trips to
different places of interest.
www.imperial.ac.uk/study/international-students
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12. Student records and data
The Student Records and Data team are responsible for the administration and maintenance
of the student records for all students studying at the College. This includes enrolments,
programme transfers, interruption of studies, withdrawals and processing of examination
entry for research degree students. The team also use this information to fulfil reporting
duties to the Student Loans Company, Transport for London and the UKVI, as well as other
external bodies.
The team is currently responsible for the processing of student results and awards on the
student record system as well as the production and distribution of academic transcripts and
certificates of award.
Student Records and Data produce a variety of standard document requests for both current
and previous students including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Statement of attendance
Transcripts
Confirmation of degree
Visa letters / CAS
Letter to open a bank account
Council Tax exemption certificates

Appeal administration also sits within the team, as does the responsibility for confirming
qualifications via the Higher Education Degree Datacheck service.
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/student-records-and-data/for-current-students/request-anofficial-document/

Student records and examinations
+44 (0)20 7594 7268
sroteam1@imperial.ac.uk

Degree certificates
+44 (0)20 7594 8037
certificates@imperial.ac.uk
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13. Work-life balance
The pace and intensity of postgraduate study at Imperial can be demanding so it’s important
to find time for outside interests.

Civil Engineering Society (CivSoc)
The Civil Engineering Society is the departmental student society, of which all
Undergraduate and Postgraduate students are automatically members. Run by an elected
committee of students, CivSoc is one of the most active departmental societies in the
College and organises regular events throughout the academic year. These include
numerous lunchtime lectures given by industrial companies, site visits, social events and
parties. The highlight of the CivSoc year is the extremely popular international trip in the
spring, open to all students in the Department. Additionally, CivSoc writes and publishes the
departmental student newspaper LIVIC.
All students are encouraged to participate in CivSoc-run activities. Announcements
concerning upcoming events and society news are emailed to all members, displayed on the
screen in the second floor Breakout Student Space, as well as being available on CivSoc’s
website and social media pages.
Chair: Hippolyte Mounier-Vehier
Secretary: Elena Sakka
Treasurer: Dalia Lister
LIVIC Editor: Thibault Audic
Events Officer: Joshua Lim
Industrial Liaison Officer: Alexis de Germay de Cirfontaine
Tour Officer: Inigo Basterretxea Jacob
Treasurer: Hein Zaw (William)
Alumni and Mums & Dads: Dorian Sabathier
Department Representative: Ottilie Liu
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Imperial College Union
The Union’s range of 375+ student-led clubs, societies and projects is one of the largest of
any UK university, opening up lots of ways for you to enjoy your downtime.
www.imperialcollegeunion.org/about-us

Graduate Students’ Union
The Graduate Students’ Union is the postgraduate arm of Imperial College Union. The GSU
works alongside the Imperial College Union President to ensure that the requirements of
postgraduate students are catered for. It also organises a number of academic and social
events during the year.
www.union.ic.ac.uk/presidents/gsu

Physical Activity Sport
Imperial College has a wide range of sports and activities on offer that cater for all standards
and abilities. We have a recreational activity offer, competitive sports teams and an elite
sport programme. We are dedicated to ensuring we have a diverse, inclusive and exciting
offer for all.
With an annual fee of £30 you will get use of the gym and swimming facilities on our
campuses.
www.imperial.ac.uk/sport
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/ethos/
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14. Student feedback and representation
Feedback from students
The College and Union is committed to continually improving your education and wider
experience and a key part of this is your feedback. Feedback is thoroughly discussed by
your student representatives and staff.

Student representation
Student Representatives are recruited from every department to gather feedback from
students to discuss with staff. More information about the role, and instructions on how to
become an academic representative, are available on the Imperial College Union (ICU)
website: www.imperialcollegeunion.org/your-union/your-representatives/academicrepresentatives/overview
Due to the number and complexity of our MSc programme configuration, elections to the
positions of Programme Student Representatives are managed within the Department. You
will be advised of the processes, both on self-nomination for the positions, and the selections
processes, during the cluster induction sessions. Typically we look for one representative
from each of the core programmes.

Staff-Student Committee
The Staff-Student Committee is designed to strengthen understanding and improve the flow
of communication between staff and students and, through open dialogue, promote high
standards of education and training, in a co-operative and constructive atmosphere. College
good practice guidelines for staff-student committees are available here:
www.imperial.ac.uk/about/governance/academic-governance/academic-policy/studentfeedback
There are three committees: Undergraduate, Master’s and Research Students/Staff. They
meet once each term, and their remit is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

To provide a forum for debate about important matters.
To receive feedback from students.
To initiate enquiries or investigations on matters of concern to students.
To represent the interests and requirements of the student body.
To air grievances.

The membership is drawn from the student body, with members being elected by their peers
at the beginning of term, the Student Union, the Graduate Student Association and relevant
Departmental Officers.
The Undergraduate SSLC is chaired by the Director of Undergraduate Studies and both the
MSc and PhD are chaired by the Senior Tutor (Postgraduate), with the Departmental
Postgraduate Representative acting as Deputy-Chair.
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15. Student surveys
Your feedback is important to your Department, the College and Imperial College Union.
Whilst there are a variety of ways to give your feedback on your Imperial experience, the
following College-wide surveys give you regular opportunities to make your voice heard:
•
•
•

PG SOLE lecturer/module Survey
Student Experience Survey (SES)
Postgraduate Taught Experience Survey (PTES)

The PG SOLE lecturer/module survey runs at the end of the autumn and spring terms. This
survey is your chance to tell us about the modules you have attended and the lecturers who
taught them
For PG SOLE your lecturers will receive their individual numerical results and comments
shortly after the survey closes. To make the most of your opportunity to give your feedback,
please do not use offensive language or make personal, discriminatory or abusive remarks
as these may cause offence and may be removed from the results. Whilst this survey is
anonymous, please avoid self-identification by referring to personal or other identifying
information in your free text comments.
The Student Experience Survey (SES) is another opportunity to leave your views on your
experience. This survey will cover your induction, welfare, pastoral and support services
experience.
The Postgraduate Taught Experience Survey (PTES) is the only national survey of Master’s
level (MSc, MRes, MBA and MPH) students we take part in. This is the only way for us to
compare how we are doing against the national average and to make changes that will
improve our Master’s students’ experience in future. PTES covers topics such as motivations
for taking the programme, depth of learning, organisation, dissertation and professional
development. PTES last ran in spring term 2018.
All these surveys are anonymous and the more students that take part the more
representative the results so please take a few minutes to give your views.
The Union’s “You Said, We Did” campaign shows you some of the changes made as a result
of survey feedback:
www.imperialcollegeunion.org/you-said-we-did
If you would like to know more about any of these surveys or see the results from previous
surveys, please visit:
www.imperial.ac.uk/students/academic-support/student-surveys/pg-student-surveys
For further information on surveys, please contact the Registry’s Surveys Team at:
surveys.registrysupport@imperial.ac.uk
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16. And finally
Alumni services
When you graduate you will be part of a lifelong community of over 190,000 alumni, with
access to a range of alumni benefits including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discounts on further study at the College and at Imperial College Business School.
Alumni email service.
Networking events.
Access to the Library and online resources.
Access to the full range of careers support offered to current students for up to three
years after you graduate.
Access to our Alumni Visitor Centre at the South Kensington Campus, with free Wifi,
complementary drinks, newspapers and magazines, and daytime left luggage facility.

Visit the Alumni website to find out more about your new community, including case studies
of other alumni and a directory of local alumni groups in countries across the world.
www.imperial.ac.uk/alumni

Opportunities for further study
After you have completed your Master’s programme, you may choose to continue your
studies on a PhD, CPD, or CDT programme at Imperial.
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/civil-engineering/prospective-students/postgraduateresearch-admissions-phd-engd-mphil/
Explore the Departmental Alumni Profiles to find out what previous graduates have gone on
to achieve:
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/civil-engineering/alumni/alumni-profiles/
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17. Appendix A: Monitoring Attendance
Since the introduction of Tier 4 of the Points Based System in March 2009, the College has
held a license permitting us to sponsor the visas of students from outside the European
Union to enable them to attend our courses.
Sponsorship of students, under our Tier 4 Visa License, brings with it an obligation for us to
inform the Home Office whenever we withdraw sponsorship from a student. This may be as
a result of a student withdrawing or being expelled from their course, interrupting their
studies, or not being in attendance. This is reflected in the College’s regulations and
procedures to ensure the welfare and academic progress for all students. See Academic
Regulation Paragraph 9.4 of the General Regulations for Students:
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/about/governance/academic-governance/regulations/
The College does not wish to discriminate in its treatment of students from outside the
European Union, and so all procedures for monitoring attendance and reporting student
activity apply equally to all students.
The procedure for compliance adopted for the Master of Science Programme within the
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering is to base the monitoring of attendance
around a number of ‘check-points’, which are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Start-of-Session Induction.
Confirmation of attendance at the Health and Safety Induction, which is a
requirement of the College for issue of ID cards.
Submission of selected items of coursework.
Attendance at Field Trips/Site Visits.
Examinations and Progress Tests.
Randomly selected lectures/laboratories/tutorials.
Scheduled meetings with Personal Tutors and/or Project Supervisors.

In order to make this process efficient, the following shall apply.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Cluster Administrator (or other relevant staff) shall conduct the monitoring using
a class list supplied by Imperial College Registry.
There shall be one location (which will be notified to you by email) for the submission
of randomly selected coursework related assessment items.
Each student shall sign (digitally or paper) the class list at each check-point.
The Cluster Administrator shall inform the relevant Senior Tutor and Course Director
of any student who fails to interact with the College on three consecutive occasions.
The student will be invited for interview, and a warning may be issued.
If non-attendance continues, the Senior Tutor shall inform the Head of Department
and the College Registry.
The Imperial College Registry report directly to relevant authorities, including
HEFCE, the UK-VI and sponsors.

The Department expects students to demonstrate their commitment to their degree
programme by attending lectures, complying with specific requests within specified
deadlines, and submitting coursework on time. If students cease to engage properly with the
course, e.g. by being absent without permission or adequate cause, this may be reported to
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the relevant authorities, and may result in being asked to leave the College. In the case of
those attending with Student Visas, this could jeopardise the individual’s ability to stay in the
UK.

Internships
Postgraduate students can only undertake work placements if they are an approved part of
their course of study (an example of which might be as part of the project element). Students
who may wish to interrupt their studies to take an internship (in the UK or overseas) will have
the sponsorship of their visa withdrawn and will need to apply for a new visa in order to
return to their course at a later date.
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Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering
Postgraduate Taught (MSc): Recording of External Study Leave Form
(please see notes overleaf)

This form must be completed by the Student and Supervisor and returned to the Cluster
Administrator for processing
CID No:

Date of Initial
Degree Registration:

Student’s Surname:
Student’s Forename(s):
Supervisor(s)
(print name(s)):
Research Topic
Are you a Tier 4 Student? If yes, please seek advice immediately from
YES / NO
the Visa Compliance Team (see notes)
List any previous periods of
external study leave:
Details of External Study Leave

Details of remote location:
Departure date:
Return date:
Purpose and relevance of
external study leave:

Eg. Site visits, field work, remote data gathering

Details of remote contact:
(in case of emergency)
The following to be completed by the principal supervisor

I approve this period of study leave and confirm that I will maintain regular contact with the
student named above
Signature of supervisor(s) :
Date:
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NOTES
Recording Study Leave.
This form should be used to cover any and all study time which is spent outside of the UK.
to for the following situations:
a. Field work and data collection.
b. Study Leave which is not subject to the Placement Learning Policy, such as
extended field work. The College’s Off-Site Working procedures should be
followed: http://www.imperial.ac.uk/safety
c. For Tier 4 students the College is required by UKVI to report any time away from
the College as a ‘change of study location’ within 10 days of this change taking
place. This will not impact on a student’s visa status in the UK.
The form to be:
o
o
o

completed by the student,
authorised by the supervisor
submitted to the Cluster Administrator (who will file a digital copy with the General
Office, Skempton Building (cvpgo@ic.ac.uk))

The General Office will be responsible for any further notifications required.

For students with Tier 4 visas
The Visa Compliance Team may be contacted by email on visacompliance@imperial.ac.uk
for advice.

Queries regarding this form should be addressed to Fionnuala in the General Office or by
email to flo@ic.ac.uk.
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18. Appendix B: Disabilities Statement
Information for students with disabilities, specific learning difficulties or long-term
health issues
At Imperial College we recognise that studying at university can be a challenge, especially if
you have a disability. We are keen that you have every opportunity to fulfil your potential and
graduate with the degree you deserve. It is therefore important that you let us know about
any disability, specific learning difficulty or health problem as soon as possible so that we
can arrange expert advice and support to enable you to do this.
Some people never think of themselves as having a disability, but students who have
experienced any of the issues listed below have found that a little extra help and support has
made all the difference to their study experience.
• Specific learning difficulties (such as dyslexia, dyspraxia, AD[H]D).
• Autistic spectrum disorder (such as Asperger’s).
• Deafness or hearing difficulties.
• Long term mental health difficulties (such as chronic anxiety, bipolar disorder,
depression).
• Medical conditions (such as epilepsy, arthritis, diabetes, Crohn’s disease).
• Physical disabilities or mobility impairments.
• Visual difficulties.
Where to find help:

Departmental Disability Liaison Officer
Mrs Louise Green
l.green@imperial.ac.uk
Room 401
020 7594 6045
Mrs Green is your first point of contact within your Department and is there to help you with
arranging any support within the Department that you need. She is also the person who will
apply for special examination arrangements on your behalf. You need to contact her without
delay if you think that you may need extra time or other adjustments for your examinations.
Disability Advisory Service
The Disability Advisory Service works with individual students no matter what their disability
or level of study to ensure that they have the support they need. Our advisors are committed
to providing the best possible support for all students at Imperial College. They understand
that each person's disability can affect them in different ways and therefore the support
offered is flexible and tailored to you. We can also help if you think that you may have an
unrecognised study problem such as dyslexia. The Service is confidential and information
about your support needs is only passed on to others within the College with your agreement
and then only in order that you are fully supported. Our advisors never pass on information
outside the College or to parents unless you ask them too.
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Some of the sorts of things the Disability Advisors can help with are:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Checking that your evidence of disability is appropriate and up-to-date.
Arranging a diagnostic assessment for specific learning difficulties.
Making recommendations for additional exam arrangements, for example extra time
or rest breaks.
Drawing up a “Suggested Reasonable Adjustment” document for you to share with
your Department which outlines all of your support needs.
Arranging and funding the support you need. This can include:
o Note taking, study skills or mentoring support.
o Purchasing disability related equipment (NOT computers).
o Funding taxis for those who need help with transport.
Help with arranging extra Library support and access to the Assistive Technology
Suite
Supporting applications, where appropriate, for continuing accommodation for your
second or later years.

A disability is any long-term condition that has a substantial impact on your ability to study
effectively, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A specific learning difficulty, e.g. dyslexia, dysgraphia.
An enduring mental health condition, e.g. depression, OCD, generalised anxiety
disorder.
A visual, hearing or other sensory impairment.
A long-term medical condition, e.g. IBS, ME, diabetes.
A social/communication difficulty, e.g. autistic spectrum/Asperger’s syndrome.
A mobility or dexterity issue.
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19. Appendix C: Revision and Exam Stress
Stress
During revision and exam periods, anxiety and stress are very common problems for
students – even for those who appear confident and calm. Don’t despair; you are not alone.
A small amount of anxiety can actually be beneficial, it can make you alert and focused, but
too much anxiety means you will have trouble thinking clearly and this means you aren’t
likely to do your best work.
What exactly is stress?
Stress is the body’s normal response to a challenge, threat or excitement. The consequence
of stress depends largely on how you interpret the physical symptoms; it can help motivate
you or it can paralyse you.
Take the following scenario:
•
•
•

Joe: a student just before a critical exam
Jane: an athlete just before a big competition
Both Joe and Jane are aware of the same physical symptoms:
o sweaty palms
o racing heart
o knot or butterflies in the pit of the stomach

Joe, the student, feels distressed by his symptoms and views them negatively, as if the
symptoms are a sign of impending failure. Joe may have trouble sleeping and spend a lot of
time worrying about his physical condition and the upcoming exam.
Jane, the athlete, interprets her symptoms as a sign that she can motivate herself to perform
well. She views the symptoms as evidence that she is “psyching herself up” for the big
competition.
The bottom line?
Stress can be a barrier to optimal performance or a motivating agent; it all depends on how
you interpret, label and manage what you are experiencing.
The trick is to figure out what level of stress is motivating for you and what amount is
paralysing and then work to keep it in the motivating zone.

Anxiety
Anxiety is very common and many people find ways of overcoming it or coping with it without
seeking professional help. However, for some people anxiety can be harmful, it can affect
your physical health, or your fears can take over your life and stop you doing the things you
want to do. The good news is that there are things you can do to help.
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Managing anxiety
1) Identify trigger factors
The first step in managing anxiety is to identify the specific situations that are making you
stressed or anxious and when you are having trouble coping. One way to do this is to keep a
diary of symptoms and what is happening when anxiety occurs. It is also helpful to identify
any worrying thoughts as this can lead to finding ways to solve the specific problem that is of
concern.
2) Thought management
Thought management exercises are useful when a person is troubled by ongoing or
recurring distressing thoughts. There are a range of thought management techniques. For
example, you can use distraction with pleasant thoughts. This can help take attention away
from unpleasant thoughts. Alternatively, one can learn ‘mindfulness techniques’ to direct
attention away from negative thinking and treat thoughts as just thoughts and not facts. The
choice of thought management technique will depend on the type of anxiety problem. A
psychologist can help you decide on thought management strategies that are likely to be
most helpful.
3) Talk about it
Try a friend or relative who you trust and respect, and who is a good listener.
4) Learning to relax
People who feel anxious most of the time report that they have trouble relaxing. Knowing
how to release muscle tension is an important anxiety treatment. Learning a relaxation
technique and practising it regularly can help a person to maintain a manageable level of
anxiety. You can learn these through groups, with professionals, but there are several books
and self-help materials you can use to teach yourself. It’s a good idea to practice relaxation
regularly, not just at times of crisis.
http://www.imperialcollegehealthcentre.co.uk/exams-and-stress/coping-with-anxiety/

Managing revision stress
Take a look at the three categories outlined below and see which one best describes the
type of student you are. Some students get stuck in one pattern – others may pass through
each phase.
When you have identified what type of student you are or what phase you are currently in,
click on the appropriate link below for tips on how to help yourself.
Which type of student are you?
1. The Self-Indulgent student
•
•
•
•
•

denial of responsibility / or overconfident
not lazy, but has low frustration tolerance
escapist tendencies
requires stimulus to raise anxiety (e.g. approaching deadline)
http://www.imperialcollegehealthcentre.co.uk/exams-and-stress/managing-revisionstress/self-indulgent-student/
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2. The Tense & Fearful student
•
•
•
•

denial of potency – deskilling self unnecessarily
self-critical, low self-esteem
overwhelmed by the importance of the exam, pressure to succeed
http://www.imperialcollegehealthcentre.co.uk/exams-and-stress/managing-revisionstress/tense-and-fearful-student/

3. The Perfectionist student
•
•
•
•
•

denial of vulnerability, wanting total control
critical of the “system”, passive-aggressive
sets impossible goals, so never feels “good enough” or “safe enough”
obsessive, workaholic tendencies; or procrastination
http://www.imperialcollegehealthcentre.co.uk/exams-and-stress/managing-revisionstress/perfectionist-student/

Study and exam strategies
Organise
•

•
•
•

•

Sort out your topics for revision. Base selection of topics on syllabus and examination
requirements, on predictions derived from past papers and on guidelines suggested
by tutors.
Devise a routine of study periods that is realistic and productive, and includes rest
intervals!
Pay attention to diet, sleep and recreation – all are important factors in maintaining
balance and keeping stress levels under control.
Breakdown targets into manageable units. Ticking off completed units creates a
sense of forward movement. A checklist for the day’s targets (making sure the
targets are realistic and achievable) can also boost morale.
Use your time wisely – deal with less demanding tasks in periods of the day when
you are less alert or focused. If you find yourself struggling unproductively with a
problem, take a break or switch to some other work.

Maximise your learning
•
•

The more you actively interact with the subject matter, making it your own, and
linking it to previous knowledge, the more meaningful and memorable it becomes.
Follow the PQRST model:
o Preview – skim the material to get an overall preview
o Questions – formulate questions that highlight what you aim to derive from
your reading
o Read Actively – make appropriate notes of key ideas
o Summarise – identify the main points using lists, key words, flow diagrams,
etc. and connect them with knowledge from other sources
o Test – test yourself by reciting and reviewing the summaries immediately after
learning the material and again at later intervals
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Tips
•
•

•

•

Use flow diagrams, keywords or patterns linking ideas to make master summaries for
revision purposes.
Use cue cards! Index-sized “flash” cards are easy to carry around and are useful for
learning information you find particularly hard to remember.
You can put facts, figures, formulae on the cards and use colours, keywords,
mnemonics and other memory aids to help you learn.
Space your studying and give yourself time for the information to sink in. Study
related topics together and take regular, short breaks at suitable “achievement
points”.
Compare notes with other students and get feedback and/or clarification from tutors.

General exam strategies
Conquering exams: strategies and skills
•

•

•

Practical preparation: Check the time and venue of the exam and figure out how to
get there in good time, and have the necessary equipment ready (e.g. pens, ID card,
clear bottle of water etc.)
Emotional preparation: Mentally rehearse how to tackle the exam as a whole and
review your strategies for dealing with anxiety. Consider what might also help, for
example, staying away from crowds gathering outside exam halls.
Memory considerations: Systematically review your revision notes the night before
or the morning of the exam, but don’t attempt to learn complex new material at this
late stage. Capitalise on short-term memory by glancing at your “difficult” cue cards
just before entering the exam hall, then try reproducing them immediately when you
are allowed to start.

Exam skills
Read the exam paper carefully and underline key words and instructions.
Don’t panic – if you feel unable to answer any of the questions at this stage it is likely due to
a surge in anxiety.
•

Note how many questions you are required to answer and if any are compulsory.

•

Tick the questions you intend to answer. Make a rough timetable, allocating equal
time to equally weighted questions. Allow for about 15 minutes of “planning” and 10
minutes of “finishing off” time overall for a typical 3 hour exam.

•

Avoid getting demoralised at the start. Answer the easiest question first and save the
most difficult one for last. Attempt all the questions required – usually the first 50% of
marks for any question are easier to obtain than the next 50%.

•

Watch the wording of the questions. Answering a question that wasn’t asked means
no marks, no matter how thoughtful your answer was!
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•

Jot down key ideas that emerge about any of the questions and use them for
“planning” an answer. This might show the examiner what you had in mind in case
you run out of time.

•

Save the last 5-10 minutes for “finishing touches” e.g. crossing out unwanted script,
ensuring that questions are clearly numbered, and that all answer books have your
identification number.

Sitting the exam
What if I get a mental block during an exam?
•

•

•

Give yourself a couple of minutes to try to remember or puzzle out the answer. If you
are still blocked, move on to the next question. If ideas for dealing with the question
pop up while working on another one, jot them down before you forget them.
With mathematical questions it pays to stick with the problem a bit longer, say 10
minutes. Try thinking back to first principles or representing the problem
diagrammatically or more concretely, or think laterally about related issues.
Adjust your timetable and still attempt all the required questions.

What if I panic during an exam?
If you start panicking in the exam, and you find that the harder you try to work the worse you
feel, practise “Stop the Wasp”:
•

•
•

•

•

STOP – the self-defeating thoughts that are buzzing around like wasps. Tell yourself
instead that you are going to survive this experience, come what may. Go through
the following “W-A-SP” squashing procedure, which you’ll need to practise during
milder forms of anxiety in the revision period (so you can learn to recognise the early
stages of panic, which are easier to neutralise).
Familiarity with the procedure, through practice and mental rehearsal is essential
emotional preparation.
WAIT – switch off and unwind for a few moments. Focus on breathing and then relax
with eyes closed. This will help you return to the task afterwards with a calmer,
clearer mind and a more constructive perspective.
ABSORB – taking in the relaxation, flood your mind with constructive self-talk (ideally
from a repertoire of previously prepared and practised phrases), then slowly open
your eyes and calmly bring yourself to face the exam situation.
SLOWLY PROCEED – calmly get going again with the paper, as best you can, one
step at a time.

Keep in mind:
•

•

When focusing on your breathing, take a long, slow, deep breath, and allow the air to
flow out slowly and smoothly. Sit back comfortably, dangling your arms by your side,
and imagine any tension flowing out through your hands and feet. Try any relaxation
strategy that works for you.
If your breathing pattern has been rapid and shallow, you may be at risk of
hyperventilating. Instead, pause after long exhalations, and breathe you’re stomach,
rather than upper chest, movements. If you continue to hyperventilate, breathe into
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•

cupped hands (or even a paper or plastic bag – take one along if you think you’ll
need it).
It may help to reframe your attitude towards the examiner. Instead of some sadistic,
persecuting figure, imagine him or her as a friend, or someone who just wants some
help with the question.

Repeat “Stop the Wasp” if necessary – you may have rushed back too soon the first time.
Stay longer “waiting” and “absorbing”. If the panic continues or escalates, tell the invigilator
without delay.
After the exam
Don’t indulge in post-mortems and comparisons with others. Review what went well in your
overall approach, including how you handled anxiety, and aim to improve upon it in your next
exam.
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20. Appendix D: Cheating Offences: Policy and Procedures
The Policy and Procedures contained in this document apply to all students and former
students at Imperial College registered for Imperial College or University of London awards.
A complete copy of the College regulations governing Cheating Offences: Policy and
Procedures, under which Plagiarism is categorised, is available to download from the
following link:
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/media/imperial-college/administration-and-supportservices/registry/academic-governance/public/regulations/2015-16/exam-regs/Cheatingoffences-policy-and-procedure.pdf
In any proceedings under these Policy and Procedures, the student shall be presumed to be
innocent until the contrary is established beyond reasonable doubt.
Where the offence is an instance of suspected plagiarism, it shall be dealt with in
accordance with the following procedures, commensurate with the severity of the suspected
offence.
If you are not sure, please ask. Useful reference points are academic and library staff.
Plagiarism is defined as the presentation of another person’s words, ideas, judgement or
data as though they were your own. For example; not referencing the source of your ideas or
arguments when they have derived from your reading; taking verbatim the words of
someone else’s work and putting it into your project without quotation marks and
referencing; taking whole sections out of books, the internet, articles, lecture notes, other
reports or other students’ work, and including them in your report uncited. It may also occur
in formal written examinations, the above document addresses this possibility. An example
might be where candidates have been able to learn text by heart (by rote) and simply
reproduce this without acknowledgement of source. Where the examination is based on
technical knowledge, this may be acceptable and not regarded as plagiarism. In other
subjects where candidates are asked to write essay-type questions, the examiners may
regard text reproduced without reference or critical analysis as plagiarism. This will be
clarified, where appropriate, in the examination rubric on the front page of the examination
paper.
You should be aware that you have a collective responsibility for the integrity of group work
submitted for assessment. This means that if part of the work is plagiarised, all group
members will be held accountable unless proof can be provided by each individual member
of their contribution. You should, therefore, retain an audit trail of your contribution for this
purpose.
When submitting (both individual and group) assessed coursework you will be required to
complete and attach a Coursework Cover Sheet (examples on the following page)
confirming that you have read and understood the definition of plagiarism. Submitting this
form will certify that the work presented is entirely your own, except where indicated.
Plagiarism is a serious offence. The Examination Board reserves the right to take further
action as it deems appropriate to protect the name of the Department and the College, and
this may involve expulsion of a student from the programme or delay or withdrawal of a
degree award.
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SKEMPTON BUILDING
HEALTH AND SAFETY CONTACT INFORMATION
Emergency procedures:
•
•
•

•

MEDICAL, FIRE or SECURITY EMERGENCIES - DIAL 4444 or 020 7589 1000
FIRST AID – Contact the nearest First Aider (see separate sheet)
BUILDING EVACUATION – Know your evacuation route, use the nearest staircase (east, west or
central stairs). DO NOT USE THE LIFTS. Leave the building quickly and safely. Do not return to collect
personal belongings.
ACCIDENTS + DANGEROUS OCCURRENCES – All accidents and near misses, however minor, MUST BE
REPORTED using the online system “SALUS”

Department Emergency Control Team
Head of Department
Department Safety Officer
Technical Services Manager
Department Operations Manager
Assistant to the Technical Services Manager

Office
442
413
417
440A
309

Prof N. Buenfeld
Dr G. D. Fowler
Mr B. Whiting

Tel.
45955
45973
46895

Mrs L. A. Cumming
Mr S. Hullock

42715
45869

Building Health and Safety Committee
Chairman of Department Safety Committee

417

Mr B. Whiting

46895

DSO; EWRE Rep.; COSHH, Radiation, Fieldwork & Biological Safety Advisor
Manual Handling Assessor
Committee Secretary, DSE Assessor, Fleet Manager

413
236
309

Dr G. D. Fowler
Mr T. Stickland
Mr S. Hullock

45973
43224
45869

First Aid Coordinator
Fluid Mechanics Section Academic Safety Representative; Laser Safety

507
328A

Dr A. Nievas-Pino
Dr H. Burridge

41214
45201

Geotechnics Section Academic Safety Representative

528B

Dr J. A. H. Carraro

46038

Structures Section Academic Safety Representative
Transport Section Academic Safety Representative
UG Student representative (Dept. Rep.)

228B
337

Dr H. S. Wong
Dr P. Angeloudis
Miss O S Liu

45956
45986

PG (Research) Student representative
Post-Doctoral Research Staff Representative
Skempton Building Manager (Office in City & Guilds Building)
Assistant Skempton Building Manager (Office in City & Guilds Building)
Department of Aeronautics DSO (Office in City & Guilds Building)
Department of Mechanical Eng. Deputy Safety Officer
Wohl Reach Out Laboratory
Faculty of Engineering Safety Manager (Desk in Faculty Building L2)

C&G 260
C&G 260
C&G 222
238A
100

Mr C Zogheib
Vacancy
Mr G. Fairhurst
Mr Z. Rahman
Dr N. MacCarthy
Mr A. Wallace
Ms S. Konnur
Mr S. Greenwood

49639
50186
45043
47015
41924
40821

Imperial College Safety Department (level 4 Sherfield Building)
Director of Safety Department
Safety Department Administrator

Dr S. Johal
Mrs S. Kerai

49420
49423

Any changes to this list should be notified immediately to Dr G. D. Fowler.
Email: g.fowler@imperial.ac.uk
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FIRST AID TRAINED STAFF CONTACT DETAILS

In the event of an accident or medical emergency contact the NEAREST first
aider without delay!
Your Nearest First Aiders are:

NAME

LOCATION

PHONE

David de Ruyter

010b

45925

Fionnuala Ni Dhonnabhain

118

45929

Shreya Konnur (Reach Out Lab)

100

41924
41671

Aslan Kutlay

Mech. Eng
Teaching
Workshop L1

Paul Crudge

236

45902

Gordon Herbert

236

45948

Rebecca Naessens

328

45990

Tina Mikellides

401

45965

Roisin Buckley

506

Dr Angel Nievas-Pino

507

41214

528B

46038

534

46001

Neal Beadle

Dr Antonio Carraro
Dr Richard Ghail

MENTAL HEALTH FIRST AIDERS
Lucy Chivers

441

46098

Sarah Willis

443

41127

Alexandra Williams
613
45995/46153
ALL FIRST AIDERS ARE DEFIBULATOR (AED) TRAINED
If you cannot get hold of a local first aider or need First Aid outside of normal
working hours, contact Security on: 4444 or 020 7589 1000

Nearest First Aid Box
Nearest AED

General Office (118)
SAF Building - Foyer
This notice was last updated: 09/2018
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IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION

Evacuation procedure:

Campus emergency
number
Frequency of fire drills
Frequency of alarm
testing
Locations of:
Fire alarm call points
Emergency exits
Evacuation routes
Assembly point
Fire extinguishers etc

Safety Notice Board
Departmental Staff with
Safety duties
First Aid Arrangements
Accident reporting

Safety Department
Occupational Health

Security
Web site information

Key Web site addresses

Building Access Hours
Normal Working Hours
Departmental Hazards

PPE

Evacuate the building on sound of the claxon sounder and
evacuation voice and go to the assembly point on the steps
of the Queen’s Tower
4444 (from an internal telephone) 020 7589 1000 (from all
other telephones).
Annual (usually during the first 4 weeks of the autumn term)
Weekly at around 8am on Tuesday mornings

Five per floor located between each set of fire doors
See map in this book
Follow the green arrows located on the back of all office and
lecture theatre doors and in the corridors
On the steps of the Queen’s Tower
Located throughout the building, at least three sets per floor,
normally adjacent the emergency exits, plus in all
laboratories (look for the Red location signs)
Located on Level 4 on the wall outside the room 415
See the list enclosed in this book, in the lifts and on
noticeboards in lecture rooms, offices and around the
building
Use SALUS – the online reporting system. This can be
accessed from the Safety department web pages on the
College intranet: http://www3.imperial.ac.uk/safety
Provides advice on Safety issues. Located in Sherfield
Building, L4.
Provides advice and support (including vaccinations and
health screening) for all College personnel involved in
College work. Located in Sherfield Building, L4.
Provides a 24 hour, college-wide service relating to building
security, first aid and emergency support.
The College intranet contains all the detailed information
required to help staff & students understand College policies
& procedures.
Imperial Home Page: http://www3.imperial.ac.uk/
Use the bookmarks along the top to locate the required
Departments and services. For support services (non
academic issues) use the A-Z index under “Admin and
Service” to locate the required area. Safety is under “S”
7am-Midnight every day except Christmas Day and Boxing
Day, when the College is closed.
8am-6pm weekdays.
All department labs are considered to be high hazard areas.
Do not enter any laboratories until you have been inducted
for the lab and completed a risk assessment for the planned
work. The department has a “No Lone Working” policy for
laboratories, which applies outside normal hours.
All UG MEng students must own steel toed and soled safety
5

Dept. Safety Committee

General Advice on
Safety

boots suitable for site work. Other PPE for MEng students is
issued in week 1 for use throughout the course. For all other
MSc courses, the leaders will advise you regarding the
required PPE for each trip.
Meets three times per year to consider all matters relating to
Departmental Health and Safety. All Research and Teaching
activities are discussed. Student issues are represented by
the “Dep Rep”.
If you have any safety related questions, please contact the
DSO:
Dr G D Fowler, room 413, ext 45973, email:
g.fowler@imperial.ac.uk
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Health and Safety instructions for Students
Undertaking taught courses in the Department of Civil & Environmental Engineering,
Skempton Building

INTRODUCTION
The Health and Safety of all students whilst studying at Imperial College is a primary
concern to the Staff and College. There are several major pieces of legislation that dictate
the implementation of Health and Safety Policy and Practise. We must ensure that
students are not put at risk during their study at Imperial College. However, there is also a
responsibility upon yourself to follow, to the best of your abilities, all instructions and
guidance provided. This booklet has been written to provide an outline of Health and
Safety arrangements within the Department and to provide you with guidance to your own
responsibilities.

GENERAL INFORMATION
Health and Safety within the Department is organised and managed by the Departmental
Safety Officer, Dr G. Fowler (room 413, ext. 45973). He is always available to provide
advice and guidance on all aspects of Health and Safety. All major Health and Safety
decisions are made by the Skempton Building Safety Committee, which meets every term.
The committee comprises representatives from all the Sections in the Department, Users
of the Building, Student representatives (UG & PG), plus staff with specialist advisory
roles for particular activities that may present a risk.
The Orange Health and Safety and Green First Aid/Lifesaver notices provide Health and
Safety guidance and list the members of staff with specific safety related duties and
responsibilities. Copies of these notices are included inside this book and further copies
are spread throughout the Department. These signs are updated regularly. You must
yourself familiar with their content.
The College has a significant amount of safety-related information available via its web
site: http://www.imperial.ac.uk/safety.
YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES

Each student is responsible for looking after their own health and safety and that of others
affected by their College-related work and leisure activities. To this end, each student
must:
a. Comply with all local and College policies, procedures and codes of practice and with
the arrangements which the College has in place to control health and safety risks.
b. Ensure that their activities do not present unnecessary or uncontrolled risks to
themselves or to others.
c. Attend appropriate induction and training.
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d. Report any accidents, unsafe circumstances or work-related ill health of which they
become aware to the appropriate person.
e. Not interfere with any equipment provided for Health and Safety reasons.
f. Where a student is not confident that he or she is competent to carry out a work or
leisure activity safely, inform his or her supervisor or the person in charge of the activity
rather than compromise his or her own safety or the safety of others.
DEPARTMENT SAFETY SHAREPOINT SITE
The Department operates an electronic safety registration and risk assessment system. It
is based around an online resource for H+S using the Microsoft SharePoint platform. This
system provides a single resource for safety management, including: risk assessment
creation and final approval and laboratory safety information. Appendix 1 in this booklet
provides a summary of the how you can access the system and complete a risk
assessment. As taught students, you will only need to use this system for the research
project element of your course where your work may include laboratory or fieldwork
activities. Risk assessments will not be needed for desk or computer-based projects.
Appropriate training in using this system will be provided when required.
DEPARTMENT SECURITY
Security and safety are closely linked. Please help us keep the building secure and safe
by following the following simple rules:
ALWAYS wear your College Security/ID card whilst at College. Belt clips or neck lanyards
are available from the department General Office.
DO NOT allow strangers to enter the building out of hours (deliberately or via tailgating)
NEVER lend your ID card to anybody, if they cause damage or present a risk to security
or safety, YOU will be liable.
DEPARTMENTAL WORKING HOURS
The nature of the College is such that it appears to operate 24 hours per day – research
never stops. Nevertheless, there are times of the day which the College considers are
“outside normal hours” or access is limited and so special safety procedures including
specific risk assessments and or lone working approval may be needed for your work to
continue. In addition, there are times of the day when the College is “closed”. The
Department open and closed hours are as follows:
Normal opening hours:
Swipe card access only:
College “Closed” (swipe inactive):

8am – 6pm Monday to Friday
7am – 8am & 7pm – 12pm, Weekdays
7am- 12pm Weekends and Public Holidays
12pm to 7am every day and during selected
whole days during College Closure at Christmas.

Please make sure that you leave the Department before midnight. College Security patrol
the buildings out of hours and any persons found on the premises will be removed from
the building and have their access rights curtailed.
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SAFE BEHAVIOUR IN THE DEPARTMENT
This is a large and busy building where many varied and potentially dangerous processes
occur. You should always be careful when in the building, to ensure that you do not put
your self or others in way of harm. For example, be aware of people around you when
walking down corridors, so that you do not obstruct them or inadvertently release a door
into their path. All doors on the corridors are fire doors and have automatic closer devices
fitted which cause the door to swing back, almost instantaneously, to the closed position.
Please note that some of these doors (mainly on Level 5) have a delayed close and
should not be forced to close – this will damage the closer device. Fire doors must never
be propped open with a wedge or other heavy object.
Also, please note:
• Do not run in the corridors.
• The wearing and use of roller blades, inline skates and the use of scooters in the
building is forbidden. They are a hazard to other people and damage the floors.
• You must not enter any of the laboratories or workshops without prior permission.
• Bicycles are not allowed in the building – this is a College-wide policy. Bicycles
must be stored in the racks provided on Campus.

WASTE DISPOSAL
There are very strict laws governing waste disposal. The College is proactive with regard
to waste management and recycling, there are numerous recycling points around the
building. Certain wastes generated in the department are separated for recycling/safety
reasons. The following is a brief guide to the recycling and waste disposal mechanisms
operating throughout the campus and applied within the department.
The College is striving to recycle as much of the waste it generates. One way to achieve
this is by segregating waste at source. To achieve this the College has a number of
different waste bins in use, which are colour-coded, each one designated for different
wastes:
Waste domestic Glass (not broken glass):
Paper and Card (no paper cups or food wrappers):
Cans and plastic bottles:
Non-recyclable waste:

Use the red-topped bins
Use the blue-topped bins
Use the green-topped bins
Use the black-topped bins

Special arrangements exist for non-domestic, electronic and laboratory wastes:
Batteries

A dedicated bin for batteries is located on level 2 (BOSS area)
in the area near the photocopiers.

Chemical wastes

Any waste arising from laboratory activity which is
contaminated or classified as hazardous (laboratory staff will
advise you if you are unsure) must be disposed of in a
controlled manner. Each Laboratory has special containers for
segregating these wastes, including solvents, flammable
waste, oils, corrosive materials, powders, etc. Please follow the
guidance in each laboratory appropriate for the waste requiring
disposal.
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Clinical waste:

Of main concern are syringe needles and any bodily fluids. If
you find anything which may fall into this category around the
department, please contact the Department Safety Officer
(DSO) immediately.

Electrical equipment:

Waste electrical equipment must not be disposed of via the
non-recyclable waste route. Please contact the DSO for details
of the procedures which exist for disposing of these materials.

Laboratory waste

Every laboratory has rules regarding the disposal of laboratory
waste. You will be advised by laboratory staff what is expected
in each laboratory.

Laboratory Glass:

The College operates special disposal systems for laboratory
glassware which is contaminated or made from Pyrex – it
MUST NOT be put into the red recycling bins in communal
areas.

Toner cartridges

There is a bin on L2 (BOSS area) and L4 outside room 415,
dedicated to printer and toner cartridges.

If you have any doubts regarding the best way to dispose of a laboratory waste, ask
the Laboratory staff, your Supervisor or the Department Safety Officer. Your risk
assessment should specify all waste disposal procedures required for your work.
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FIRE EQUIPMENT AND ESCAPE ROUTES
The Department has several means of escape in an emergency. The plan below shows
the building in relation to the rest of Imperial College.

THERE ARE FOUR PRIMARY EXIT ROUTES FROM THE UPPER LEVELS OF THE
SKEMPTON BUILDING
The East Stairs adjacent Mechanical Engineering/Unwin Road
The West Stairs which are part of Electrical Engineering
The Main (Central) Stairs beside the lifts, through reception
Through the BOSS area on Level 2 into the City and Guilds Building
THE EMERGENCY EVACUATION ASSEMBLY POINT IS THE STEPPED AREA AT THE
BASE OF THE QUEENS TOWER

All the corridors in the building must be kept clear. Do not put chairs or tables into
corridors, as they reduce the width and cause an obstruction. Similarly, because all the
doors in the Department corridors are fire doors, they must NEVER be propped open with
wedges, fire extinguishers or by any other means.
You MUST know which way is the quickest emergency escape route from your location in
the building. All the emergency escape routes are indicated with an “arrow and running
directional figure” green sign. The evacuation alarm is a Claxon sounder with voice
11

instructions. If this activates you must stop what you are doing and leave the building
IMMEDIATELY by the nearest emergency escape route in an orderly manner, making
sure that you close any doors behind you.
There are evacuation notices in every room in the building (please following for an
example) indicating with a green arrow the preferred exit route from that part of the
building. Please follow these arrows as they will ensure that you can evacuate from the
building with the minimum of delay. Please try to avoid using the main staircase during an
emergency evacuation. The congestion on the Main Staircase can be significant and your
evacuation will be much delayed.
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IF THE FIRE EVACUATION ALERT SOUNDS, DO NOT:
•
•
•

Wait or return to collect any belongings
Leave the assembly point until instructed to do so
Return to the building until the all-clear is given

Department of Civil and
Environmental Engineering

Emergency

For all Emergencies dial 4444

Direction of the nearest
escape route

The assembly point is adjacent
the base of the Queens Tower
For further details see the Department Safety notices
This notice must NOT be removed from this room

THERE WILL BE A FIRE DRILL DURING THE FIRST TERM, TO
FAMILIARISE YOU WITH EMERGENCY PROCEDURES.
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FIRE PREVENTION & SAFETY
The consequences of a fire in any building can be several fold. Apart from the
unacceptable loss of life which may result, there are the lesser consequences of damage
to the building, the cessation of activities in the damaged area (or the whole building) and
the loss of research and data in an Academic building. None of these outcomes are
acceptable.
There is a responsibility upon all users of the building to ensure that fire prevention is a
core part of all risk assessments and our day-to-day activities. The College has suffered
several fires in recent years. The most serious occurred in the Department of Chemical
Engineering and resulted in three laboratories being destroyed. The consequence of the
lost research, equipment and data was very costly to the students and staff concerned,
irrespective of the fiscal implication for the College and Department.
Current UK Fire Brigade policy is to not place fire fighters at risk, if there are no members
of the public (College personnel) in the burning building. Thus, they could allow the
building to be destroyed.
There have been several fire incidents in the Skempton Building, mostly caused by faulty
electrical equipment. Most recently there have been several incidents involving the
communal microwave ovens. When using the microwave ovens, the instructions on the
ovens must be followed. Failure to use the ovens responsibly and safely may result in
them being removed.
MICROWAVE OVEN SAFE USAGE
• Follow the instructions on the front of the microwave oven
• Never microwave loose food – always place it in a container
• Only use “microwave oven safe” containers
• Do not use metallic containers or utensils in the microwave
• Loosen/open the lid on the container
• Do not leave food cooking unattended
• If food spills in the microwave, please clean it up.
• Report any problems with the microwave to the Technical Services Manager
ACCIDENTS
AND DANGEROUS OCCURRENCES
(b.whiting@ic.ac.uk)
The College has a policy that ALL accidents or dangerous occurrences, however small,
MUST be reported. This is because there is a very strict law with regard to reporting
accidents to the authorities. There is an online system “SALUS” available for reporting all
accidents or dangerous occurrences. A dangerous occurrence is an incident that does not
result in personal injury.
SALUS is accessible from the Safety department web page via a quick link:
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/safety
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Typical accidents in the Department tend to occur due to “slips, trips, falls” and poor lifting
practise. Many of the corridors in the Department are linoleum or terrazzo. When wet, the
floors are slippery. If you see a wet floor, or cause a floor to become wet, for example
by spilling coffee or tea, please do not walk away, clear it up with paper towels (these
are available from the General Office).

FIRST AID & LIFESAVERS
The College has a very well organised First Aid system. There are several qualified First
Aiders working within the building. The offices of these staff are identified by the Universal
first aid sign (a Green & White cross). If you feel unwell or need First Aid assistance
please contact any of the staff identified on the list in the front of this book for assistance.
In addition, most of the College Security staff are trained in First Aid and can be contacted
by calling the College emergency number 4444 or 020 7589 1000. There are supplies of
sticking-plasters and bandages available to treat minor injuries (cuts, scrapes and bumps).
Any injuries which cannot be readily treated by a First-Aider must be looked at by the
Health Centre, who may decide that hospital treatment is necessary.

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
The Department has a very strict policy regarding mains-powered portable and deskbased electrical equipment brought onto the premises. This is detailed below. The key
aspect of this policy requires that any electrical equipment in the building must be either
new or safety tested prior to use. The periodic testing of electrical equipment in the
Department is undertaken by external contractors. Thus, unless your electrical equipment
meets any of the conditions below, you are NOT PERMITTED to plug it into the
department electrical 240V sockets.
All equipment which has been tested and passed the electrical safety test will have
attached a green sticker indicating that it may be used in the department (see image
following). Any equipment not displaying this sticker or meeting the exceptions criteria
described below the image, will be confiscated.
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New equipment brought into the Department
New equipment brought into the Department may be used for the first year without the
need for a Portable Appliance Test (PAT). The user is asked to perform a simple visual
check on all equipment prior to use. Records of the equipment purchase, usually through
the College finance system or a receipt from the supplier, must be kept to be able to prove
the date of purchase. It must also be marked with a European CE mark or an otherwise
equivalent international directive.
Personal electrical equipment brought into the Department
Personal electrical equipment brought into the Department will be PAT tested as
Departmental equipment. To ensure that personal electrical equipment is tested within an
acceptable timeframe (limit of one year of safe usage), only new personal equipment may
be brought into the Department. Proof of date of purchase will be required. Under no
circumstances may old equipment be brought into the Department. If old equipment
is found then it will be confiscated and may be destroyed. The exception to the above is
personal mains chargers for devices such as laptops, tablets and phones, etc. for which
there is no age restriction.
Unauthorised electrical equipment
The list below gives some examples of unauthorised electrical equipment which must not
be brought into the Department:
•
•
•
•

Electric fires and heaters of any form.
Any form of equipment used for cooking or warming food (kettles, toasters etc.).
International equipment which is not compatible with the UK mains voltage (220240V).
International equipment which is not marked with either the European CE mark or
an equivalent international standard.
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Electrical equipment belonging to visitors
Electrical equipment belonging to visitors and brought into the Department will be
subjected to the normal Departmental rules.
Electrical equipment belonging to third parties
Electrical equipment belonging to third parties, such as contractors working within the
Department, are the responsibility of the third party who will be required to demonstrate
that their policies and procedure are at least in accordance with and of a standard
compatible to those of the Department.
Design, construction, checking and testing of electrical equipment
Those involved in the design and construction of electrical equipment will be required to
ensure that such equipment is suitably tested to ensure that it performs within the general
conditions of the Departments “Electrical Equipment – Policy and Code of Practice”.
Repair, installation or modification of electrical equipment
Unless otherwise directed, staff and students in the Department are not allowed to
undertake any repair, installation or modification to electrical equipment.
Disposal of electrical and electronic equipment
Consult the Facilities Management web pages to arrange for the collection and disposal of
unwanted College Equipment (there may be a charge for this service).
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/estates-facilities/buildings/services/waste-disposal/wastedisposal-forms/weee-forms/
LABORATORY COURSES
There may be several occasions when you will undertake laboratory work as part of your
course. The Department is very unusual within the College in that it operates all major
classes of laboratories with many diverse activities, which include the traditional
mechanical and engineering testing through to specialised chemical and biological work.
Each laboratory has their own specific safety procedures which will be explained in detail
before any work commences, you MUST abide by the following general rules for any
laboratory behaviour/work.
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Laboratory “Do and Do not”
DO
Follow all instructions from the demonstrators/lab staff
Wear all necessary personal protective equipment, especially your safety glasses, at all
times in all laboratories
Tie back long hair
Wear appropriate clothing and stout shoes or safety boots, as required.

DO NOT
Wear long/dangly clothing or jewellery which may become snagged in moving machinery
Wear sandals or open-toed shoes
Run or fool about in the laboratories
Eat or drink in ANY laboratory

Work in any laboratory must only be conducted during normal College hours (9am-6pm),
with at least one other person in sight at all times. Lone laboratory working is NEVER
PERMITTED. Additionally, the other person in the laboratory must know the College
emergency procedures and be familiar with the working environment so that if they
need to isolate a service or make safe an experiment in an emergency, they know what to
do.
RISK ASSESSMENTS
Risk assessment is the cornerstone of Health and Safety management. No activity should
be started before a risk assessment has been completed. To be able to perform a risk
assessment you need to know what you are going to do and have an understanding of the
steps and processes required in the task being assessed. If all the information is at hand,
the assessment should be a straightforward task. If the risks are considered to be too
high, this does not mean that the activity cannot be completed but it may mean that a
different approach or better control measures are required to reduce the potential risks.
For most laboratory classes, the assessment will have been undertaken by the course or
laboratory organiser. They will explain the assessment to you and indicate the main risks
from the work to be conducted and advise you how to avoid these risks. However, some
laboratory or fieldwork classes will require you to complete your own assessment
(particularly for project work). The Department has standard online forms for this purpose,
accessed via the SharePoint site mentioned earlier. Guidance on the completion of these
forms will be provided in special introductory sessions prior to you undertaking the
projects requiring assessments.
When completing risk assessments, if you need further information or require advice, you
must ask the staff supporting your work (Academic or Technical). If they cannot provide
the necessary answer or information, please do not hesitate to ask the DSO.
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FIELD COURSES
During the time of your studies within the Department of Civil and Environmental
Engineering, there are several major courses of varying duration that require you leave
the Department and College premises. Whilst away from these premises, your Health and
Safety is still our responsibility. We take this responsibility very seriously. The College is
covered for most events by its insurance, but there is an important onus (and a legal
responsibility) upon you to abide by College Health and Safety rules. Every field course
has its own specific set of instructions which detail the risks and methods for minimising
these. Copies of these instructions will be given to you prior to your undertaking of the
course. The following information is meant as a general benchmark for you to use and
apply at all times when away for course purposes.
When we organise any field course, the course co-ordinator carefully considers all the
potential risks that may occur and are attributable to the particular situation. For example a
visit to a quarry has particular dangers which are different to a visit to a bridge or road, but
there are several common risks which can be controlled and minimised if not entirely
eliminated by applying several basic rules.
1

2

3

4

5

6
7
8
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Whilst on any field course, the most important rule is that you MUST follow the
instructions of the course leader. Pay particular attention to guidance on safe
practices whilst on that trip.
Do not try to take too much luggage with you, heavy bags can be difficult to carry
and cause back strain, as well as being a potential danger if they fall from luggage
racks in buses.
Ensure that you are suitably dressed for the trip or course i.e.: a hard hat, warm
and waterproof clothing and stout shoes would be a minimum requirement for a
winter visit to a site – forget fashion!
Take particular care when crossing roads checking in both directions for traffic
before crossing. When walking alongside roads not designed for pedestrians try to
stay at least 1m from the traffic at all times.
Make sure that you inform the course leader of any medication which you use or
any ailment which you suffer from that may be a problem during the course. For
example if you are a diabetic or have food allergies, it is vital that the course leader
of a residential trip is aware of this in advance for dietary purposes or in case you
require medical assistance on the course. Ensure that you are carrying sufficient
medication for the duration of your course. A less obvious condition, but equally
dangerous would be if you suffer from vertigo and visits to a bridge or tall building
may be a problem or conversely, claustrophobia would be an issue for a visit to
sewers.
Be aware of problems like dehydration and sunburn which may occur on summer
field trips.
Any accident or dangerous occurrence, however minor, must be reported
immediately to the course leader.
The evenings of residential courses may seem like a ideal opportunity to relax and
have fun, but alcohol abuse can be dangerous and antisocial behaviour resulting
from this will NOT BE tolerated.
You are representing Imperial College whilst on the course. Any public nuisance or
criminal prosecution resulting from disreputable behaviour whilst on the course will
be your liability and not the College’s. For example, some sites are classified as
SSI’s (Special Scientific Interest), damaging them by even walking across them can
result in prosecution.
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10.

Visits to sewers, building sites or other outdoor environments may expose you to
pathogens such as Tetanus or Leptospirosis (Weils Disease). It is recommended
that your tetanus jab is kept up to date. It is usually valid for 10 years.

The course leader or coordinator must provide you with course details and risk
assessments before commencing the field work activity. If you do not receive this
information, ask the coordinator for it. MEng Students must take the supplied PPE on
all the field courses. Failure to do this will result in you being refused participation in the
course which may mean you fail that element and hence the year.
Visits Abroad
Trips outside the UK are a feature of some of the courses. However, depending on the
reason for your trip abroad, the College’s insurance may not provide full cover in all
eventualities (i.e. terrorism and war zones). There may be particular risks which must be
considered alongside the normal risks discussed above.
The most obvious hazards are from disease, both insect and water-borne, which will
generally be regional specific i.e. tropical climates – Malaria, so advice on the require
vaccinations will be needed. The availability of clean drinking water cannot be overlooked.
There may also be hazards due to wildlife, for example, predators such as large cats,
venomous creatures (snakes, spiders, fish etc.), sharks, polar bears and so forth.
Despite the growth of global communications, some parts of the world do not have very
comprehensive satellite or mobile phone coverage, so communications with other part of
the country or globe may be limited. In addition, battery life on mobile telephones must be
carefully managed as you cannot guarantee to be able to find a suitable electrical supply
to boost your telephone’s charge
A further factor to consider is the political stability of the country you will be visiting. The
risk of kidnap is a real threat in some countries. It is advisable to register with your
national Embassy when you arrive in a foreign country, so that they know you are there.
There are some countries around the world where organised society has broken down or
is badly eroded due to Civil war or natural disasters. There must be very compelling
reasons to travel to countries with these particular problems and comprehensive risk
assessments will be required. In addition, approval for trip to countries which fall into this
category will need to be given by the Head of Department. Your supervisor or course
leader should make all the necessary arrangements to cover your trip. This includes
activating the College insurance, which is a comprehensive policy. Nevertheless, it is very
important to recognise that no travel insurance is truly and fully comprehensive. There
are limits to what an insurance company can do to recover you from danger or protect you
from harm. [International Rescue (“Thunderbirds”) do not exist].
There are several sources of information relevant to trips abroad:
The UK Foreign & Commonwealth Office web pages contain all the information to help
make your trips as safe and enjoyable as possible: http://www.fco.gov.uk/. Follow the
links for “travel advice”.
The USA Government’s CIA “World Fact Book” also contains a large amount of details on
every
country
recognised
by
the
USA
Government:
http://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/
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IMPORTANT
The College Insurance Policy is NOT VALID if you take personal holiday whilst away for
College purposes. YOU MUST ensure that you have separate, personal travel insurance for
recreational activities, holidays and non-College related travel whilst away.
If you need to undertake international trips for projects etc., please plan ahead. Discuss
the project needs with your supervisors and the DSO, as required and submit the risk
assessment form at least three weeks before you intend to travel.
College Occupational Health will provide advice on travel medication, injections etc., and
will also undertake immunisation injections for College-required trips. However, you must
arrange these well in advance of your trip (ideally, at least 1 month before travel).
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
Personal Protective Equipment, (PPE) is an essential part of Civil Engineering site safety.
In recognition of this PPE is an essential requirement for the field courses run by the
department.
All first year undergraduate (MEng) students will be issued with a personal safety pack
after Christmas, just prior to the commencement of their first fieldtrip. This safety
equipment must kept safe and looked after because the items will be needed throughout
the four year MEng degree. If you lose any items you will be charged for replacements. If
you do not bring them to your course when required, you will not be permitted to
undertake the module and may fail the course as a result.
The safety pack will comprise the following items:

Hard Hat
Safety Glasses
Site Gloves
High-Vis Vest.

Hard Hat
British Standard Hard Hats must be thrown away after four years, as their safety
performance cannot be guaranteed after this time. MSc students will be issued with hard
hats during field courses and other times as required, but these must be returned to the
Department. The Department issues Hard Hats as part of the safety pack above for all
undergraduate students in the Department. The Hats will be needed for most field courses
over the 4 year course and must be looked after.
Safety Glasses
MSc students will be issued with safety glasses as required for laboratory and field
courses. These are issued as part of the safety pack to the undergraduate students.
Safety Glasses are required for all laboratory courses and most field courses. If you do not
have a pair of safety glasses, you will be unable undertake the course.
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Gloves
Increasing concerns over dermatitis (from cement) and cuts and grazes from construction
site activity has seen the compulsory wearing of gloves on all construction sites. A pair of
cotton gloves suitable for site are included in the safety pack issued to the undergraduate
students and these are needed for all site visits. MSc Students will be issued with a
suitable type of glove for laboratory and fieldwork courses.
High-Viz Vests
Site visibility is a key part of safety management, hence all site visits require the wearing
of high-viz vests or jackets. A high-viz jacket forms part of the Safety Pack, for UG
students whilst MSc students will be issued with them as required.
Safety Boots
All undergraduates and some MSc students (Check your course information) must
own a pair of safety boots. The footwear needs to be classified as complying with
EN ISO 20345, which provides the highest level of impact resistance in the toe area
and be fitted with a steel mid-sole with steel toe caps and offer ankle support.
Not only are safety boots essential for any visits to construction sites, but some
laboratories within the Department require that they be worn at all times and they are
needed for the Surveying, Geology and Constructionarium field trips during the 1st and 2nd
years of the MEng degree respectively.
The Department will be arranging for a specialist supplier to attend the Skempton Building
during the first week of term to sell these boots (check your course information for more
details). The wearing of safety boots is compulsory during certain courses and failure to
abide by this rule will result in you being barred from the course and possibly failing that
module (and hence the year). Safety boots can be readily purchased from many highstreet suppliers, but these must meet the minimum requirement described above.
Some MSc courses will issue the safety equipment as the class need arises, but this must
be returned to the Department at the end of the class.

WEB RESOURCES FOR HEALTH AND SAFETY AT THE COLLEGE
The College Intranet, which is accessible for all College networked PC’s, has
comprehensive health and safety information covering most aspects of the activities
undertaken by the College. This information can be readily accessed from either the
Safety Department or the Occupational Health web pages, which can be reached under
the “A-Z” tab (admin and Services) on the right-hand side of the College main menu bar of
the Home Page.
Some of this information is protected and you will need your College username and
system password to view all the information contained within. You can access SALUS for
reporting accidents and dangerous occurrences (as described above) from this site, plus
view the College policy on health and safety and guidance on many aspects of safety.
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COMPUTER USE
The Department is particularly well equipped with open access computing laboratories on
levels 2 and 3 that are used for teaching as well as research purposes. However, it is
becoming increasingly common for people who use computers or “display screen
equipment” (DSE) for long hours to start to suffer from eye and skeletal/musculature
problems, particularly if you use a laptop rather than a “fixed” desk computer. This may
result in eye strain, back, neck and shoulder pain, problems with wrist and arm joints. The
College has produced detailed guidance on ways of minimising/eliminating potential
problems from DSE use. A copy of this information sheet is appended to this booklet.
Please read and apply this information, it may save you much discomfort later in life.
If you undertake a project which involves long hours of computer use then you should
follow the guidance below and undertake a DSE assessment of the workstation you are
using. The “Computer Health & Safety Checklist” (DSE assessment) form is available to
download from the following link:
http://www3.imperial.ac.uk/OCCHEALTH/formsandchecklists

Computer Use – Healthy Working
All members of the college community use computers to a greater or lesser extent. You
should undertake a simple DSE assessment of the workstation you are using.
It is becoming increasingly common for people who use computers or “display screen
equipment” (DSE) for long hours to start to suffer from eye and skeletal/musculature
problems, particularly if you use a laptop rather than a “fixed” desk computer. This may
result in eye strain, back, neck and shoulder pain, problems with wrist and arm joints. This
is called “Cumulative Trauma Disorder”. The set-up of your computer workstation is very
important. A poor set-up may cause the above health issues. If you start to suffer from any
of the above symptoms from using computers, you must contact the departmental Display
Screen Assessor (Dr Fowler) for any questions or concerns you have with regard to
healthy computer usage.
The following guidance will help you in minimising the likelihood of the symptoms
developing indicative of Cumulative Trauma Disorder.
Staying Healthy With Your Computer
Avoiding Cumulative Trauma Disorder
Computers can damage your health. Every year we see several cases of Cumulative
Trauma Disorder (CTD) formerly called RSI or Repetition Strain Injury in staff & students
and the problem is becoming more common. Avoid it happening to you by taking care to
organise your work-station and organise your time spent using a computer both at work
and at home.
Follow these simple rules and find that your computer can work for you without causing
harm.
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Take Breaks - The Key Issues
1. Intersperse with other work (take note laptop users!): phone calls, writing/reading work,
filing, proof reading, photocopying, talking with colleagues. Even coffee breaks!
2. Five minute break every hour and don’t spend a whole day on computer-based
activities (applies equally to work at home). Web-surfing, updating Facebook, blogging
or online gaming do not count as a break!
Keep Your Desk Tidy
Avoid cluttering it up with books, papers etc. Make sure you have enough clear space to
operate your mouse easily and to access your keyboard. Keep most frequently used items
close to hand to avoid stretching.
Adjust Your Computing Equipment to Suit You
1. Set your screen to a comfortable height, usually with the top just below eye level, so
you do not have to stretch your neck. Avoiding any twist in your spine, sit face-on to
your screen.
2. Ensure sufficient room to rest your hands in front of keyboard when not keying.
Interchange position of keyboard and mouse depending on data input device
predominantly in use at the time.
3. Adjust your seat height so your arms are horizontal to the keyboard and avoid
flexing/extending wrists. If you use a laptop, work with it on a table, never on your lap.
4. Ensure room for your feet to rest under your desk. A footrest may be beneficial for
small people.
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Get Comfortable
Make use of the illustrations below to see whether you’ve organised your desk and your
work to avoid unnecessary problems. The rules for desktop users apply to work with
laptops; whenever possible the same advice should be followed.
Don't ruin your work by poor practice. Be organised, be sensible with your work-time & be
successful— without damaging your health.

The ideal working posture.
Forearms at keyboard height and eyes level
with top of screen.
Chair adjusts to provide back support and
feet securely rested (in this case by use of a
footrest).
Use this as a guide to finding a comfortable
working posture for yourself.

An ideal work station arrangement.
Desk uncluttered, space for documents
etc.
If needed and to rest hands when not
typing.
Screen positioned to avoid reflections
from light coming in from the window or
the fluorescent light tubes.

1. Adjust the seat height & back tilt/height to fit you. Twisted or cramped posture to be
avoided.
2. If you are copying documents, use a document holder.
3. Sit back when you are thinking, rather than staying hunched over your screen.
4. Use a soft touch when keying and avoid flexing your wrists. Try to adopt a neutral
position. If possible, learn how to use short cut keys and touch typing.
5. Give your eyes a comfort break too. Look away from your screen or close your eyes
when thinking. Avoid staring at the screen & throw in a few extra blinks as natural blink
reflexes are often unconsciously suppressed.
DON'T IGNORE SYMPTOMS
If your arms or shoulders start aching/tingling, follow steps below.
1. Take a break and re-organise work to give yourself more breaks in future.
2. If symptoms persist or keep recurring, contact your occupational health (OH) service for
help.
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Make Use of the Experts
1. All College departments should have a DSE (Display Screen Equipment) Assessor who
knows about computer ergonomics and can help you check your workstation. They’ll help
you with the computer checklist if you don’t feel confident to complete it yourself. Also if
you identify problems through the checklist which you can’t solve yourself or which may
affect your or other’s safety.
2. Your local OH service can assess and advise on CTD problems.
3. Students can arrange vision screening with the OH service.
Personal Safety for Laptop Users
1.

Do not endanger your health by carrying too heavy a total load with the addition of your
laptop.

2.

Take precautions to avoid theft while your laptop is in transit and check your insurance
cover. Your personal safety is more important than loss of your laptop.

Dr G. D. Fowler
Departmental Safety Officer
August 2018
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Appendix 1: A quick guide to using the Department SharePoint Safety Site
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Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering

CI9-STR-01 Concrete Materials
Course leader:
Other contributors:
Module status:
Pre- or co-requisites:
Term:
Contact hours:
ECTS units:
FHEQ Level:
Assessment:

1.0

Aims

•

•

2.0

Dr Hong Wong

Core H2A2 (CS), H2U2 (CSBM), H2U6 (CSSD); Elective H2A1 (GSE)
Spring
30
5
7
Coursework, written examination

To provide a good understanding of a range of topics within the field of concrete technology,
including constituent materials and mixture proportioning, properties of concrete in the fresh and
hardened state, microstructure, strength, volume changes, sustainability and durability.
To understand the key physical and chemical processes influencing the behaviour and performance
of concrete in service.
Syllabus

•
•
•
•
•

Constituent materials used in concrete (cement, supplementary cementitious materials, aggregate,
water and admixtures) with emphasis on their influence on the microstructure of concrete.
Properties and behaviour of concrete including early age properties, mechanical properties, volume
changes and durability.
Typical problems affecting concrete and their prevention strategies.
Design and selection of mix proportions to produce concrete with specified performance.
Sustainability of cements and concretes
No.
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

Topic
Reasons for selecting concrete; Portland cement;
Hydration of cement; Microstructure development; Power’s law; Tutorial
Admixtures; Aggregates
Properties of fresh concrete; Early age properties
Strength and elasticity; Tutorial
Swelling, shrinkage and creep; Temperature effects
Chloride-induced corrosion; Carbonation-induced corrosion; Tutorial
Freeze-thaw damage; Sulphate attack; Alkali-aggregate reaction
Design and proportioning of concrete mixtures; Lab session
Tutorial; Coursework presentations

Module Descriptor 2018-19
Revised: 12-Jul-2018

Staff
HW
HW
HW
HW
HW
HW
HW
HW
HW
HW
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3.0

Intended learning outcomes

On successfully completing this course unit, students will be able to:
•

•
•
•

4.0

Understand how the constituents and mix proportion of concrete influence its early age properties,
mechanical properties, volume changes and durability, via an appreciation of their influence on
concrete microstructure.
Gain the ability to design and proportion concrete mixtures to a specified performance.
Become familiar with common problems affecting concrete in construction and their prevention.
Appreciate the issues concerning sustainability of cements and concretes.
Teaching methods

The module is taught as a series of lectures, group discussions and embedded informal tutorials. Throughout
the module, students work in teams on a project closely linked with the taught material. The module ends
with a laboratory session to demonstrate the process of concrete production and tests methods for fresh and
hardened concrete.
5.0

Assessment

The module will be assessed by a written examination and coursework. The split of the marks will be 80%
for the exam and 20% for the coursework. The exam consists of essay and multiple-choice questions. The
coursework requires students to work in small groups to produce a technical report and a lecture on a
selected topic related to concrete technology. Detailed written and oral feedback will be given to students.
6.0

Recommended textbooks

Category as defined by Central Library:

C = Core, S = Supplementary
C
S
S

Neville, A.M., Properties of Concrete, 5th edition, Prentice Hall, 2011.
Kumar Mehta, P. & Monteiro, P.J.M., Concrete: Microstructure, Properties and Materials, 4th
edition, McGraw-Hill, 2013.
Lea’s Chemistry of Cement & Concrete, P.C. Hewlett (Editor), Butterworth-Heinemann, 2003.

Module Descriptor 2018-19
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7.0

Subject threads

The table below shows how the themes of design, sustainability and health & safety risk management are
embedded in the curriculum (as defined by the JBM degree guidelines).

Key: Primary (P), Secondary (S) and Contributory (C).
Design
P

Module Descriptor 2018-19
Revised: 12-Jul-2018

Health & Safety
Risk Management
C

Sustainability
P

Page 3
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CI9-STR-02 Reinforced Concrete I
Course leader:
Other contributors:
Module status:
Pre- or co-requisites:
Term:
Contact hours:
ECTS units:
FHEQ Level:
Assessment:

1.0

Aims

•
•
•
2.0

Dr Robert Vollum

Core H2A2 (CS), H2A3 (EQ), H2A1 (GSE)
Autumn
30
5
7
Coursework, written examination

To give students a good understanding of the design and behaviour of reinforced concrete structures
at the design ultimate limit state.
To look at the design of framed building structures in some detail, with particular emphasis on design
for flexure, shear and torsion.
To consider the design of shear walls.
Syllabus

This module will be delivered in a series of 3-hour slots. Topic covered will include:
No.
01
02
03
04
05

3.0

Topic

Brief review of design for flexure.

Design of continuous beams including ductility considerations and moment
distribution.
Design for shear, torsion and bending and combinations thereof.
Design of framed structures and shear walls.
Aspects of reinforcement detailing.

Staff
RLV
RLV
RLV
RLV
RLV

Intended learning outcomes

On successfully completing this course unit, students will be able to:
Module Descriptor 2018-19
Revised: 13-Jul-2018
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•
•

4.0

Understand structural behaviour and the background to the design methods in EC2 and other codes
where appropriate.
Have a good understanding of the design and behaviour of reinforced concrete structures at the
ultimate limit state.
Teaching methods

A combination of lectures, tutorials and progress tests.
5.0

Assessment

There is one piece of design related coursework which draws upon the taught material which is worth 20%.
6.0

Recommended textbooks

Category as defined by Central Library:

C = Core, S = Supplementary
C

7.0

Reinforced Concrete Design, 7th edition by W.H. Mosley, Ray Hulse and J.H. Bungey.
Palgrave Macmillan.

Subject threads

The table below shows how the themes of design, sustainability and health & safety risk management are
embedded in the curriculum (as defined by the JBM degree guidelines).
Key: Primary (P), Secondary (S) and Contributory (C).
Design
P

Module Descriptor 2018-19
Revised: 13-Jul-2018

Health & Safety
Risk Management
C

Sustainability
-
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CI9-STR-03 Prestressed Concrete (CI4-435)
Course leader:
Other contributors:
Module status:
Pre- or co-requisites:
Term:
Contact hours:
ECTS units:
FHEQ Level:
Assessment:

1.0

Aims

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
2.0

Dr Ana Ruiz-Teran

Concrete Structures (Core); General Structural Engineering (Elective)
Autumn
30
5
7
Coursework, written examination

To introduce the fundamental principles about the structural behaviour and design criteria of
Prestressed Concrete Structures.
To introduce the fundamental mechanics to define the internal forces.
To review the current technology available to prestress concrete structures.
To introduce the formulae to estimate the initial and time-dependent losses.
To emphasis the fundamentals but reference is made to Eurocode 2.
To present the serviceability limit states that are critical for the design of conventional prestressed
concrete structures and the inequalities to fulfil such limit states are derived, allowing the
prestressing force and its eccentricity to be determined.
To cover the specific implications for the ultimate limit states.
Syllabus

•
•

•

•

•

Concept of prestressing (historical approach, and prestressing types).
Structural analysis of prestressed statically determinate structures including: Anchorage and
deviating forces introduced by the tendons; Internal forces and strains due to prestressing; Tendon
centroid, and prestressing layouts; Mechanical properties before and after grouting; Introduction of
self-weight during prestressing in post-tensioned structures; Introduction of lateral bending during
prestressing in post-tensioned structures.
Structural analysis of prestressed statically indeterminate structures including: methods for the
analysis of prestressed statically indeterminate structures: Primary, secondary and total internal
forces due to prestressing.
Prestressing technology including: Steel products and technologies for prestressing (strands,
tendons, bars); Anchorage systems, ducts, couplers; Technological requirements for the prestessing
layouts; Threading, prestressing, and grouting; External prestressing technology.
Prestressing losses: Concept of loss and classification of losses (initial and long-term losses);
Frictional losses; Elastic shortening losses; Anchorage drawn-in losses and transmission lengths;

Module Descriptor 2018-19
Revised: 28-Aug-2018
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•

•

•
•
•

Prestressing strategies; Prestressing losses due to concrete creep, concrete shrinkage and steel
relaxation.
Serviceability limit state including: SLS of normal tension stresses (decompression, cracking, and
crack opening limit states); SLS of normal compression stresses; SLS deformation, SLS vibration;
Prestressing approaches and classes.
Design of prestressed structures: Central kern; Inequality equations for the design of prestressed
concrete structures; Magnel diagrams; Regions where the centroid of the prestressing layout has to
be located; Relation between section efficiency and amount of prestressing.
Specific implications for ultimate limit states.
Anchorage zones.
Prestressed concrete slabs.
No.
01

02

03

04

Topic
Concept of prestressing. Historical approach
Different types of prestressing
Prestressing by tendons
Prestressing types according to the moment in which the prestressing is applied
Prestressing types according to the location of the tendons in relation to the
concrete section
Prestressed tie (including examples)
Structural analysis of prestressed statically determinate structures
Anchorage and deviating forces introduced by the tendons
Internal forces due to prestressing in statically determinate structures
Strains due to prestressing
Prestressing of in-situ concrete beams (post-tension)
Tendon centroid
Prestressing of precast concrete beams (pre-tension).
Prestressing layouts
Mechanical properties before and after grouting
Introduction of self-weight during prestressing in post-tensioned structures
Introduction of lateral bending during prestressing in post-tensioned structures
Example
Structural analysis of prestressed statically indeterminate structures
Methods for the analysis of prestressed statically indeterminate structures
Static internal forces due to prestressing; Secondary internal forces due to
prestressing; and Total internal forces due to prestressing
Examples
Prestressing technology
Steel products and technologies for prestressing (strands, tendons, bars)
Mechanical properties of steel products
Anchorage systems. Types
Ducts
Couplers
Prestessing layout
Introduction of prestressing elements, prestressing, Grouting
Jacks

Module Descriptor 2018-19
Revised: 28-Aug-2018
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ART

ART
ART
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05

06

07

08

09
10

External prestressing technology
Prestressing losses
Concept of loss
Classification of losses (initial and long-term losses)
Initial Prestressing losses
Frictional looses
Elastic shortening losses
Anchorage drawn-in losses
Transmission lengths
Initial internal forces due to prestressing
Prestressing strategies
Examples
Long-term Prestressing losses
Historical introduction
Concrete creep and shrinkage
Steel relaxation
Prestressing losses due to concrete creep, concrete shrinkage and steel
relaxation
Example
Coursework is set
Serviceability limit state.
SLS of normal tension stresses (decompression, cracking, and crack opening
limit states)
SLS of normal compression stresses
SLS deformation, SLS vibration
Prestressing approaches and classes
Tutorial (Coursework)
Design of prestressed structures
Central kern
Inequality equations for the design of prestressed concrete structures
Magnel diagrams
Regions where the centroid of the prestressing layout has to be located
Relation between section efficiency and amount of prestressing
Examples
Ultimate limit states
Ultimate limit state of normal stresses
Example
Ultimate limit state of shear stresses
Coursework submission
Anchorage zones
Prestressed concrete slabs
Course work feedback
Revision

Module Descriptor 2018-19
Revised: 28-Aug-2018
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3.0

Intended learning outcomes

On successfully completing this course unit, students will be able to:
•

•
•
•
4.0

Obtain the internal forces due to the prestressing in a prestressed concrete structure, being able to
identify the primary and secondary components of the total internal forces.
Evaluate the initial and time-dependent losses.
Propose an appropriate system to prestress a particular structure.
Design the prestressing layout and the prestressing force that fulfils the relevant limit states.
Teaching methods

A combination of lectures and tutorials.
5.0

Assessment

Assessment will be 75% written examination and 25% coursework (MSc)/100% written examination (UG).

6.0

Recommended textbooks

Category as defined by Central Library: C = Core, S = Supplementary
S
S
S
S
S
7.0

Robert, B. The design of prestressed concrete bridges: concepts and principles,
Taylor & Francis, London, 2008. ISBN: 0415235995.
Hurst, M K. Prestressed Concrete Design. E&FN Spon, London, 1997. (ISBN
0419218009).
Leonhardt, F. Prestressed Concrete. Wilhelm Ernst & Sohn. Belin. Munich. 1964.
Menn, C. Prestressed concrete bridges. Birkhauser Verlag. 1990 (ISBN 3-7643-24147).
Post-tensioning in buildings. Bulletin 31. FIB. 2005. (ISBN 2-88394-071-1).

Subject threads

The table below shows how the themes of design, sustainability and health & safety risk management are
embedded in the curriculum (as defined by the JBM degree guidelines).
Key: Primary (P), Secondary (S) and Contributory (C).
Design
P

Module Descriptor 2018-19
Revised: 28-Aug-2018

Health & Safety
Risk Management
C

Sustainability
-
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CI9-STR-06 Finite Element Analysis
Course leader:
Other contributors:
Module status:
Pre- or co-requisites:
Term:
Contact hours:
ECTS units:
FHEQ Level:
Assessment:

1.0

Aims

•
•
•
2.0

Professor Bassam Izzuddin

Core: H2A3
Elective: H2A2, H2U5, H2U6, H2A1, H2U5, H2U7, H2U9
Autumn
30
5
7
Coursework, written examination

To present the finite element method for structural analysis, to investigate the accuracy and
convergence characteristics of various finite elements.
To consider modelling strategies for improved accuracy and efficiency.
To encourage the use of finite element software for advanced structural analysis.

Syllabus
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction to the finite element method.
One-dimensional element formulation for beams and frames.
Two-dimensional plane stress/strain formulations.
Higher-order formulations for plane stress/strain analysis.
Error estimation and adaptivity in finite element analysis.
Plate bending elements.
Application of finite element analysis program ANSYS to structural engineering problems.
No.
01
02
03
04
05
06
07

Topic
Lecture: Introduction to the finite element method
Lecture: One-dimensional element formulation for beams and frames
Tutorial
Lecture: Two-dimensional plane stress/strain formulations
Computer lab
Lecture: Two-dimensional plane stress/strain formulations
Tutorial
Lecture: Higher-order formulations for plane stress/strain analysis
Lecture: Higher-order formulations for plane stress/strain analysis
Tutorial
Lecture: Error estimation and adaptivity in finite element analysis

Module Descriptor 2018-19
Revised: 25-Jul-2018
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BAI
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BAI
BAI
BAI
BAI
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08
09
10

3.0

Project
Lecture: Plate bending elements
Project
Lecture: Plate bending elements
Project
Computer lab
Lecture/Tutorial/Project
Computer lab

BAI
BAI
BAI

Intended learning outcomes

On successfully completing this course unit, students will be able to:
•
•

•
•
•
4.0

Appreciate the use of hierarchic subdivision processes in tackling complex problems.
Understand the formulation of typical finite elements for structural analysis and the associated
sources of approximation.
Use finite element analysis software.
Use computers for simulations.
Apply techniques of linear algebra.
Teaching methods

Handouts are provided for the various topics, and extensive use is made of interactive PowerPoint to
elaborate on concepts and application issues. All material, including handouts, PowerPoint lecture notes
and solutions to tutorial problems, are placed on Blackboard Learn for student access. Computer laboratory
sessions are also provided making use of screen projection to introduce finite element analysis software.
5.0

Assessment

Assessment is by written examination and project coursework, with respective marks split of 80:20.
6.0

Recommended textbooks

Category as defined by Central Library:

C = Core, S = Supplementary
S
S
S
S

"Finite Element Analysis: Theory and Application with ANSYS", S. Moaveni, Prentice Hall.
"Concepts and Applications of Finite Element Analysis", R.D.Cook, Wiley.
"Finite Element Procedures in Engineering Analysis", K.J.Bathe, Prentice-Hall.
"The Finite Element Method", 2 Vols., Zienkiewicz & Taylor, McGraw-Hill.

Module Descriptor 2018-19
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7.0

Subject threads

The table below shows how the themes of design, sustainability and health & safety risk management are
embedded in the curriculum (as defined by the JBM degree guidelines).

Key: Primary (P), Secondary (S) and Contributory (C).
Design
S

Module Descriptor 2018-19
Revised: 25-Jul-2018

Health & Safety
Risk Management
S

Sustainability
-
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CI9-STR-08 Structural Dynamics
Course leader:
Other contributors:
Module status:
Pre- or co-requisites:
Term:
Contact hours:
ECTS units:
FHEQ Level:
Assessment:

1.0

Aims

•
•

2.0

Dr Christian Málaga-Chuquitaype (CM)
Dr Luke Louca (LL)
Core: H2A3. Elective: H2A1, H2A2, H2U5
Autumn
30

7
Written examination

To provide students with a general grounding in the basic concepts and principles of dynamics as
applied to structural engineering problems.
To introduce the students to the most common dynamic phenomena in structural engineering and
train them in the application of appropriate idealization approaches, their analytical formulation and
their mathematical solution.
Syllabus

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Dynamic loads and types. Introduction to the Fourier Transform and its mathematical background.
Discrete signals and the Discrete Fourier Transform. Representation of dynamic loads. (CM)
Single-degree-of-freedom models. Formulation of the Equation of Motion: Newton’s second law and
D’Alembert’s principle. Impulse response and transfer functions. Damping and stiffness of simple
structural systems. (CM)
Undamped free vibrations. Damped free vibrations. (CM)
Forced vibration response to harmonic excitation. Dynamic magnification factor and response
spectra. (CM)
Introduction to non-linear dynamics of single-degree-of-freedom systems. Dynamic characteristics
of non-linear systems. Friction damping. Simplified approximations and ductility-reduced spectra.
(CM)
Multi-degree-of-freedom models. Formulate equations of motion in both a stiffness and flexibility
format and determine natural frequencies. (LL)
Use orthogonality to uncouple equations of motion to format series of SDOF models using generalised
coordinates. (LL)
Use of response spectra to solve MDOF systems subjected to either pulse loads or a ground motion.
(LL)
Use conservation of energy to formulate pressure impulse diagrams for idealised systems subjected
to blast loads. (LL)

Module Descriptor 2018-19
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No.
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
3.0

Topic
Dynamic loads. Time and frequency domains.
Equation of motion and modelling of structural systems.
Free vibration.
Forced vibration response to harmonic excitation.
Introduction to non-linear dynamics of simple systems.
Introduction and revision of MDOF concepts. Free vibrations of lumped mass beam and
frame systems.
Forced vibrations of MDOF systems and modal superposition.
Vibration caused by motion of supports. Earthquake response spectra.
Introduction to blast loads. Modal analysis of pulse loaded structures.
Development and use of Pressure Impulse diagrams for blast loaded problems.

Staff
CM
CM
CM
CM
CM
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL

Intended learning outcomes

On successfully completing this course unit, students will be able to:
•

•
•
•
•

4.0

Analyse and interpret the dynamic response of conventional structural systems and gain insight into
their time-dependent nature.
Formulate appropriate models of simple structural systems under dynamic conditions and apply
them to the solution of engineering problems.
Estimate the natural frequencies and vibration modes of elastic and multiple degree of freedom
systems.
Evaluate maximum values of significant structural response parameters for systems subjected to the
most usual forms of dynamic excitation.
Appreciate the phenomena involved in the loss of linearity in the dynamic response of simple
structures as well as the engineering approaches employed to model them appreciating their
limitations.
Teaching methods

A combination of lectures and tutorials.

5.0

Assessment

Assessment will be by a written examination.

Module Descriptor 2018-19
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6.0

Recommended textbooks

Category as defined by Central Library:

C = Core, S = Supplementary
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
S

7.0

Chopra, A K Dynamics of Structures: theory and applications to earthquake engineering, PrenticeHall, 1995.
Clough, R W and Penzien, J, Dynamics of Structures, 2nd edn, McGraw-Hill, 1994.
Craig, R R, Structural dynamics: an introduction to computer methods, Wiley, 1981.
Smith, J W, Vibrations of structures: applications in civil engineering design, Chapman & Hall,
1988.
Warburton, G B, The dynamical behaviour of structures, Second edn, Pergamon, 1975.
Bathe K.J. (1996), Chapter 9, Finite element procedures in engineering analysis, Prentice Hall,
New Jersey.
Humar, J.L. (2002), Dynamics of structures, Balkema.
Other books and papers which have some relevance will be mentioned in the lecture courses.

Subject threads

The table below shows how the themes of design, sustainability and health & safety risk management are
embedded in the curriculum (as defined by the JBM degree guidelines).

Key: Primary (P), Secondary (S) and Contributory (C).
Design
S

Module Descriptor 2018-19
Revised: 02-Aug-2018

Health & Safety
Risk Management
C

Sustainability
C
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CI9-STR-09 Reinforced Concrete II
Course leader:
Other contributors:
Module status:
Pre- or co-requisites:
Term:
Contact hours:
ECTS units:
FHEQ Level:
Assessment:

1.0

Aims

•
•
2.0

Dr Robert Vollum

Core H2A2 (CS), H2A1 (GSE)
Elective H2A3 (EQ)

Spring
30
5
7
Coursework, written examination

To give students a detailed understanding of the design of reinforced concrete slabs and structures
like deep beams, squat shear walls and pile caps where plane sections do not remain plane.
To study the serviceability limit states of cracking and deflection in detail.

Syllabus

This module will be delivered in a series of 3-hour slots. Topics covered will include:
No.
01
02
03

04

3.0

Topic

Staff

Strut and tie modelling (STM) and stress field modelling. Applications
include design of structures like squat shear walls, deep beams, pile caps and
beam-column joints.
The design of reinforced concrete slabs using elastic and yield line methods.

RLV

Serviceability limit states of cracking. Issues such as load induced and early
age thermal cracking will be considered.

RLV

Serviceability limit states of deflection. Issues such as choice of material
properties, the influence of construction loading on long term deflection and
input parameters for FEA will be considered.

RLV
RLV

Intended learning outcomes

On successfully completing this course unit, students will be able to:
Module Descriptor 2018-19
Revised: 13-Jul-2018
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•
•

4.0

Build upon the material covered in Reinforced Concrete I.
Have an in depth understanding of the design and behaviour of reinforced concrete structures
and the related design clauses of Eurocode 2.

Teaching methods

A combination of lectures and tutorials.
5.0

Assessment

Assessment is through coursework and examination. There will be one piece of coursework which will
involve the application of the taught material.
6.0

Recommended textbooks

Category as defined by Central Library:

C = Core, S = Supplementary
S

7.0

Recommended reading in the form of technical guides, and reports which will be
provided on Blackboard Learn.

Subject threads

The table below shows how the themes of design, sustainability and health & safety risk management are
embedded in the curriculum (as defined by the JBM degree guidelines).

Key: Primary (P), Secondary (S) and Contributory (C).
Design
P

Module Descriptor 2018-19
Revised: 13-Jul-2018

Health & Safety
Risk Management
C

Sustainability
-
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CI9-STR-11 Nonlinear Structural Analysis
(CI3-333)
Course leader:
Other contributors:
Module status:
Pre- or co-requisites:
Term:
Contact hours:
ECTS units:
FHEQ Level:
Assessment:

1.0

Aims

•
•

2.0

Professor Bassam Izzuddin

Core H2A3
Elective H2A2, H2A1, H2U5

Spring
30
MSc: 5 / MEng: 6
7
Coursework, written examination

To present systematic procedures for geometric and material nonlinear structural analysis.
To introduce and encourage the use of advanced nonlinear analysis software and to explore the
significance of common nonlinear phenomena, particularly in relation to the structural response
under extreme events.
Syllabus

•
•
•
•
•
•

Fundamentals of geometric nonlinearity for discrete structural systems.
Principles of stability and buckling analysis for discrete structural systems.
Nonlinear solution procedures for tracing equilibrium paths.
Geometrically nonlinear finite elements for one-dimensional structural systems.
Materially nonlinear finite elements for one-dimensional structural systems.
Nonlinear dynamic analysis of discrete structural systems (only MSc).
No.
01
02
03
04
05

Topic
Lecture: Fundamentals of geometric nonlinearity for discrete structural systems.
Lecture: Principles of stability and buckling analysis for discrete structural
systems
Lecture: Principles of stability and buckling analysis for discrete structural
systems
Tutorial
Lecture: Principles of stability and buckling analysis for discrete structural
systems
Tutorial
Lecture: Nonlinear solution procedures for tracing equilibrium paths
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06
07

08
09
10

3.0

Computer lab
Lecture: Geometrically nonlinear finite elements for one-dimensional structural
systems
Project
Lecture: Materially nonlinear finite elements for one-dimensional structural
systems
Project
Computer lab
Lecture: Materially nonlinear finite elements for one-dimensional structural
systems
Project
Lecture: Nonlinear dynamic analysis of discrete structural systems
Project
Computer lab
Lecture: Nonlinear dynamic analysis of discrete structural systems
Project
Computer lab

BAI
BAI
BAI
BAI
BAI

Intended learning outcomes

On successfully completing this course unit, students will be able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
4.0

Distinguish between linear and nonlinear structural analysis.
Recognise types of problem for which nonlinear structural analysis is necessary.
Understand principles of stability for multi-degree of freedom structural systems.
Appreciate the basis of sophisticated and simplified buckling analysis methods.
Use equilibrium paths to characterise the nonlinear structural response.
Understand basic incremental iterative solution procedures for tracing equilibrium paths.
Appreciate the fundamentals of nonlinear finite element discretisation, including geometric and
material nonlinearity.
Appreciate the use of hierarchic processes in tackling complex problems.
Recognise the role of analogies in gaining greater understanding.
Use nonlinear structural analysis software.
Perform simplified buckling analysis.
Use computers for simulations.
Solve a nonlinear system of equations.
Apply techniques of linear algebra.
Teaching methods

Handouts are provided for the various topics, and extensive use is made of the visualiser to elaborate on
concepts and application issues. All material, including handouts, visualiser lecture notes and solutions to
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tutorial problems, are placed on Blackboard for student access. Computer laboratory sessions are also
provided making use of screen projection to introduce finite element analysis software.
5.0

Assessment

Assessment will be via written examination and project coursework, with respective marks split of 70:30.
6.0

Recommended textbooks

Category as defined by Central Library:

C = Core, S = Supplementary
X

7.0

No textbooks are recommended.

Subject threads

The table below shows how the themes of design, sustainability and health & safety risk management are
embedded in the curriculum (as defined by the JBM degree guidelines).

Key: Primary (P), Secondary (S) and Contributory (C).
Design
S
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CI9-STR-13 Seismic Design of Concrete Structures
Course leader:
Other contributors:
Module status:
Pre- or co-requisites:
Term:
Contact hours:
ECTS units:
FHEQ Level:
Assessment:
1.0

Professor Ahmed Elghazouli
Dr Lorenzo Macorini, Dr Damian Grant, Edmund Booth
Core H2A3 (EQ)
Elective H2A2 (CS), H2U2 (CSBM), H2U6 (CSSD)
Spring
30
5
7
Written examination

Aims




2.0

To introduce the students to the fundamental concepts and principles required for the seismic
design of reinforced concrete and masonry structures.
To enable the students to develop an understanding of the seismic behaviour of concrete and
masonry materials, components and systems under typical earthquake loading conditions.
This knowledge can then be applied in practical earthquake resistant design of frame and wall
systems according to modern codified regulations, with particular emphasis on the European
seismic design code, Eurocode 8.
Syllabus










Introduction to the design of earthquake-resistant building structures in relation to the
characteristics of different structural forms in reinforced concrete.
Overview of codified procedures for the seismic design of concrete structures with emphasis on the
provisions of Eurocode 8.
Assessment of curvature, rotational and displacement ductility supply and demand in reinforced
concrete members.
Design and detailing of concrete members and joints in moment frames according to the
recommendations of Eurocode 8.
Behaviour and design of reinforced-concrete shear wall systems under seismic loading conditions
with application to Eurocode 8.
Performance and design of masonry structures and masonry-infilled frames under lateral seismic
loads.
Estimation of the flexural stiffness of concrete elements under seismic loading.
Introduction to displacement-based seismic design.
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Overview of key concepts relating to the seismic design of concrete diaphragms and foundations.
Overview of key concepts relating to the seismic repair and upgrading of reinforced concrete and
masonry structures.
No.
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

3.0

Topic
Introduction
General Design Considerations
Seismic analysis procedures
Force and displacement criteria
Principles of RC design
Design of RC buildings
Detailing of RC structures
Behaviour of Masonry structures
Design of Masonry structures
Principles of repair and upgrading

Staff
AE/EB
AE/EB
AE/EB
EB/DG
EB/DG
EB/LM
LM/EB
LM/EB
LM/EB
EB/LM

Intended learning outcomes

On successfully completing this course unit, students will be able to:









4.0

Understand the response characteristics of typical materials, members and components under
cyclic and earthquake loads.
Estimate the curvature and deformation ductilities of critical structural members and
components, and their use within seismic design procedures.
Understand the concept of performance based seismic design and the means of achieving
performance goals in buildings.
Appreciate the key behavioural characteristics of concrete frame and wall systems under cyclic
and earthquake loads.
Understand basic concepts of scheme design of concrete and masonry buildings for earthquake
resistance.
Understand basic concepts of seismic design of concrete diaphragms and foundations.
Apply the main design rules and detailing requirements for frame and wall systems according
to the provisions of Eurocode 8.
Have a general understanding of the methods adopted for the seismic repair and strengthening
of building structures.
Teaching methods

The module involves a series of lectures and tutorials, with additional practical exercises to be completed
by the students in their own time.
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5.0

Assessment

Assessment is by written examination only.
6.0

Recommended textbooks

Category as defined by Central Library:
C = Core, S = Supplementary
S

Seismic design of reinforced concrete structures: Eurocode 8
1. Institution of Structural Engineers/AFPS. Manual for the design of steel and
concrete buildings to Eurocode 8. October 2010.
2. Fardis M et al. Designers’ guide to EN1998 (Pts 1 & 5). Thomas Telford,
London, 2005.
3. Fardis M. Seismic design, assessment and retrofitting of concrete buildings,
based on EN-Eurocode 8. Springer 2009.
4. Elghazouli A (editor). Design of buildings to EC8. Taylor and Francis, 2009.

S

Seismic design of reinforced concrete structures: General
5. Booth E. Earthquake design practice for buildings: 3rd edition. ICE
Publishing, London, 2014. Chapter 5: Initial planning considerations.
Chapter 8: Reinforced concrete design. Chapter 14: Assessment and
strengthening of existing buildings.
6. Mo Y. Reinforced concrete structures. In: Chen W-F & Scawthorn C.
Earthquake Engineering Handbook. CRC Press, Boca Raton FA, 2003. New
edition in preparation.
7. Deroucho A and Kianoush M. Seismic design of reinforced concrete
structures. In Naeim F (ed.). The seismic design handbook. Kluwer, Boston,
2001.
8. Priestley M, Seible F and Calvi G-M. Seismic design and retrofit of bridges.
Wiley, New York, 1996.
9. Paulay T. Simplicity and confidence in seismic design. The Fourth MalletMilne lecture. SECED/Wiley 1993.
10. Paulay T and Priestley MJN. Seismic design of reinforced concrete and
masonry buildings. Wiley 1992.

S

Seismic rehabilitation of buildings
11. ASCE 31-03. Seismic assessment of buildings. American Society of Civil
Engineers Standard.
12. ASCE 41-06. Seismic rehabilitation of existing buildings. American Society of
Civil Engineers Standard. NB: A new combined version of these two
standards is expected to appear in 2014.

S

Seismic design and analysis issues
13. Priestley MJN, Calvi GM and Kowalsky MJ. Displacement-based seismic
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design of structures. IUSS Press, Pavia Italy, 2007.
14. Christopoulos C and Filiatrault A. Principles of passive supplemental
damping and seismic isolation. IUSS Press, Pavia Italy, 2006.
15. Irvine HM Structural dynamics for the practising engineer. Allen & Unwin,
London, 1985
S

Lessons from Christchurch, New Zealand earthquake
Canterbury Earthquakes Royal Commission (2012).
Final Report Volume 2: The performance of Christchurch CBD buildings.
http://canterbury.royalcommission.govt.nz Free download.

7.0

Subject threads

The table below shows how the themes of design, sustainability and health & safety risk management are
embedded in the curriculum (as defined by the JBM degree guidelines).
Key: Primary (P), Secondary (S) and Contributory (C).
Design
P
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CI9-STR-18 Design Project - Dissertation
Course leader:
Other contributors:
Module status:
Pre- or co-requisites:
Term:
Contact hours:
ECTS units:
FHEQ Level:
Assessment:

1.0

Aims

Dr Peter J Stafford
All academic staff supervising Dissertations and Design Projects
Core
See specific project information below
Summer
30
7
Design Project/Dissertation

Undertaken over the final four months of the course, students will aim to complete either:
1.
2.

One group-based conceptual design project and a detailed individual design project, or
One group-based conceptual design project and a research-oriented dissertation

Both the Conceptual and Detailed Design projects may be undertaken in the design of a steel or concrete
building, or a bridge.

The principle aim of the Design Project – Dissertation is to assess the capability of students to undertake
independent research-based work. While the research focus of the dissertations is relatively clear, the
detailed individual design projects also include a significant component of research.
2.0

Syllabus

During the course of this module students will complete the following projects:

Conceptual design project: a group exercise conducted over a two-week period that requires teams of
students to propose conceptual designs for particular problems dictated by a given brief. All students are
required to complete one of these projects prior to commencing their detailed design project or research
dissertation.

Detailed design project: a major design project involving detailed design of a complete structure. Students
are required to submit a detailed written report and give an oral presentation. The aim of this project is to
give students the opportunity to apply the knowledge they have accumulated from the taught modules and
to gain experience in tackling the design of a complete system. The projects also include a research
component that accounts for 30% of the final grade.
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Research dissertation: the purpose of this work is to develop skills in tackling challenging technical
problems at a fundamental level, under the supervision of a member of the academic staff and culminating
in a formal dissertation and oral examination. The standard of work required is similar to that for a refereed
publication.
Part-time students can start preparing for their dissertation/project (reading, collecting information,
learning tools, etc.) at any stage during their studies. However, we expect the main part of conducting the
work to be during the last year of the course, including the submission/assessment, as only then will these
students have completed all of their taught components.

Part time students should follow exactly the same timetable for design projects, including submission date,
as full time students.
Information Note:

Unlike plagiarism, which equates to copying, collaboration is a professional skill that is encouraged: it should
involve mutual effort. Where coursework is specifically set as Group Work, the collaboration will involve the
presentation by two or more students of a single report, together with related drawings and calculations, as
the joint work of the group. Most coursework, however, is intended to be Individual Work, submitted under the
name of a single student. Collaboration may involve you discussing with other students the intention of the
project brief, ways and methods of carrying out the investigation and possible sources of reference. However,
the obtaining of results, by observation or calculation, must be your own individual work, as must be the report,
drawings etc. in which you present the results of your investigation.
The Conceptual Projects are joint- or group work whereas the Detailed Design Projects and Research
Dissertations are individual.
3.0

Intended learning outcomes

Students should finish this module having gained a deep understanding of the topic on which they have
decided to write their dissertation/project. They will have developed skills in overcoming technical
problems, presenting their work and in applying the knowledge they have learnt in taught modules to
conduct research and compose their own work. In addition to students applying material they have been
exposed to during their taught modules, the students will almost certainly develop new skills relevant for
their particular topic that will extend far beyond the taught modules. This may include learning new pieces
of software, programming languages, analytical approaches, and experimental techniques, among others.

4.0

Teaching methods

Conceptual design project: Students attend a project induction session and two tutorial workshops over
the two weeks of the project, which culminates in a presentation attended by all students and a minimum
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of two assessors, one being the project coordinator. Attendance at all sessions is compulsory and all
students are required to attend the presentations on the final day and also to take part in the presentations.
Detailed design project: Students undertaking these projects commit to a rigid framework of attendance,
starting with the project induction and then weekly tutorial workshops for the first (normally) five weeks
of the project. Attendance is compulsory. For those students undertaking the Detailed Design of a Tall
Building (Steel) project, students must demonstrate to the project leader a good foundation in Structural
Dynamics at undergraduate level or attendance at the autumn term Structural Dynamics module as a
compulsory pre-requisite.

Research Dissertation: You will be supported by your personal supervisor who will oversee your progress
and offer any assistance you may require.
A training workshop is provided by the Library staff on the use of referencing software and the avoidance
of poor academic practice.
Information Note: Attendance

Students are subject to the same attendance requirements during the course of the project element of the
programme as with the taught element.
5.0

Assessment
Total Marks Allocated
Conceptual Project
Detailed Project or Dissertation

300
30
270

A single mark is returned on your degree transcript which will be in percentage format.

Conceptual Design Project students will present their design to an audience of academic staff and their
peers. All students within each group must present and participate.
Individual Design Project students will present their design to an audience of academic staff and their
peers.

Dissertation students will undertake an oral (viva voce) exam involving the supervisor and an internal
examiner drawn from the Board of Examiners.
All work is double-marked and subject to review by both External Examiners for the Advanced Structural
Engineering MSc cluster.
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Information Note ~ Failure in Project-Dissertation
This is potentially more serious than examination failure for the following reasons:
• Access to further supervision is not offered to the same level as during the first attempt;
• Access to College facilities, i.e. libraries, computing and software, is likely to be limited;
• Visa restrictions may complicate interaction with staff;
• Peer support will normally not exist.
Criteria for the Marking of Projects, Dissertations and Coursework Exercises
In the case of major projects/dissertations, assessment should first be made under four general categories:
1.
Evidence of enquiry, creative ability, critical thought
2.
Level of understanding
3.
Level of effort, competence and quality
4.
Clarity and style of presentation (including Viva-Voce)

Particular value should be attached to work that is regarded as intellectually challenging. The
project/dissertation should then be considered as a whole and its features matched against the written
criteria as a benchmark.
Mark
85-100

Grade
A*

60-69

B

70-84

A

50-59

C

40-49

D

30-39

E

0-29

F

Criteria
Distinction Standard: Outstanding achievement and presentation beyond the
expectation of the supervisor, and making little demand for supervisory support.
Distinction Standard: Excellent work and presentation; substantial level of
independent enquiry, of critical thought or creative ability.
Good: Well organised, clearly presented and adequately detailed; thorough grasp
of relevant principles; some evidence of independent enquiry, of critical thought
or creative ability; assessment of alternative solutions, designs or approaches.
Pass: Substantially correct; basic understanding of relevant principles; some
evidence of enquiry; substantially competent in design, calculation and
organisation; modest evidence of creative or critical ability; adequately presented;
adequate level of consistent effort.
Unsatisfactory/Borderline: Some elements correct; incomplete understanding of
relevant principles; some competence in routine tasks; somewhat lacking in
presentation or in the application of consistent effort. Just acceptable.
Possibly recoverable: Work displaying little or no understanding of the relevant
principles; failure to develop an approach that would achieve the desired outcome;
major elements incorrect. Unacceptable.
Not Satisfactory.
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Mark scheme for Design Projects/Dissertations
Item

Project report
– Evidence of enquiry, creative ability, critical thought
– Level of understanding
– Level of effort, competence and quality of work
– Clarity and style of presentation of report and drawings
Final presentation and defence
Overall mark

Maximum Mark
Design Project*
25 (10)
20 (10)
20 (5)
20
15 (5)
100

Dissertation
25
25
20
15
15
100

Note: The projects also include a research component that accounts for 30% of the final grade.
Marks in brackets ( ) denote the breakdown in mark allocations to be awarded for work of an
investigative nature

Selection Process
Conceptual Design ~ your choice of project is nominally free, although there are limits in place on total
numbers and preferred groups sizes. You will be asked to indicate your choice of project in order of
preference. In the event that a project is over-subscribed your Student Course Representatives or staff will
be asked to assist with the final allocations.
For those of you who will be undertaking a Detailed Design Project rather than a Research Dissertation, there
is NO requirement that you take the related Conceptual project, i.e., concrete detailed design students need
not have taken the concrete conceptual project. In fact, it is an opportunity for you to cover a broader
syllabus.
The nominal caps and group sizes are:
• Steel Conceptual (Groups of 5 students, maximum 6 groups) - Cap of 30
• Concrete Conceptual (Groups of 4 members)
• Bridge Conceptual (Groups of 5 students, maximum of 6 groups) - Cap of 30

Dissertation-Design Project ~ the allocation of students to either the detailed design project, or to a
dissertation topic takes place towards the end of the spring term. Each year three detailed design projects
are offered, with a nominal cap on student numbers of 12 students per project. The particular brief for each
of these projects varies each year. The research dissertations naturally vary more significantly from year to
year. The particular topics that can be undertaken can be defined in two ways. The principle way is that
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academic staff provide a list of topics that is circulated to the students. The students may then express
interest in particular topics, and for a limited period of time there is an opportunity to reach an agreement
with the relevant academic for a student to be allocated to this topic. Students can also, through discussion
with an appropriate academic, propose their own area of investigation. Input from a member of academic
staff is crucial if following this route in order to ensure an appropriate scope and level of difficulty is targeted
from the outset.
Project Title

Available to

Pre-requisite modules

Design of a Bridge

All courses

Design of Bridges (CI9-STR-35)

Design of Steel Building

All courses excepting Concrete
Structures

Structural Dynamics (CI9-STR-08)
Steel Buildings (CI9-STR-25)

Design of Concrete
Building

Research Dissertation

All courses excepting
Structural Steel Design
All

Reinforced Concrete I (CI9-STR-02)
Reinforced Concrete II (CI9-STR-09)
Refer to Supervisor

Students that are unable to secure an agreement with a particular academic to undertake one of the design
projects or dissertation topics are then allocated to topics following a system that considers the preferences
of the students, among other constraints. The overwhelming majority of students tend to be allocated the
topic that they are most interested in.

Specific details about the above process are circulated during the spring term and the process is also
described verbally at an earlier date.
6.0

Recommended textbooks

There are no specific textbooks, but detailed guidelines will be provided for the layout, presentation and
submission of dissertations.
Specification Documents (Project Briefs) are provided for the Detailed Design Projects. These include all
instructions on layout and presentation. Submission information is also provided.

All students are required to submit electronic copies of their submission to a Turnitin-enabled Dropbox via
the Blackboard Learn VLE. These are set up in advance and will give students the opportunity to undertake
multiple submissions in advance of final submission. Library staff provide backup and clinics for students
in the interpretation of the Similarity Indices generated by the Turnitin software.
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7.0

Subject threads

The table below shows how the themes of design, sustainability and health & safety risk management are
embedded in the curriculum (as defined by the JBM degree guidelines).

Key: Primary (P), Secondary (S) and Contributory (C).
Design Project

P

Health & Safety
Risk Management
C

Dissertation
Project

S

-

Design
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CI9-STR-19 Steel Components
Course leader:
Other contributors:
Module status:
Pre- or co-requisites:
Term:
Contact hours:
ECTS units:
FHEQ Level:
Assessment:

1.0

Aims

•
•
2.0

Professor Leroy Gardner
Dr Lorenzo Macorini
Earthquake (Core) – General (Core) – SSD (Core)
Autumn
30
5
7
Examination

To understand the behaviour of steel structures.
To be able to design structural steel members and connections.

Syllabus

Session
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
3.0

Topic
Introduction, background to codes and design philosophy
Tension members, local buckling and cross-section classification
Behaviour and design of compression members
Behaviour and design of beams
Introduction to beam-columns and frames
Introduction to connection design
Design considerations for bolted connections
Design considerations for welded connections
Analysis of bolt and weld groups
Special connection configurations

Staff
Professor Gardner
Professor Gardner
Professor Gardner
Professor Gardner
Professor Gardner
Dr Macorini
Dr Macorini
Dr Macorini
Dr Macorini
Dr Macorini

Intended learning outcomes

On successfully completing this course unit, students will be able to:
•
•

Understand the behaviour of steel structures.
Design structural steel members and connections.
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4.0

Teaching methods

A mixture of lectures and tutorials focusing on:
•
•

•

5.0

Introduction to design philosophy, structural analysis and basis of codes of practice.
Design of steel components: local buckling, cross-section classification, design of tension members,
compression members, beams and beam-columns.
Design of steel connections: general consideration of bolts and welds, analysis and design of
connections.
Assessment

Total Marks Allocated
Examination / Coursework split

6.0

100
100% / 0%

Rubric Answer three questions only (of four). All questions carry equal marks. You are required to
bring EN1993-1-1 (only); data sheet is attached. Use a separate answer book for each question.
Recommended textbooks

Category as defined by Central Library:

C = Core, S = Supplementary
C
S
S
7.0

Davison, B and Owens, G. W. (Editors). (2012). Steel Designers' Manual. Seventh Edition. The Steel
Construction Institute. Blackwell Publishing, Oxford.
Gardner, L. and Nethercot, D. A. (2011). Designers’ Guide to EN 1993-1-1 – Eurocode 3: Design of
Steel Structures. Thomas Telford Publishing, UK. Second Edition.
Trahair, N. S., Bradford, M. A., Nethercot, D. A. and Gardner, L. (2008). The behaviour and design of
steel structures to EC3. Taylor and Francis.

Subject threads

The table below shows how the themes of design, sustainability and health & safety risk management are
embedded in the curriculum (as defined by the JBM degree guidelines).

Key: Primary (P), Secondary (S) and Contributory (C).
Design
P
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CI9-STR-21 Seismic Design of Steel Structures
Course leader:
Other contributors:
Module status:
Pre- or co-requisites:
Term:
Contact hours:
ECTS units:
FHEQ Level:
Assessment:
1.0

Aims

•
•

2.0

Professor Ahmed Elghazouli

Core H2A3 (EQ)
Elective H2U5 (SSD), H2U7 (SSDBM), H2U9 (SSDSD)
Spring
30
5
7
Coursework, written examination

To introduce the students to the fundamental concepts and principles required for the seismic
design of steel structures.
To enable the student to develop an understanding of the seismic behaviour of steel members,
connections and systems under typical earthquake loading conditions. This knowledge can then be
applied in practical earthquake resistant design of common forms of steel structures according to
modern codified regulations, with particular emphasis on the European seismic design code,
Eurocode 8.

Syllabus
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Observations from post-earthquake field observations with emphasis on common damage patterns
in steel structures.
Brief revision of structural dynamics principles for single and multi-degree of freedom systems for
the case of applied base excitations.
Structural analysis methods for the seismic response assessment of building structures including
review of fundamental structural dynamics concepts.
Overview of the principles of performance-based seismic design, failure mode control and capacity
design.
Introduction to the design of earthquake-resistant building structures in relation to the
characteristics of different structural forms in steel structures.
Assessment of the seismic behaviour of steel materials, members and connections to cyclic and
seismic loading conditions.
Overview of codified procedures for the seismic design of steel structures with emphasis on the
provisions of Eurocode 8.
Design of moment resisting steel frames according to the provisions of the European seismic code,
Eurocode 8.
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•
•

Design of concentrically braced steel frames according to the provisions of the European seismic
code, Eurocode 8.
Design of eccentrically braced steel frames according to the provisions of the European seismic
code, Eurocode 8.

No.
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
3.0

Topic
Introduction
General design considerations
Seismic analysis procedures
Seismic loading principles
Behaviour of steel components
Moment frame systems
Concentrically braced frames
Eccentrically braced frames
Design project
Design project

Intended learning outcomes

Staff
AE
AE
AE
AE
AE
AE
AE
AE
AE
AE

On successfully completing this course unit, students will be able to:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

4.0

Determine seismic actions on typical steel structures using simplified methods derived from
fundamental structural dynamics concepts.
Identify suitable lateral resisting systems which are capable of providing effective earthquake
resistance for steel building structures.
Understand the response characteristics of typical steel members and connections under cyclic and
earthquake loads.
Appreciate the typical damage patterns that are observed in steel structures on the basis of
experience from previous seismic events.
Understand the concepts of capacity design and failure mode control and their deployment in
modern codes of practice including Eurocode 8.
Understand the main behavioural features of moment and braced steel frames under seismic
loading conditions.
Apply the main design rules and detailing requirements for moment resisting and braced steel
systems according to the provisions of Eurocode 8.
Teaching methods

The module involves a series of lectures and tutorials, as well as design examples and exercises covering
the practical aspects of the subject.
5.0

Assessment

Assessment will be via coursework and written examination.
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6.0

Recommended textbooks

Category as defined by Central Library:

C = Core, S = Supplementary
S
S
S
S
7.0

Dowrick, D, Earthquake resistant design for designers and architects, 2nd edition,
Wiley, 1990.
Elghazouli A (editor). Seismic design of buildings to Eurocode 8. Spon Press, Taylor
& Francis, 2009.
Booth E and Key D. Earthquake design practice for buildings, 2nd edition, Thomas
Telford, 2006.
BS EN1998-1:2004. Eurocode 8. Design of structures for earthquake resistance. Part
1: General rules, seismic actions and rules for buildings. BSI London, 2004.
Subject threads

The table below shows how the themes of design, sustainability and health & safety risk management are
embedded in the curriculum (as defined by the JBM degree guidelines).
Key: Primary (P), Secondary (S) and Contributory (C).
Design
P
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CI9-STR-24 Structural Stability
Course leader:
Other contributors:
Module status:
Pre- or co-requisites:
Term:
Contact hours:
ECTS units:
FHEQ Level:
Assessment:

1.0

Aims

•

2.0

Professor M. Ahmer Wadee
GTAs
SSD (Core) – General (Elective) – Concrete (Elective)
N/A
Autumn
30
5
7
Written examination

To give students a rigorous grounding in the behaviour of structural components that suffer from
failure due to geometric, rather than material, nonlinearity; the principal features being that failure
primarily occurs in the elastic range and due to buckling. It is a course based on fundamental
mechanics that is designed to give the theoretical background to the more practical design-based
modules.

Syllabus
•

•

•
•

•

Introduction to potential energy methods for single degree-of-freedom elastic systems. Axioms
connecting potential energy to equilibrium and stability. General Theory approach. Determination of
bifurcation points and classification of stability of equilibrium for post-buckling responses for
geometrically perfect systems. Imperfect systems: determination of imperfection-sensitivity.
Instabilities in struts and columns: direct equilibrium and energy formulations; Euler load and the
elastica; effective length concept. Approximate methods of analysis: Rayleigh and Timoshenko
methods. Ultimate strength of real columns using the Perry-Robertson formulation and the
development of methods for designing steel columns up to and including Eurocode 3.
Multiple degree-of-freedom elastic systems: diagonalised systems; elimination of passive
coordinates; non-trivial fundamental paths; introduction to mode interaction.
Instabilities in beams: direct equilibrium and energy formulations, critical moment for lateraltorsional buckling, general loading cases and effective lengths. Description of the method for
designing steel beams in Eurocode 3.
Instabilities in plates: critical and post-buckling of elastic plated structures under compression and
shear. Ultimate behaviour under compression and the “effective width” concept accounting for stable
post-buckling behaviour in design.
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No.
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11

3.0

Topic
Introduction to stability concepts. Physical demonstrations of instabilities.
Perturbation of static systems. Principles of minimum total potential energy:
equilibrium and stability. Rolling ball analogy
Energy formulation for elastic systems. Evaluation of strain energy from direct and
bending stresses and strains.
Single degree-of-freedom (SDOF) systems. Stability of analysis of systems with
exact formulations. General Theory: Perturbation methods for SDOF problems.
Calculation of critical buckling loads and classification of post-buckling behaviour.
Analysis of systems with imperfections. Imperfection sensitivities for different
distinct post-buckling responses.
Buckling of struts and columns: Perfect column and effective lengths for different
boundary conditions. Approximate analytical methods due to Rayleigh and
Timoshenko.
Real columns: Perry–Robertson approach to calculate ultimate strength of
inelastic columns. Implementation in structural design codes.
Multiple degree-of-freedom (MDOF) systems I: Linear analysis. Diagonalisation.
Lateral-torsional buckling of beams. Evaluation of elastic critical moment. Lateral
restraints and buckling lengths. Implementation of structural design procedures.
MDOF systems II: Nonlinear analysis. Elimination of passive coordinates. Nontrivial fundamental paths.
Buckling of plates: Critical buckling under axial and shear stresses. Post-buckling
analysis. Ultimate behaviour: von Kármán “Effective Width” concept and Winter's
design curve.
MDOF systems III: Introduction to mode interaction – Augusti's model. Secondary
and compound bifurcations. Discussion of wider consequences on structural
response and imperfection sensitivity.

Staff
MAW
MAW
MAW
MAW
MAW
MAW
MAW
MAW
MAW
MAW
MAW

Intended learning outcomes

On successfully completing this course unit, students will have:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A rigorous grounding in the theory of structural stability and nonlinear structural behaviour.
An appreciation of the potential failure modes that can occur due to geometric nonlinearity.
The techniques to classify post-buckling phenomena.
The techniques to analyse geometrically perfect and imperfect systems for structural stability.
An appreciation of the differences between linear and nonlinear buckling analysis.
An understanding of how basic structural components behave when they are subject to instability.
The techniques to analyse basic structural components that are susceptible to instability.
An appreciation of the fundamental basis of design rules concerned with structural instability.
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4.0

Teaching methods

Each session is 3 hours long. The course has lectures and supporting tutorials. Staff and GTAs will be
available to answer specific questions.
5.0

Assessment

Assessment is by written examination only.
6.0

Recommended textbooks

Category as defined by Central Library:
C = Core, S = Supplementary
S
S
S
S
S
S

7.0

J. M.T. Thompson and G. W. Hunt, Elastic instability phenomena, 1984 (Wiley)
J. M.T. Thompson and G. W. Hunt, A general theory of elastic stability, 1973 (Wiley)
H. G. Allen and P. S. Bulson, Background to buckling, 1980 (McGraw-Hill)
Z. P. Bazant and L. Cedolin, Stability of structures, 1991 (Dover)
S.P. Timoshenko and J.M. Gere, Theory of elastic stability, 1961 (McGraw Hill)
N.S. Trahair, M.A. Bradford, D.A. Nethercot and L. Gardner, The behaviour and design of steel
structures to EC3, 2008 (Spon: 4th ed)

Subject threads

The table below shows how the themes of design, sustainability and health & safety risk management are
embedded in the curriculum (as defined by the JBM degree guidelines).
Key: Primary (P), Secondary (S) and Contributory (C).
Design
P

Module Descriptor 2018-19
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Risk Management
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Sustainability
C
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CI9-STR-25 Design of Steel Buildings
Course leader:
Other contributors:
Module status:
Pre- or co-requisites:
Term:
Contact hours:
ECTS units:
FHEQ Level:
Assessment:

1.0

Aims

•

•

2.0

Dr Luke Louca
CI9-STR-24, CI9-STR-19, CI9-STR-34
Spring
30
5
7
Coursework, written examination

To teach the fundamentals of the conceptual design of a range of structural framing systems used in
the construction sector. This is achieved through issues related to structural form and behaviour,
analysis, practical considerations in steel fabrication and codification using EC3.
To integrate some of the structural analysis studied previously such that it can be used to provide
approximate and quick design methods for guidance on initial sizing.

Syllabus
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction – steel construction and design.
Case studies of structural failure.
Simple Building Frame Design: Floor Systems; Behaviour of Bracing systems; Beam Column
Behaviour.
Trusses – Basics.
Composite beams.
Floor systems – morphology and vibrations.
Tall Building systems.
No.
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

Topic
Introduction, learning from failures
Floor morphologies for multi-storey buildings, composite construction
Composite construction
global frame stability
Behaviour of bracing systems
Floor vibrations
Tall buildings
Workshop
Workshop
Tall buildings

Module Descriptor 2018-19
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3.0

Intended learning outcomes

On successfully completing this course unit, students will be able to:
•
•
•
•
•

4.0

Develop stable framing schemes for both low and high rise steel structures.
Determine deflections of braced framed systems.
Design braced frame systems using simple connection details.
Understand the behaviour of composite floor morphologies.
Carry out simple structural design computations for beam and column framed systems.
Teaching methods

The application of the design issues is assessed through a group based coursework exercise and an
examination.

5.0

Assessment

Assessment will be via coursework and written examination. The weighting of exam to coursework is 70:30.
Students are required to bring BS EN1993-1-1:2005 and the Section Table Booklet to the examination.

6.0

Recommended textbooks

Category as defined by Central Library:

C = Core, S = Supplementary
S
S
S
7.0

The Behaviour and Design of Steel Structures to EC3, Trahair, NS, Bradford, MA,
Nethercot, DA and Gardner L., Spon, 2008. £29
Steel, Concrete and Composite Design of Tall Buildings, Taranath, B. S., McGraw Hill,
1997.
Composite Structures of Steel and concrete, Johnson, R. P., Wiley-Blackwell; 3rd
Edition (9 Sep 2004).

Subject threads

The table below shows how the themes of design, sustainability and health & safety risk management are
embedded in the curriculum (as defined by the JBM degree guidelines).

Key: Primary (P), Secondary (S) and Contributory (C).
Design
P

Module Descriptor 2018-19
Revised: 14-Sep-2018
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-
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CI9-STR-26 Plated Structures
Course leader:
Other contributors:
Module status:
Pre- or co-requisites:
Term:
Contact hours:
ECTS units:
FHEQ Level:
Assessment:

1.0

Aims

•
2.0

Professor Leroy Gardner

General (Elective) – SSD (Elective)
Spring
30
5
7
Examination

To understand the behaviour and design of plated steel structures.

Syllabus

Session
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
3.0

Topic
Small deflection theory of plates.
Plates with large deflections.
Elastic buckling and post-buckling of plates.
Collapse of plates in compression, imperfections, residual stresses.
Buckling of stiffened compression flanges.
Design of stiffened compression flanges.
Cold-formed steel design.
Behaviour of plate girders and tension field theory.
Design of plate girders.
Revision.

Staff
Professor Gardner
Professor Gardner
Professor Gardner
Professor Gardner
Professor Gardner
Professor Gardner
Professor Gardner
Professor Gardner
Professor Gardner
Professor Gardner

Intended learning outcomes

By the end of the course, students should be able to:
•
•

Understand the elastic buckling and post-buckling of plates under in-plane loading.
To design stiffened compression flanges and plate girders.

Module Descriptor 2018-19
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4.0

Teaching methods

A mixture of lectures and tutorials focusing on:
•

•
•

•
•
5.0

Large deflection plate theory; laterally loaded plates; elastic post-buckling of axially compressed
perfect and imperfect plates.
Collapse of plates in compression: effective width concept, effect of imperfections and residual
stresses; code design.
Stiffened plates in compression and bending: elastic buckling analysis, beam-column behaviour
orthotropic action, local and overall buckling; design of compression flanges, slenderness
limitations for stiffeners.
Plate girders: critical buckling of plates in shear, tension field theory; design of plate girders under
bending and shear.
Box girders: plates under combined loading, web panel design, treatment of web stiffeners.
Assessment

Total Marks Allocated
Examination / Coursework split

100
100% / 0%

Rubric: Answer two questions only (of three). All questions carry equal marks. You are required to bring
EN1993-1-1 and EN1993-1-5.

6.0

Recommended textbooks

Category as defined by Central Library:

C = Core, S = Supplementary
S

Trahair, N.S., Bradford, M.A., Nethercot, D.A. and Gardner, L. (2008). The behaviour and design of
steel structures to EC3. Fourth Edition. Taylor & Francis, London and New York.
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7.0

Subject threads

The table below shows how the themes of design, sustainability and health & safety risk management are
embedded in the curriculum (as defined by the JBM degree guidelines).

Key: Primary (P), Secondary (S) and Contributory (C).
Design
S

Module Descriptor 2018-19
Revised: 12-Jul-2018

Health & Safety
Risk Management
-

Sustainability
-
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CI9-STR-27 Structural Steel Technology
Course leader:
Other contributors:
Module status:
Pre- or co-requisites:
Term:
Contact hours:
ECTS units:
FHEQ Level:
Assessment:

1.0

Aims

•
•
•
2.0

Dr Briony Holmes (The Welding Institute)
Core H2U5 (SSD)
Autumn
30
5
7
Examination

To understand structural steel physical metallurgy.
To apply this knowledge to the manufacture of steels, including welding.
To understand the factors leading to corrosion and brittle fracture of steel.
Syllabus

Underlying chemistry of steel alloys; steel manufacturing methods; microstructure development and the
effect of heat treatments; properties of steels, including a qualitative treatment of brittle fracture; quality
control principles; methods of fabrication; tolerances and workmanship; connection philosophy; welding
technology; corrosion; non-destructive testing; use of relevant codes.
Session
Lecture 01
Lecture 02
Lecture 03
Lecture 04
Lecture 05
Lecture 06
Lecture 07
Lecture 08
Lecture 09
Lecture 10

Topic
The nature and properties of materials
Mechanical testing
Strengthening mechanisms
Phase diagrams, Fe-C phase diagram and heat treatment of steel
Phase transformations in steels, TTT and CCT Diagrams,
hardenability and the effect of structure on properties
Steelmaking
Solidification and welding
Weld defects and NDE inspection
Corrosion and corrosion protection
Brittle fracture

Module Descriptor 2018-19
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Staff
Dr Briony Holmes
Dr Briony Holmes
Dr Briony Holmes
Dr Briony Holmes
Dr Briony Holmes

Dr Briony Holmes
Dr Briony Holmes
Dr Briony Holmes
Dr Briony Holmes
Dr Briony Holmes
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3.0

Intended learning outcomes

On successfully completing this programme, students will have:
•
•

•
•
4.0

Knowledge of the basics of steel metallurgy.
An understanding of how to change the mechanical and corrosion properties of structural steel,
including a basic understanding of how to assess steel for flaws.
Knowledge of the manufacturing processes for steels and their effect on steel properties, including
the effect of welding.
Knowledge of corrosion processes and corrosion prevention techniques for steel structures.

Teaching methods

Teaching is primarily by lectures. There will be a visit to a university lab to illustrate some of the mechanical
testing techniques used.
5.0

Assessment

Total Marks Allocated
Examination / Coursework split

100
100% / 0%

Rubric: Answer four questions from six; All questions carry equal marks.

6.0

Recommended textbooks

Category as defined by Central Library:

C = Core, S = Supplementary
C
C
S
S

Fundamentals of materials science and engineering: an integrated approach, William D.
Callister.
Foundations of Materials Science and Engineering, Smith, William; Hashemi, Javad; Smith,
William F.
Steels : microstructure and properties, R. W. K. Honeycombe, H. K. D. H Bhadeshia.
Steels : metallurgy and applications, Llewellyn, D. T.
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7.0

Subject threads

The table below shows how the themes of design, sustainability and health & safety risk management are
embedded in the curriculum (as defined by the JBM degree guidelines).

Key: Primary (P), Secondary (S) and Contributory (C).
Design
P

Module Descriptor 2018-19
Revised: 31-Jul-2018

Health & Safety
Risk Management
-

Sustainability
-
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CI9-STR-34 Structural Analysis
Course leader:
Other contributors:
Module status:
Pre- or co-requisites:
Term:
Contact hours:
ECTS units:
FHEQ Level:
Assessment:

1.0

Aims

Dr Andrew Phillips
Pre-module reading
Autumn
30
7
-

This module is intended to bring all students to a similar level as far as fundamental structural analysis is
concerned. It comprises two distinct parts: mechanics of materials and physical behaviour of structural
elements; and common structural analysis methods. The material is viewed as the ideal core knowledge
that would be expected of postgraduate students with an undergraduate background in civil, mechanical or
structural engineering.
2.0

Syllabus

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Beam biaxial and asymmetric bending
Twisting on thin-walled beam cross-sections
Shear flow in thin-walled beam cross-sections
Elasticity including plane stress and plane strain and the Airy stress function
Plastcity including common yield criteria
Plate bending
Plastic analysis
Virtual work and static indeterminacy
Flexibility method for single and multiple static indeterminacy
Kinematic indeterminacy
The stiffness method
Computational implementation of the stiffness method

Module Descriptor 2018-19
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3.0

Intended learning outcomes

It is intended that by the end of the course students should be able to analyse common structural forms
using the flexibility and stiffness methods. Students should be aware of how to implement the matrix
stiffness method using software such as Matlab, as well as being able to check their analyses using software
such as Oasys GSA.

Students should have an appreciation of the elastic behaviour of structural elements, including definition
of sectional properties, response to axial and shear force, biaxial and asymmetric bending, and twisting
moments. Students should appreciate the difference in formulations when operating in principal and nonprincipal axes. Students should have an appreciation of the existence of alternative beam theories and be
aware of the implicants of assumptions adopted when using Euler-Bernoulli beam theory.
Students should appreciate the three dimensional behaviour of materials, including formulation of stiffness
and compliance matrices, and implications of plane strain and plain strain assumptions. Students should
also appreciate plastic yield criterion and implement plastic analysis with upper and lower bound methods
at a basic level.
4.0

Teaching methods

The module is delivered through a blend of traditional lectures, private study to be completed prior to
lectures, small group tutorials and individual exercises. It will be difficult for you to keep up with the course
if you do not participate and engage with the active learning exercises on it.
5.0

Assessment

Examination 80%, Coursework 20%

6.0

Recommended textbooks

Category as defined by Central Library:

C = Core, S = Supplementary
S
S
S

Structural Analysis; Coates, Coutie and Kong
Elasticity, Tensor, Dyadic and Engineering Approaches; Chou and Pagano
Mechanics of Materials; Gere and Goodno

Module Descriptor 2018-19
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7.0

Subject threads

The table below shows how the themes of design, sustainability and health & safety risk management are
embedded in the curriculum (as defined by the JBM degree guidelines).
Key: Primary (P), Secondary (S) and Contributory (C).
Design
S

Module Descriptor 2018-19
Revised: 11-Sep-2017

Health & Safety
Risk Management
-

Sustainability
C
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CI9-STR-35 Design of Bridges
Course leader:
Other contributors:
Module status:
Pre- or co-requisites:
Term:
Contact hours:
ECTS units:
FHEQ Level:
Assessment:

1.0

Aims

•

•

2.0

Dr Ana Ruiz-Teran
Mr Ian Firth, Mr Carlos Bajo
General (Elective) – Earthquake (Elective) – Concrete (Elective) – SSD (Elective)
Spring
30
5
7
Written examination

To introduce students to the design and construction of bridges. This module covers the structural
behaviour of the main longitudinal and transverse bridge typologies, the fundamental design
principles, and main construction procedures for short, medium and long span bridges.
To provide the students with the minimum knowledge threshold to be able to participate in the
Conceptual Project on Bridges, and the Bridge Detailed Project, offered as part of the MSc programme
over the summer term.

Syllabus
•

•
•
•

The structural behaviour and design principles for the main longitudinal (such as beams, portal
frames, arches, cable-stayed bridges, and suspension bridges) and transverse (such as beams, slabs,
and box girders) bridge typologies.
The preliminary design of prestressed concrete composite bridge decks, and steel-concrete
composite bridge decks.
The design of different bridge components and elements (such as parapets, waterproofing, drainage,
bearings, joints, abutments, piers, etc.).
The main bridge construction procedures.
No.
01

02
03

Topic
Introduction to the module; aims, objectives and learning outcomes, contents,
and schedule, assessment, general references; bridge infrastructure, functions
and design requirements; platform types; waterproofing and surfacing
parapets; drainage and services, and bearings; Joints, piers and abutments
bridge design codes and standards.
Actions (pedestrian, road, railway bridges)
Transverse schemes; beams; section types in structural concrete decks
(precast and in-situ construction; T-beams; U-beams; transverse spacing)
Section types in composite decks

Module Descriptor 2018-19
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Advantages and disadvantages of this transverse scheme
Transverse load distribution
Structural behaviour under uniform distributed loads
Structural behaviour under point loads

Transverse schemes. Slabs
Section types (solid and voided slabs)
Advantages and disadvantages of this transverse scheme
Transverse load distribution
Voids geometry
Transverse sections in both variable-depth decks variable-width decks
Diaphragms at support sections

04

Transverse schemes. Box girders
Sections types for prestressed concrete, composite, and steel decks
Advantages and disadvantages of this transverse scheme
Structural behaviour under uniform distributed loads
Structural behaviour under point loads
Effective width
Diaphragms
Longitudinal schemes. Beams
Types
Statically determinate beams (uniform depth, fish-belly shape, Gerber;
advantages and disadvantages)
Statically non-determinate beams (constant/variable depth; advantages and
disadvantages)
Appropriate transverse types for different span lengths
Geometry of continuous bridges (constant/variable depth)
End spans in continuous bridges
Coupled torsion and bending responses in curved beams

ART

Longitudinal schemes. Portal frames
Advantages and disadvantages of this longitudinal scheme
Types

05

Longitudinal schemes. Arches
Span ranges
Types
Antifunicularity
Superior deck arch bridges (links between elements; geometry; arch crosssectional section; rigid and deck-stiffened arches)
Inferior deck arch bridges / Tied arch bridges / Bow strings (behaviour; stays
/ hangers)
Longitudinal schemes. Cable-stayed bridges
Span ranges
Types
Structural behaviour under permanent and live load
Efficiency of cable-stayed bridges

Module Descriptor 2018-19
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Longitudinal and transverse stay cable arrangement
Deck cross-sectional sections (for different stay cable configurations; for
different spans)
Tower types
Configuration of cable-stayed bridges with two, three and multiple spans
Ernst modulus
Stay cables
Longitudinal schemes. Suspension bridges

06
07
08
09

10

3.0

Introduction to FE models for structural analysis of bridges
Grillage models for beams, slabs and box girders
FEM
Pretensioned and postensioned concrete decks
Composite decks with steel beams and concrete slabs
Design of Bridges
Construction of bridges
In-situ and precast construction
Falsework, gantries and self-launching gantries
Span by span construction
Cantilever construction
Transverse launching
Longitudinal launching
Rotation
Redistribution of internal forces due to loads which are applied on temporary
structural schemes in concrete bridges.
(if there is a 10th session available, the material will be divided in 10
sessions)

ART
ART
IF
CB

ART

Intended learning outcomes

On successfully completing this course unit, students will be able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.0

Develop the conceptual design for short, medium and long span bridges.
Understand the structural behaviour of the different longitudinal and transverse bridge types.
Select appropriate longitudinal and transverse schemes for particular cases.
Determinate the actions to be considered for the design of a bridge according to Eurocodes.
Propose conventional models for structural analysis of bridges.
Design a concrete or steel composite bridge deck of medium span according to Eurocodes.
Selection of bearings, joints, piers and abutments.
Select the appropriate construction method.
Teaching methods

A combination of lectures and tutorials.
Module Descriptor 2018-19
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5.0

Assessment

Assessment is via examination.

6.0

Recommended textbooks

Category as defined by Central Library:

C = Core, S = Supplementary
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

7.0

PARKE G, HEWSON N. 2008. ICE manual of bridge engineering. ICE.
CHEN, W. F. AND DUAN L. 2003. Bridge Engineering. CRC Press LLC.
FERNANDEZ-TROYANO L. 2003. Bridge Engineering: A Global Perspective. Thomas
Telford.
LEONHARDT, F. 1984. Bridges. The MIT Press.
BILLINGTON D, 1989. Robert Maillart’s arch bridges. The art of engineering.
Princeton University Press.
SVENSON H, 2012. Cable-Stayed Bridges: 40 Years of Experience Worldwide. Wiley.
GIMSING J. GEORGAKIS, C. 2012. Cable supported bridges. Concept and design.
Wiley.
Robert, B. The design of prestressed concrete bridges: concepts and principles,
Taylor & Francis, London, 2008.
COLLINGS D. Steel concrete composite bridges.
HAMBLY, E.C. 1991. Bridge Deck Behaviour. Taylor & Francis.

Subject threads

The table below shows how the themes of design, sustainability and health & safety risk management are
embedded in the curriculum (as defined by the JBM degree guidelines).

Key: Primary (P), Secondary (S) and Contributory (C).
Design
P

Module Descriptor 2018-19
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S
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CI9-STR-36 Structural Reliability Theory
Course leader:
Other contributors:
Module status:
Pre- or co-requisites:
Term:
Contact hours:
ECTS units:
FHEQ Level:
Assessment:
1.0

Aims

•

•

•

2.0

Dr Peter Stafford

General (Elective) – Earthquake (Elective) – Concrete (Elective) – SSD (Elective)
Spring
30
5
7
Written examination

To introduce students to the fundamental concepts and principles of structural safety. The
approach to assessing the safety of both new and existing structures is considered, with techniques
relevant for the latter being emphasised.
To introduce the students to the most common quantitative approaches of structural reliability
theory as well as to enable students to understand how such quantitative probabilistic approaches
manifest in codes of practice.
While the principle aim of the course is to promote understanding of the methods of structural
reliability theory, a secondary aim is for students to appreciate the power of probabilistic methods
in structural engineering.
Syllabus

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Principles of Structural Safety.
Fundamentals of Probability Theory: Univariate and multivariate probability distributions;
Correlation; Bayesian inference; Probabilistic transformations; Combinations of random variables.
Reliability Theory: Specification of limit-state functions; Cornell reliability index; Hasofer & Lind
reliability index; Rosenblatt & Nataf transformations; Design points, FORM, SORM, linear and
nonlinear limit state functions.
Simulation techniques: Crude Monte Carlo, Latin Hypercube sampling, Importance sampling.
System Reliability: Series systems, parallel systems, and k-out-of-n systems; Structure functions, cut
sets and path sets; Correlated modes of failure; Failure domains for systems.
Background to EN1990: Probabilistic formulations in codes, partial factors, safety factors,
combination factors, loading levels.
Life-cycle Analysis: Time-value of money; Cost-benefit analysis; Decision theory; Reliability profiles;
Time-controlled and reliability-controlled maintenance strategies; Time-dependent capacity and
loading, time-dependent reliability formulation.

Module Descriptor 2018-19
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No.
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
3.0

Topic
Introduction to Structural Safety
Fundamentals of Probability Theory
Structural Reliability Theory
Structural Reliability Theory
Simulation Methods
System Reliability
Life-cycle Cost Analysis
Tutorials
Reliability basis of the Eurocodes

Intended learning outcomes

Staff
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS

On successfully completing this course unit, students will be able to:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.0

Understand the framework under which structural codes are developed, with particular reference
to EN1990.
Quantitatively describe loadings, in a probabilistic manner, for a variety of circumstances.
Evaluate the nominal probability of failure of a structure using a time-independent reliability
formulation.
Employ a Bayesian framework to incorporate information from structural testing and inspection in
order to modify models for structural capacity.
Undertake First Order and Second Order reliability analyses for structural components.
Apply simulation techniques, including crude Monte Carlo and Importance sampling, to evaluate
the reliability of structural components or systems.
Describe the capacity of structural systems using combinations of series, parallel and k-out-of-n
subsystems.
Understand the time-dependent nature of structural reliability and develop quantitative models for
the time-dependent capacity of structures.
Understand the key concepts of life-cycle cost analysis and to make considered judgements
regarding optimal maintenance and/or repair strategies.
Appreciate the power of probabilistic methods in structural engineering.
Identify optimal values for partial factors and load factors in order to achieve a pre-determined
level of reliability.
Teaching methods

A combination of lectures and tutorials.
5.0

Assessment

Assessment information will be provided separately.
Module Descriptor 2018-19
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6.0

Recommended textbooks

Category as defined by Central Library:

C = Core, S = Supplementary
S
S
S
7.0

Melchers, R.E. (1999). Structural Reliability Analysis and Prediction. John Wiley &
Sons.
Madsen, H.O., S. Krenk & N.C. Lind (1986). Methods of Structural Safety. PrenticeHall international series in civil engineering and engineering mechanics, PrenticeHall.
Pinto, P.E., R. Gianinni & P. Franchin (2004). Seismic Reliability Analysis of
Structures. IUSS Press.
Subject threads

The table below shows how the themes of design, sustainability and health & safety risk management are
embedded in the curriculum (as defined by the JBM degree guidelines).

Key: Primary (P), Secondary (S) and Contributory (C).
Design
S
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S
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-
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CI9-STR-39 Theory of Shells (CI3-337)
Course leader:
Other contributors:
Module status:
Pre- or co-requisites:
Term:
Contact hours:
ECTS units:
FHEQ Level:
Assessment:
1.0

Aims

•
•

•

2.0

Dr Adam Jan Sadowski
Elective (SSD)

Spring
30
5 (MSc)
7
Coursework, written examination

To introduce the students to the fundamental concepts and principles of the analysis and design of
thin-walled shelled structures.
The module begins with an introduction to membrane theory for common shapes of axisymmetric
structural shells, followed by an overview of axisymmetric bending theory for cylindrical shells and
an introduction to the phenomenon of shell buckling.
The module introduces the students to the analysis of shells using commercial finite element
software including linear elastic, linear plastic, nonlinear elastic and linear buckling analyses. An
introduction to the design of shells using EN 1993-1-6 is also given.
Syllabus

•
•
•
•
•
•

Membrane theory of thin shells: Cylindrical, conical and spherical shells; Generalisation to other
axisymmetric shells.
Axisymmetric bending theory for cylindrical shells.
Introduction to buckling of cylindrical shells.
Introduction to the analysis of shell structures using finite element software and overview of linear
elastic, linear plastic, linear buckling and nonlinear buckling analyses.
Overview of structural design according to EN 1993-1-6.
Overview of advanced research topics in shells.

No.
01
02
03
04
05
06

Topic
Introduction – Membrane theory of cylindrical shells
Membrane theory and deformations of cylindrical shells
Membrane theory of general shells of revolution – cylindrical shells
Membrane theory of spherical shells
Bending theory of cylindrical shells
Buckling of cylindrical shells and computational analyses
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AJS
AJS
AJS
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07
08
09
3.0

ABAQUS project
ABAQUS project
ABAQUS project

Intended learning outcomes

AJS
AJS
AJS

On successfully completing this course unit, students will be able to:
•
•

•
•

•
4.0

Understand what is meant by a 'thin' walled assumption for axisymmetric shell structures.
Apply shell membrane theory to analyse cylindrical, conical and spherical shells under varying load
cases.
Apply axisymmetric bending theory to perform stress analyses of isotropic and orthotropic
cylindrical shells.
Use numerical analysis to perform a series of increasingly sophisticated analyses on different types
of shell structures, and to compare the outcomes to previously calculated membrane theory
solutions.
Become familiar with the design philosophy in EN 1993-1-6.
Teaching methods

The course consists of lectures and supporting tutorials.

5.0

Assessment

The final three weeks of the project consist of an advanced ABAQUS project, carried out in the computer
lab. The exam consists of two questions, both mandatory and both carrying equal marks. The split
between examination and coursework is 70% / 30%.
6.0

Recommended textbooks

Category as defined by Central Library:

C = Core, S = Supplementary
S
S
S
S

Heyman, J. (1977). Equilibrium of shell structures. Oxford Engineering Science
Series.
Timoshenko S.P. & Woinowsky-Krieger S. (1964). Theory of Plates and Shells.
McGraw-Hill.
Flügge W. (1960). Stresses in shells. Springer-Verlag.
Other relevant literature will be made available at different stages during the
module.
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7.0

Subject threads

The table below shows how the themes of design, sustainability and health & safety risk management are
embedded in the curriculum (as defined by the JBM degree guidelines).
Key: Primary (P), Secondary (S) and Contributory (C).
Design
S
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Health & Safety
Risk Management
-

Sustainability
-
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CI9-STR-40 Design of Timber and Masonry
Structures (CI3-338, CI4-438)
Course leader:
Other contributors:
Module status:
Pre- or co-requisites:
Term:
Contact hours:
ECTS units:
FHEQ Level:
Assessment:

1.0

Aims

•
•

2.0

Dr Christian Málaga-Chuquitaype (CM)
Dr Lorenzo Macorini (LM); visitors from industry
Elective: H2A1, H2A2, H2U5, H201, H202
Autumn
30

7
Coursework, written examination

To introduce the students to the most basic principles of design in timber and masonry.
To enable students to develop an understanding of the very fundamental concepts and design
philosophies related to timber and masonry elements and to apply this knowledge to the design of
simple conventional structural elements and assemblages.

Syllabus

•

•

This is an introductory module to the design of structures in Timber and Masonry. It is organised in
two basic and distinct units.
Design of Timber Structures:

Introduction to the design of timber structures. Structural properties of wood and structural
design philosophy.

Design of complex beams.

Axially loaded members and design to combined bending and axial forces.

Design of connections.

Fire response and design of wooden structures.
Design of Masonry Structures:

Basic components and mechanical characteristics of masonry.

Design of unreinforced masonry walls under gravitational and lateral loading.

Simplified design approach for masonry buildings.

Analysis of masonry arches.
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No.
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
3.0

Topic
Masonry structures and materials / Design of unreinforced masonry
walls
Vertical loading
Horizontal in-plane loading
Lateral out-of-plane loading
Analysis of masonry arches
Introduction and structural design in wood
Structural use of timber and engineered timber materials
Design of timber elements
Design of connections (1)
Design of connections (2)
Fire response of wooden structures

Intended learning outcomes

Staff
LM

LM
LM
LM
LM
CM / (ARUP)
CM
CM
CM
CM

On successfully completing this course unit, students will be able to:
•
•
•
•

4.0

Understand the basics of the structural behaviour and design of timber elements.
Design simple structural members and conventional connections in timber.
Understand the behaviour of unreinforced masonry structures.
Design masonry components and bearing wall buildings.
Teaching methods

A combination of lectures and tutorials.

5.0

Assessment

Assessment by written examination and coursework.
6.0

Recommended textbooks

Category as defined by Central Library:

C = Core, S = Supplementary
S
S
S
S
S

McKenzie, W. M. C. and Zhang, B. (2007). Design of structural timber to Eurocode 5. Second
Edition, Palgrave Macmillan.
Larsen, H.J, Enjily, V. (2009). Practical design of timber structures to Eurocode 5. Thomas
Telford Publishing, London.
Breyer, D.E., Fridley, K.J., Cobeen, K.E., Pollock, D.G. (2007). Design of wood structures
ASD/LRFD, Mc Graw Hill, NY.
Porteous, J. Kermani, A. (2008). Structural timber design to Eurocode 5 Wiley- Black, London.
Henry, A. W. (1998). Structural Masonry. Second Edition, Palgrave Macmillan.
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S
7.0

Morton, J. (2007). Designers' Guide to Eurocode 6: Design of Masonry Structures. Thomas
Telford Publishing, London.
Subject threads

The table below shows how the themes of design, sustainability and health & safety risk management are
embedded in the curriculum (as defined by the JBM degree guidelines).

Key: Primary (P), Secondary (S) and Contributory (C).
Design
P
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Health & Safety
Risk Management
C

Sustainability
C
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CI9-STR-41 Structural Fire Engineering
Course leader:
Other contributors:
Module status:
Pre- or co-requisites:
Term:
Contact hours:
ECTS units:
FHEQ Level:
Assessment:
1.0

Aims

•

2.0

Dr Adam Jan Sadowski
Dr Guillermo Rein
Elective: H2A1, H2A2, H2A3, H2A5 (full-time and part-time)
Spring
30
5
7
Coursework, Written examination

To introduce the students to the fundamental concepts and principles of structural fire safety
engineering.
Syllabus

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fundamentals of conductive, convective and radiative heat transfer.
Introduction to fire science and fire dynamics – fire growth and spread.
Mechanical and thermal properties of common construction materials under elevated
temperatures.
Structural behaviour of individual members and systems under thermal loads.
Introduction to prescriptive fire design according to the Eurocodes.
Limitation of prescriptive fire design and fire behaviour in large enclosures including travelling
fires.
Introduction to performance-based fire design with FE computational modelling.

No.
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09

Topic
Introduction to fire science, fire dynamics and heat transfer
Fire growth and spread, characterisation in EN 1991-1-2
Properties of common construction materials
Structural behaviour under thermal loads
Structural design for thermal loads
Performance-based fire design topic
Computational laboratory
Computational laboratory
Computational laboratory
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AJS, GR
AJS, GR
AJS, GR
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3.0

Intended learning outcomes

On successfully completing this course unit, students will be able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.0

Understand the principles of heat transfer within and between structural members and the fire.
Understand the mechanics of a compartment fire and travelling fire, and their associated thermal
loads.
Understand how common construction materials such as steel, concrete and timber degrade under
the action of elevated temperatures.
Be able to apply principles of fire science and heat transfer to perform simple design calculations
using spreadsheet tools.
Be familiar with the design philosophy in EN 1991-1-2, EN 1993-1-2 and EN 1994-1-2.
Be familiar with using sophisticated numerical tools to undertake performance-based fire
safety engineering computations.

Teaching methods

The module is delivered via a mixture of lectures and tutorials, with some guest lectures delivered by
representatives from industry. The final three weeks of the module are comprised of an advanced Finite
Element (FE) computational project, carried out in a computer lab.

5.0

Assessment

Assessment via coursework (30%) and written examination (70%).
6.0

Recommended textbooks

Category as defined by Central Library:

C = Core, S = Supplementary
C
S

Buchanan A.H. (2002). Structural Design for Fire Safety. Wiley & Sons.
Drysdale D. (2011). An Introduction to Fire Dynamics. Wiley & Sons.
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7.0

Subject threads

The table below shows how the themes of design, sustainability and health & safety risk management are
embedded in the curriculum (as defined by the JBM degree guidelines).

Key: Primary (P), Secondary (S) and Contributory (C).
Design
S
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